
Appendix D

Advanced Creations in Nuclear
Engineering

Der Welt Erbe gewänne zu eigen,
wer aus dem Rheingold schüfe den Ring,
der maßlose Macht ihm verlieh’.

The whole world can be possessed by one
who from the Rhinegold forges the Ring,
which can bestow immeasurable power.

Richard Wagner. 1854. Das Rheingold. Scene I. Wellgunde.

As discussed in Chapter 8, contributions by the German-speaking research world to fundamen-
tal nuclear science are very well documented.1 Wilhelm Röntgen discovered X-rays in 1895, and
Ludwig Zehnder was making detailed whole-body X-ray photos of humans by 1896. Hans Geiger
and Walther Müller developed accurate radiation meter designs (Geiger counters or Geiger-Müller
tubes) during the period 1908–1928 that are still in use today. Nuclear fission reactions were first
proposed by Ida Noddack in 1934, and discovered and explained by Otto Hahn, Fritz Strassmann,
Lise Meitner, and Otto Frisch in 1938–1939. Nuclear fusion reactions were proposed by Fritz Houter-
mans and his student Robert Atkinson in 1928–1929, and refined by Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker
and Hans Bethe in 1938. Detailed mathematical models of the nucleus, essential for accurately pre-
dicting nuclear decays and reactions, were first developed by von Weizsäcker in 1935 and ultimately
finalized by Otto Haxel, Johannes Hans Jensen, Maria Goeppert Mayer, Hans Suess, and Eugene
Wigner by 1949.

1See for example: Bethe 1991, 1997; Blatt and Weisskopf 1952; Brown and Lee 2006; Otto Hahn 1968; Irving 1967;
L’Annunziata 2016; Nachmansohn 1979; Rife 1999; Schweber 2012; Sime 1996; Szanton 1992; Wigner 1967.
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In contrast, progress toward nuclear engineering applications within the German-speaking research
world is much less well understood by modern scholarship. Much of the relevant archival evidence
has only been declassified and discovered in recent years, and was not publicly available when
earlier historical assessments were made.2 As presented in this appendix, the evidence that is now
available demonstrates that wartime nuclear engineering programs in Germany were considerably
larger and more advanced than has previously been generally understood. Some of the evidence
even strongly suggests (but does not conclusively prove) that Germany may have developed and
successfully tested fission bombs, and that it may have had a megaton-level hydrogen bomb in an
advanced stage of development when the war ended.

For a much shorter overview than this appendix, see Section 8.8.

This appendix presents evidence of:

D.1. Flaws in the conventional historical view of the German program.

D.2. The fundamental scientific knowledge and planning of the program.

D.3. Sources of uranium and thorium.

D.4. Enrichment of uranium-235.

D.5. Fission reactors for breeding plutonium-239 and/or uranium-233.

D.6. Electronuclear systems for breeding plutonium-239 and/or uranium-233.

D.7. The production of other potentially nuclear-related materials.

D.8. Fission bomb designs.

D.9. Hydrogen bomb designs.

2With access to some of the previously unavailable former Soviet and East German archives and witness testimony,
as well as newly discovered and released U.S. and British documents, beginning in the 1990s several authors argued
(with varying degrees of success and accuracy—caveat emptor) that wartime German work on nuclear weapons
was actually much more extensive, involved many more scientists, and progressed much further than had been
accepted by the conventional historical narrative. See for example: Brooks 1992, 2002; Frank Doebert in Walpersberg

Geschichts- und Forschungsjournal 2015, 2016; Eilers 2007, 2015; Fäth 1999, 2000; Fengler 2014; Fengler and Sachse
2012; Geheimnis Jonastal 2002–2019; Georg 2009; Henshall 1998, 2000, 2002; Hirschfeld and Brooks 1996; Hydrick
1998, 2016; Karlsch 2005, 2006, 2011; Karlsch and Laufer 2002; Karlsch and Petermann 2007; Karlsch and Zeman
2016; Mayer and Mehner 2001, 2002, 2004a, 2004b, 2009, 2010, 2016, 2019; Mehner 2004; Nagel 2003, 2011, 2012a,
2016; Oleynikov 2000; Petermann 2000; Schmitzberger 2004; von Schwarzenbeck 2010; Stevens 2007; Sulzer and
Brauburger 2015; Matthias Uhl quoted in Schauka 2015; Wilcox 2019; Zeman and Karlsch 2008.
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D.10. An October 1944 test explosion on the Baltic coast.

D.11. A circa November 1944 test explosion in Poland.

D.12. March 1945 test explosions in Thuringia.

D.13. Axis belief in the reality of German nuclear weapons.

D.14. Allied belief in the reality of German nuclear weapons.

D.15. Further research that is needed.

These claims may seem controversial. It is possible that the reports of wartime German nuclear
weapons tests arose from tests of non-nuclear weapons (such as fuel-air explosives or chemical
warfare agents), false wartime propaganda, or other factors. However, it is known that there were
extensive and highly secretive nuclear programs in wartime Germany, that numerous military re-
search and production sites were severely bombed by the Allies during the war and/or sanitized
by the Germans at the end of the war, that Germans destroyed or hid large amounts of documents
and research at the end of the war, and that Soviet, U.S., U.K., and French forces vacuumed up
as many scientists and documents and as much equipment as they could find along the way. If
the new evidence is indeed correct, one could understand why the Germans involved would have
been loath to admit their deeds afterward for fear of being prosecuted as war criminals, or why any
Allied forces that found secret evidence of German nuclear accomplishments would have preferred
to claim those technologies and achievements exclusively for themselves.

The currently available evidence that is presented in this appendix does not conclusively prove
that Germany successfully developed a nuclear weapon during the war. Nonetheless, the available
evidence appears to be strongly suggestive of and highly consistent with that conclusion. Therefore,
it is vitally important for researchers to thoroughly search all relevant government and personal
archives in Russia, the United States, the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Austria, Switzerland,
the Netherlands, and elsewhere to find additional documents that could fully elucidate the scope,
history, and accomplishments of the wartime German nuclear program. Industrial archaeology and
chemical analyses at sites where nuclear work may have taken place could also shed a great deal of
light on the methods and results of the nuclear program.
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D.1 Conventional Historical View of the German Program

[The conventional historical view that has been held since 1945 is that Germany was still trying to
complete its first prototype fission reactor when World War II ended in Europe, and that Germany
never even made a serious attempt to develop nuclear weapons.3 This view is based on three
categories of evidence, although each category has its own limitations as summarized below:

Evidence Limitations

1. The U.S.-led Alsos Mission searching Ger-
many for evidence of nuclear-weapons-related
work at the end of the war found the incom-
plete fission reactor at Haigerloch, some pa-
pers on basic nuclear physics, and apparently
not much else, according to the public accounts
[Goudsmit 1945, 1947; Groves 1962; Pash 1969].

1. The Alsos Mission failed to properly inves-
tigate numerous specific organizations, scien-
tists, and locations that could have revealed a
more advanced nuclear program. If any more
advanced nuclear work had in fact been discov-
ered, that information would have been auto-
matically classified at the time, and could re-
main classified or buried in archives and unre-
leased to this day.

2. Ten German nuclear scientists (Erich Bagge,
Kurt Diebner, Walther Gerlach, Otto Hahn,
Paul Harteck, Werner Heisenberg, Horst Ko-
rsching, Max von Laue, Carl Friedrich von
Weizsäcker, and Karl Wirtz) rounded up by the
Alsos Mission were kept under house arrest from
July 1945 until January 1946 at Farm Hall in
the United Kingdom, where their private con-
versations were recorded without their knowl-
edge. The transcripts, which were not released
to the public until 1992, record the scientists’
surprise at news of the 6 August 1945 Hiroshima
bombing and do not reveal significant apparent
knowledge of nuclear weapons design and devel-
opment [Bernstein 2001; Frank 1993].

2. A huge number of relevant nuclear scientists
were not at Farm Hall. There is evidence that
those who were there suspected surveillance and
conducted their conversations accordingly. The
preserved transcripts document only a small
fraction of the discussions that would have oc-
curred among ten people and their British at-
tendants during those six months. Moreover,
the transcripts are English translations, which
may not accurately reflect the original German
conversations. Both the original recordings and
the original German transcripts are said to have
been permanently lost, a shocking lapse for such
an important operation.

3. In their public interviews and writings in
the years after the war, German nuclear sci-
entists professed a lack of desire, plans, mate-
rials and/or political support to produce nu-
clear weapons for the Third Reich [Cassidy
1992; Heisenberg 1953, 1971; Irving 1967; Pow-
ers 1993; NYT 1948-12-28 p. 10].

3. Only a small number of nuclear scientists
went on the public record. It is not clear how
much of what they said was factual history ver-
sus personal spin meant to avoid postwar crit-
icism; the answer may vary for di↵erent scien-
tists in question. Certainly it would have been in
their best personal interests to downplay their
support for weapons-related work as much as
possible.]

3E.g., Goudsmit 1947; Hentschel and Hentschel 1996; Irving 1967; Powers 1993; Rose 1998; Walker 1989, 1995.
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D.1.1 Alsos Mission

[Popular accounts of the Alsos Mission were written by Samuel Goudsmit, the scientific leader of
Alsos, Boris Pash, the military leader, and Leslie Groves, their U.S.-based supervisor. In addition,
a large number of Alsos documents, long classified, are now available.

As illustrated by the documents in this section, the Alsos Mission failed to properly pursue a large
number of leads that might have revealed that the German nuclear program was much larger and
much more advanced than Alsos claimed. Some of the fundamental problems included:

• Whatever evidence Samuel Goudsmit wanted to pursue (or not), and whatever conclusions he
drew from that evidence, apparently became the o�cial view of Alsos. Boris Pash and other
military men were there to move the Alsos scientists around safely and to retrieve any German
scientists/materials that the Alsos scientists wanted, not to express their own opinions in Alsos
reports. Likewise, there does not appear to be any documentation of junior Alsos scientists
o↵ering di↵erent opinions or disagreeing with Goudsmit.4 Contemporary documents from
U.S. o�cials show that they realized that Alsos basically was Goudsmit.

• Goudsmit was trained as a physicist, yet his only significant scientific accomplishment (calcu-
lations of electron spin) occurred when he was still a student, and it seems to have been due
much more to his doctoral adviser Paul Ehrenfest and his fellow student George Uhlenbeck
than to Goudsmit himself. Goudsmit was selected for Alsos specifically because he did not
know or understand the scientific details of the Manhattan Project, in case he was captured
by the Germans or the Russians. He spent his postwar career essentially as a bureaucratic
administrator in scientific organizations, not a research scientist.

• In his writings, Goudsmit appeared to show a strong belief in the superiority of his own
insight and an equally deep prejudice against Germans, specifically a strong desire to believe
that wartime German science and German scientists were inferior and incompetent. Almost
certainly Goudsmit’s mindset was strongly influenced by his parents having been killed during
the war, although perhaps other factors influenced him as well. While his grief would be
quite understandable, he did not sound at all like an open-minded and intellectually rigorous
investigator for this topic, based on his own words. U.S. o�cials who worked with Goudsmit
openly stated that he had a number of undesirable psychological characteristics.

• Goudsmit and other investigators incorrectly assumed that any significant details about the
German nuclear program would be widely shared among German scientists, and freely di-
vulged by those scientists to Alsos investigators. Yet in fact the German program seems to
have been highly compartmentalized, with each person knowing only as much as they needed
to know to perform their own job in the program. Furthermore, it was in the best per-
sonal interests of any German scientists interviewed by Goudsmit to minimize their wartime
knowledge, work, and accomplishments as much as possible, in order to avoid further interro-
gations, detention (at Farm Hall, Dustbin, Ashcan, in the United States, etc.), or war crimes
trials that could lead to their imprisonment or execution. Thus they told Goudsmit exactly

4Lt. Col. George R. Eckman’s “Final Report on the ALSOS Mission,” written in December 1945, seems to be
missing from modern archives (p. 3079). If it could be located, it is possible that it might give a di↵erent opinion
than Goudsmit’s public statements.
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what he wanted to hear—that German science was inferior and had not accomplished much.
Goudsmit was apparently very satisfied with that answer. Even if Goudsmit had been more
open-minded, he had been trained as a physicist to hold academic discussions and to accept
the answers at face value, not to hold strong, probing, skeptical interrogations and to apply
as much psychological pressure as possible.

• Goudsmit and the rest of Alsos never investigated work, personnel, equipment, or documents
in the large and scientifically very important Soviet-occupied areas of Germany (apart from
a token trip to the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Physics in Berlin in late July 1945, after the
Soviets had already stripped it bare).

• Alsos never investigated other Soviet-occupied territory such as Poland, Czechoslovakia, and
Hungary, where considerable German work is known to have occurred.

• Alsos never investigated Norway and Denmark, where important German work had also been
conducted.

• Alsos never investigated sites in Thuringia other than Stadtilm and Nordhausen, even though
Thuringia was filled with a large number of potentially relevant sites, especially underground.

• Alsos did not seriously investigate Austria (apart from interviewing some scientists from
Vienna, after the Soviets had already removed personnel and materials from Austria).

• Alsos dismissed and did not seriously pursue work that had been conducted by the Reichspost,
Wilhelm Ohnesorge, Manfred von Ardenne, Fritz Houtermans, Siegfried Flügge, etc.

• Alsos dismissed and did not seriously pursue work that had been conducted by the Army
Ordnance O�ce, Erich Schumann, Walter Trinks, etc.

• Alsos dismissed and did not seriously pursue work that had been conducted under the SS.

• Alsos did not seriously investigate work that had been conducted at I.G. Farben.

• Alsos did not consider the large number of German documents that were destroyed, hidden,
or captured by other groups from the United States or from other countries (especially the
Soviet Union).

• From the outset, Alsos was highly focused on a few German scientists such as Heisenberg who
were already well known before the war. Alsos dismissed and did not seriously pursue other,
newer, or previously unknown scientists and engineers that it encountered.

• Alsos stated incorrectly that German scientists had no concept for a bomb, other than a
vision of a highly impractical and ine�cient out-of-control fission reactor.

• Alsos stated incorrectly that German scientists had not given serious consideration to pro-
ducing and using plutonium.
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• Richard Kuhn was one of the top brains behind Germany’s massive, long-running, and highly
advanced chemical weapons program that successfully researched, developed, tested, mass-
produced, and stockpiled the world’s first nerve gases. Despite interrogating Richard Kuhn
in April 1945, Goudsmit and the other Alsos investigators were completely oblivious to the
existence of the nerve gas program or Kuhn’s role in it. Even when they pressed Kuhn for
more information in September 1945, all they learned was that he had been involved in the
production of plastics and other basic materials. (See p. 3063.) By that time Alsos had spent
more than a year searching all of Europe for any evidence of any types of German weapons
of mass destruction. This demonstrable and complete failure by Alsos to even discover (let
alone properly understand) the massive German chemical weapons program appears to cast
grave doubt on the competence of Goudsmit and the other Alsos investigators, as well as the
validity of their conclusions about the German nuclear program, which involved the same
organizations as the nerve gas program (Army Ordnance, SS, I.G. Farben, etc.).

• Well before the war even ended, Goudsmit and/or his superiors apparently decided to divert
most of the personnel, time, and resources of the Alsos Mission away from weapons of mass
destruction (WMD), and instead to analyze other German technological developments such
as anti-aircraft missiles and proximity fuses. That shift is documented by the large number
of reports that Alsos personnel wrote on those other subjects in spring and summer 1945.
That e↵ort duplicated non-WMD field work that was being carried out by many other teams
of Allied investigators (BIOS, CIOS, FIAT, NavTecMisEu, etc.). It also left Alsos even less
able to track down leads on German nuclear or other WMD programs. (Or perhaps it got
Alsos out of the way so that some much more capable but more secretive Allied team could
investigate the German nuclear program?)

• If Goudsmit concluded that there was no advanced German nuclear program, and stated
that in o�cial reports and public statements at the time, it would have been in his own best
interests to keep saying that, even if he eventually learned otherwise sometime after the war.
Goudsmit’s ego about his own abilities, his prejudice against German scientists (including
his irrational fixation on Heisenberg, both during and after the war), and his desire not to
jeopardize his continuing U.S.-government-funded career and his public credibility would have
been strong reasons for him to maintain his conclusions, even if sometime after the war he
eventually heard some secret evidence that did not fit into his conclusions.

If there was in fact an advanced German nuclear program and the United States learned of that
during or after the war, that knowledge does not appear to have flowed through or been shared
with the Alsos Mission. Any such knowledge seems to have resided with whatever o�cials or groups
warned Franklin Roosevelt of an advanced German nuclear program; directed U.S. forces straight
to Thuringia, Austria, and Czechoslovakia; captured and interrogated Hans Kammler; handled the
personnel and materials from the German submarine U-234 or other submarines; etc. (see p. 3915).]
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Samuel A. Goudsmit. 7 December 1945. Report by the Scientific Chief of the Alsos
Mission, pp. 15–16 [NARA RG GOUDS, Entry UD-7420, Box 6, Folder Alsos Mission].

The Alsos Mission was the only intelligence team authorized to investigate for United States and
British interests the German progress on the Atom Bomb. Documents found at Strasbourg indicated
that the enemy had made practically no progress in this field, though it had the highest priority
of all scientific research projects. The Alsos Mission located all the centers of Uranium research
in Germany. The laboratories were investigated and key personnel detained and questioned. The
enemy tried in vain to hide essential materials and research reports. They were all recovered by the
Alsos Mission. It is certain that complete research data and all key scientists fell into the hands of
the Alsos Mission.

The evaluation of the intelligence indicated that the Germans believed that they were far ahead of
American development in this field. In reality, the Germans, though they had started sooner, were
far behind. They had given up altogether the idea of making a bomb and were concentrating their
e↵orts on constructing an energy producing machine, which they called a “Uranium Burner”. At
the end of the war, they had not even succeeded in constructing a self-sustaining chain reaction or
“pile”.

Samuel Goudsmit’s December 1945 testimony to the U.S. Senate. Hearings Before the
Special Committee on Atomic Energy, United States Senate, Seventy-Ninth Congress,
First Session, Pursuant to S. Res. 179, a Resolution Creating a Special Committee
to Investigate Problems Relating to the Development, Use, and Control of Atomic
Energy, Part 2, December 5, 6, 10, and 12, 1945. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing O�ce, 1946. [Goudsmit 1945]

In spite of certain preliminary newspaper reports, we can say that the Germans did not have
anything at all. They were way behind. They just did not have the vision which the Allied scientists
had, I believe.

[...] For instance, as I mentioned before, the German scientists seem to have lacked the vision.
They did not believe in its success from the very beginning. They knew its importance, and were
convinced that the project was important; but they did not believe that it could be done within a
reasonable time, 50 to 100 years.

Himmler’s SS men went around and spread the rumor that very soon the Germans were going to
use a uranium bomb, scaring the scientists who knew they were 50 or a hundred years away from
such a goal.

Other reasons why the Germans did not make any real progress were probably, as I mentioned
before, that the key men in administrative positions were utterly incompetent. For instance, Army
Ordnance had as its chief advisor on military matters a second-rate physicist named Schumann,
like the musician Schumann. In fact, his main interest was the physics of piano strings. [...]

That man had a small project going on in one of the Army proving grounds near Berlin, and the
scientists he had working with him were definitely inferior compared with the scientists which were
available in Germany for such a project; so there was one group working.
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There was another group working in the so-called Kaiser-Wilhelm Institute for physics. [...]

A private scientist, Baron von Ardenne, a clever technician and businessman, got the Minister of
Post and Telegraph, Ohnesorge, interested in his research. Ohnesorge was near to Hitler and kept
the Fuehrer informed about the importance of the project. For awhile, Von Ardenne was considered
by the German authorities to be the expert on the uranium problem, much to the dismay of the
really competent scientists.

[...] At the beginning of 1945, most of the research was still in practically in the same state as it had
been in 1943. Isotope separation had been tried on a very small scale only by means of a centrifuge.
[...]

Some of the key scientists worked only part time on this important research and the rest of the
time did routine teaching or administrative work. The lack of proper large-scale facilities necessary
for this kind of work was, of course, another reason for the lack of success.

At the slow pace at which they were progressing, it is obvious that German scientists did not believe
a bomb would be constructed within the course of the war. They were confident that perhaps a
uranium machine, or at least its basic principles, could be obtained within a reasonable length of
time. It is remarkable, however, how incomplete their knowledge was. They were, according to their
research reports, scarcely aware of some of the basic di�culties which they were likely to encounter
in their e↵orts. Most surprising is the fact that not even their best scientists had given any thought
to the use of plutonium.

The e↵ort was small, though it had the highest priority among all scientific research projects in
Germany. The total expenditure was about 15,000,000 marks, which is perhaps equivalent to some
$10,000,000. The appropriation for 1944–45 was 3 1⁄4 million marks with a subsequent supplement
of 1,000,000.

It is estimated that approximately 100 scientists were active on this project. They were divided
into several rather small groups working on di↵erent phases of the problem and were spread all
over Germany.

Toward the end of the year, the German experiments had indicated that it was possible to obtain an
increase in the number of neutrons, but no self-sustaining neutron source had been constructed as
yet. [...] Gerlach was quite upset when, shortly afterward, the S. S. spread rumors that the Germans
were soon going to use a uranium bomb. The scientists knew that they were still a hundred years
away from that goal. [...]

Not until they learned about the use of the atomic bomb by the Allies did they realize how far
behind they were. They had lost not only the military war, but also the war of science.

[In his solemn testimony before the U.S. Senate, Goudsmit made numerous statements that are
demonstrably false, as documented by the evidence in the rest of this appendix, including evidence
directly from Goudsmit’s Alsos files. Goudsmit repeated most of these false statements, often ver-
batim, in his famous 1947 book bragging about his great accomplishments with Alsos.]
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Questions from Senator Edwin Johnson regarding Samuel Goudsmit’s December 1945
testimony to the U.S. Senate. Hearings Before the Special Committee on Atomic En-
ergy, United States Senate, Seventy-Ninth Congress, First Session, Pursuant to S.
Res. 179, a Resolution Creating a Special Committee to Investigate Problems Relat-
ing to the Development, Use, and Control of Atomic Energy, Part 2, December 5, 6,
10, and 12, 1945. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing O�ce, 1946, p. 254.
[Goudsmit 1945]

Dr. GOUDSMIT. [...] The total e↵ort expended by the Germans on the project was rather small,
but it was among the scientific projects the one of the highest priority; still it was very small
compared to our e↵ort.

Senator JOHNSON. In your investigation of the German e↵ort, did you have access to all of the
e↵orts of Germany? Press reports have inferred, or at least I have understood from them, that
certain German e↵orts had been taken over by the Russians, and that such plants as they took
over were not open to inspection.

Now, did you have access to all the plants in Germany, and when you speak of what the Germans
did, are you speaking of everything that the Germans did in the Russian-occupied zone as well as
in the American-occupied zone?

Dr. GOUDSMIT. I speak with confidence of everything the Germans did on the atomic bomb
project. I am certain that I have inspected all the papers and have talked to all the key men on the
project, and have seen all the documents and most of the laboratories have been visited by me or
by men who worked in connection with me.

Senator JOHNSON. In the Russian-occupied as well as in the American- and British-occupied
zones? Have you visited any Russian-occupied laboratories?

Dr. GOUDSMIT. I think that is classified information.

Senator JOHNSON. You cannot testify on that?

Dr. GOUDSMIT. I cannot testify in open session as to that.

[From this exchange, it appears that Goudsmit had additional information about the German
nuclear program that he was unwilling to share with the U.S. Senate. What exactly was that
information?

Alternatively, was Goudsmit simply blu�ng the U.S. Senate? If providing honest answers to Senator
Johnson’s questions would have revealed that Goudsmit had failed to pursue many important
leads, did Goudsmit evade Johnson’s questions by falsely claiming that the answers were “classified
information” that he could not discuss?]
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Samuel A. Goudsmit. 1947. Alsos. New York: Henry Schuman.

[pp. 11–12]: If only we could get hold of a German atomic physicist, we felt, we could soon find
out what the rest of them were up to. To us physicists the problem seemed very simple. Even
those of us who were not working on the atom bomb project knew pretty well what was going
on over here. No amount of military security could have prevented us from knowing, di�cult as
it was for the military to understand this. Active scientists engaged in the same general field of
research inevitably form a kind of clan; they work closely together and know all about each other’s
specialties and whereabouts. [...] The same thing, we knew, would be true of the Germans.

[pp. 31–33]: There are still a few secrets which members of the Mission are not supposed to reveal.
We are not supposed to tell just who among the Army personnel were directly connected with
the A-bomb Intelligence. We cannot divulge how much uranium and heavy water was found in
Germany and what was done with it. We helped find it, but never knew how much it was until
later press dispatches from Germany told us about it. [...]

To an outsider, a professor is a professor, but we knew that no one but Professor Heisenberg could
be the brains of a German uranium project and every physicist throughout the world knew that.

There are people who ask us every so often, whether we are absolutely sure we now know everything
the Germans did. How can we be sure that somewhere in Germany, still hidden, there isn’t a group
of men, whom we have never heard of, secretly manufacturing atom bombs even now. There were
even Intelligence reports referring to such a possibility. During the time the Russians occupied the
Danish island of Bornholm, one heard frequent o�cial and uno�cial rumors to the e↵ect that there
was a group of German scientists on the island who had completed an atom bomb. We came across
similar rumors frequently during our investigations.

I still do not know how to explain the absurdity of these rumors and how to convince non-scientists.
Possibly a paper hanger can become a military expert, and a wine merchant a diplomat; but an
outsider simply can’t acquire the necessary scientific knowledge for making an atom bomb overnight.
We are always told, with some exaggeration, that only a dozen people in the world understand
Einstein. It follows that at least one of that dozen must be included in any atom bomb project
since its construction is so closely tied up with Einstein’s theory! In other words, we knew who our
chief targets were in Germany before we started. What we had to find out was how far they had
advanced on their atom bomb project.

[pp. 80–83]: The director at that Medical Institute was the famous organic chemist, Richard Kuhn.
When the chemists with our Mission, Professors Louis Fieser of Harvard and Carl Baumann of
Wisconsin, met him, Kuhn was most co-operative. They had known him before and he welcomed
them back in his laboratory. He told them that he had no connection with war work, but that it
was all directed by the chemist Thiessen in Berlin. He had no secret reports and had merely worked
on the chemistry of modern drugs. [...]

Richard Kuhn’s record did not seem too clean to me. As president of the German Chemical Society
he had followed the Nazi cult and rites quite faithfully. [...] I could not believe that he was not
familiar with important war work, although I had no time to look into this matter further. We
knew, however, that he had been one of the administration bosses of German war chemistry, and
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later in Berlin Baumann discovered some valuable secret reports on applied chemistry which were
no doubt familiar to Kuhn. Back in Heidelberg we had him picked up by one of our o�cers.

I showed him the secret reports, and reproached him for not having told us about them half a year
earlier, when he knew all the time what we were after and when he acted as if he were co-operating
with us. [...]

It was quite important. It contained articles on industrially valuable applications of chemistry, such
as the production of plastics, asbestos, the use of coal tar, aluminum, cellulose, sulfur, etc. This
rare set of documents is now in the possession of the American Chemical Society, and I am still
sore for allowing myself to be fooled by Herr Kuhn. We could have got these documents in April
instead of September.

[pp. 112]: A few days afterward Munich fell. Here Carl Baumann, accompanied by a few o�cers and
men, located Walther Gerlach, who had been in charge of nuclear research and all physics research
for the last year. He also discovered Diebner and the uranium, which the Gestapo had taken from
the secret laboratory in Thüringen, and brought back more interesting documents.

[pp. 121–122]: [Gerlach’s] only wish was to save and to promote German physics without the help
or obstruction of the Nazis. [...] But it was all too late. The war was over before Gerlach’s influence
took hold.

We could get nothing out of Diebner. He was as sullen as a real prisoner. He must have felt like an
outcast, living in the same house with members of the Heisenberg clique. Their conversations with
him were limited to monosyllables.

[pp. 123–126]: It was not until late in July that a small Alsos group was allowed to enter Berlin.
As we expected, we found no new information but what we learned was very satisfying. It was like
the last pieces of a jigsaw puzzle; the pieces of haphazard information we gathered completed the
picture, plugged up a few minor holes, but the pattern remained the same.

We found, for instance, the chief chemist of the Auer Chemical Company, for whom we had been
looking ever since we had entered Belgium. But he could tell us nothing we did not already know,
nor could the few industrial physicists who still remained in Berlin. The Gestapo scientists had all
cleared out before our arrival, some of them leaving su�cient clues in their deserted homes for us
to track them down later. [...]

Our chief visit was, of course, to the now empty Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Physics, where the
uranium research had started in 1939. [...] We went in and found one room furnished with two
desks and one o�cer. [...] He did not understand our interest in this building.

“It’s all empty,” he said. “Everything, even switches and wiring, has been removed by the Russians.
We found some junk which we dumped in the back yard.” [...]

We inspected the place thoroughly. The backyard “junk” contained various pieces of equipment
for nuclear physics as well as blocks of pressed uranium oxide. There were also some notebooks
indicating the type of research that had been going on.

[pp. 142–145]: Army research was conducted by the Ordnance Department headed by the mediocre
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physicist, Erich Schumann. Professor Schumann’s right hand man was Diebner. [...]

Schumann was actually professor of military physics at the University of Berlin, although his few
publications deal only with the vibrations of piano strings—an interest derived, presumably, from
the fact that he was a descendant of the composer, Schumann.[...]

In Schumann’s case, the work had been shrouded in secrecy even before the war, and so no one
knew quite what was going on in the Second Institute, although the first rate physicists knew, from
the type of personnel he was using, it could not be very important or successful. [...]

But the uranium problem is rather more di�cult than the mysteries of piano strings and Schumann
became impatient. By the end of 1942 he had lost interest in the project; he turned Diebner,
personnel, equipment and material over to the civilian research organization, the Reich’s Research
Council, which had just been placed under Goering. He did not, however, turn over the two million
marks his research group had been granted by the Army.

Schumann next devoted his talents to bacterial warfare. It is probable that in this field his com-
petence was even less than in physics and its wartime applications. But he liked to be involved in
things that looked important and his name shows up on many rosters of research committees.

When Berlin fell, Schumann fled to Bavaria. The Alsos Mission followed his trail for a short while,
mainly out of curiousity, but we soon gave up. He was so obviously unimportant.

[pp. 160, 164–166]: As scientific adviser to Army Ordnance, Professor Schumann made immediate
preparations for secret research into the uranium problem with a view to producing the super-
explosive. But he himself was only a second-rate physicist, and his helpers were not much better.
[...]

What made this even more irritating was that the academic scientists considered Schumann and
his group far below their level. They thought it outrageous that such men should be given so much
power, and felt certain that they would never succeed in their researches. [...]

Von Ardenne was not a physicist in the German academic sense, but he was a first-rate experimenter;
a designer and builder of important laboratory apparatus, and a successful business man. He found
out that the Postal Department had a research section with a large budget that was not being used.
Contacting Ohnesorge, the gullible Postal Minister, he told him all about the wonders of atomic
power and explosives.

And so it came about that Von Ardenne’s Berlin laboratory was made a branch of Postal Research,
and Ohnesorge, at a cabinet meeting, informed Hitler about the uranium bomb. [...]

For a time the technician Baron Manfred von Ardenne was the o�cial expert on nuclear physics to
the Nazi government. Even today the academic physicists refer to this as one of the severest insults
they ever received from the government, and the reason for some of them becoming anti-Nazi. “If
only the government had taken the true scientists into its confidence instead of those charlatans
like Von Ardenne and Schumann,” they complained to us on the Alsos Mission. [...]

The real brains of the project was Werner Heisenberg.

[pp. 176–177]: They knew, of course, of the possibility of a U-235 bomb, but they considered it
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practically impossible to separate pure U-235. One can hardly blame them for this. Perhaps only
in America could one have visualized and realized an Oak Ridge, where pure U-235 was produced
by the huge combined e↵orts of science, engineering, industry, and the Army. No such vision was
apparent among the German scientists and certainly no such gigantic combination of all forces
working on all cylinders.

Furthermore, the Germans never thought of using plutonium in the bomb, which enormously sim-
plified the problem. The existence and probable properties of plutonium, though still unnamed,
had been mentioned in scientific literature before the war, and in a few German secret reports, but
they overlooked the practical phase of this side of the problem completely.

In fact, the whole German idea of the bomb was quite di↵erent from ours and more primitive in
its conception. They thought that it might eventually be possible to construct a pile in which the
chain reaction went so fast that it would produce an explosion. Their bomb, that is, was merely an
explosive pile and would have proved a fizz compared to the real bomb.

[pp. 201–202:] During the war the SS had a few technical research laboratories of its own, under
the direction of an SS-General Schwab, but these did not amount to anything. They tried some
work on heavy water, but soon gave up and sent their “expert” on this subject to the University
of Hamburg to continue his work with the legitimate physicists.

The principal “scientific” interest of the SS was ancient Germanic history, with a view to proving
the greatness of their Teutonic ancestry. It was for this purpose that Himmler created his own
“scientific academy” in 1935, Das Ahnenerbe, or Academy of Ancestral Heritage. Because some
of the activities of this strange academy were shrouded in mystery that might just possibly have
concealed something really important, we assigned Carl Baumann to make a thorough investigation
of the organization for Alsos.

Except for Himmler’s letter to hangman Heydrich about the physicist Heisenberg, [...] Baumann
did not discover anything connected with atomic research in the Ahnenerbe material. [...]

[Due to censorship in 1947, Goudsmit could only refer to Major Robert Furman as the “Mysterious
Major,” and he could not mention the specific quantities of uranium that had been found. In their
books written much later, in the 1960s, Groves and Pash were able to mention the name of Robert
Furman and the specific quantities of uranium.

Even as Goudsmit complained about the “absurdity” of people asking him if he might have over-
looked any German scientists who could build atomic bombs, in 1947 there were literally hundreds
of German scientists whom Goudsmit had overlooked and who were developing the Soviet Union’s
first atomic bombs.

Goudsmit’s opinion that (unlike America) Germany was incapable of “huge combined e↵orts of
science, engineering, industry, and the Army” is clearly contradicted by a number of massive and
very successful German programs that involved all of those sectors: the missile programs, the nerve
gas program, the jet programs, programs that developed and mass-produced synthetic fuels and
rubber, and many others. In fact, whereas the United States was still very new to that sort of
approach, it had been the foundation of German research and development for many decades.]
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Boris T. Pash. 1969. The Alsos Mission. New York: Award House.

[pp. 156–158:] Our scientists soon joined us in Strasbourg. Bob Furman and Lt. Tony Biot, a Navy
physicist, had already arrived. Sam Goudsmit and Fred Wardenberg reported two days later.

[...] Our scientific sleuths were more than usually agitated by the material probed although they
would be the last to admit it. After a while, I heard Sam Goudsmit exclaim, “We’ve got it!”

“I know we have it,” I remarked. “But do they?”

The two scientists were the only ones who knew to what I was referring. They smiled, and Sam
Goudsmit’s eyes were wide with excitement.

“No, no!” he said. “That’s it. They don’t!” The scientists remained up far into the night, poring
over the papers. [...]

Interrogation of the captured scientists, study of the seized documents and inspection of the lab-
oratories took several days. But the two days during which Sam Goudsmit, Fred Wardenberg and
Bob Furman worked on our priority interest were as important to our top leaders and to the British
as any other phase of the war. It was our Strasbourg operation which disclosed that it was unlikely
that the Nazi could unleash an atom bomb in the near future.

Thus Alsos exploded the Nazi super-weapon myth that had so alarmed Allied leaders. The fact
that a German atom bomb was not an immediate threat was probably the most significant single
piece of military intelligence developed throughout the war. Alone, that information was enough to
fully justify Alsos. [...]

[pp. 216–218:] In Hechingen, the entire Alsos scientific contingent was interrogating the German
scientists and trying to locate significant lab reports and documents. [...]

Upon our return we learned that the secreted uranium of the Haigerloch pile, as well as the supply
of heavy water, was buried near an old water-drive grist mill outside town. [...]

The 1269th provided trucks that hauled the uranium and heavy water, along with recovered
graphite, to SHAEF Scientific Section for transhipment to the United States.

Thus ended Operation Big.

With the exception of Doctors Heisenberg, Gerlach and Diebner [who were found shortly later],
Alsos had taken into custody every German scientist whose name appeared on the “wanted” list.

And the German atomic pile, with all related equipment and documents, were in American hands.

Upon receiving my report that “Alsos has hit the jackpot,” General Harrison immediately sent a
message to General Devers stating, “Boris Pash has hit the jackpot.” [See Fig. D.1.]

[Pash confirmed that the scientific conclusions of Alsos were dominated by Goudsmit, that those
conclusions were reached in Strasbourg in November 1944 (long before visiting most of the areas
and scientists involved in the nuclear program), that Alsos was only interested in a few famous
scientists on their short predetermined list, and that they were satisfied they were finished once
they found the Haigerloch fission pile.]
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Figure D.1: “For the Eyes Only of General Marshall and the Secretary of War from Eisenhower...
have secured personnel, information and materiel exceeding their wildest expectations” [Pash 1969,
frontispiece].
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Manhattan District History, Book I, Volume 14, Foreign Intelligence Supplement No.
1. Undated but apparently ⇠1947.
[https://ia802303.us.archive.org/26/items/ManhattanDistrictHistory/]

4-1. General.

[...] Lt. Col. Boris T. Pash and Dr. Samuel A. Goudsmit had respectively been appointed Mission
Chief and Scientific Chief.

[...] Based on preliminary lists from the United States, much of the early definition of German
intelligence targets was accomplished at the London headquarters with the assistance of British
technical and intelligence personnel. Priorities were assigned to locations and personnel, and while
later events proved some of the investigations to be unproductive, no important elements were
missed as far as the interest in atomic energy was concerned. [...]

4-2. Paris Operations.

[...] Advance personnel of the ALSOS Mission entered Paris on August 1944, with leading elements
of the Allied troops, and promptly secured initial targets. [...] Joliot [...] added very little to the
knowledge already possessed by the Manhattan Project; however, the following items were clarified:

(1) The College de France (Joliot’s laboratory) cyclotron had remained in service at that institution,
although, at one time, the enemy had given some consideration to transporting it into Germany

(2) Schumann, Diebner, Bothe, Esau, Gentner, Bagge, and Maurer, all enemy personnel of interest
to the Manhattan Project, had spent varying lengths of time during the war at the College de
France laboratory, concerning themselves with the cyclotron operation. [...]

[...] ALSOS Mission reached Brussels, Belgium, on 5 September 1944. A Mr. Gaston André, in
charge of uranium, at the main o�ce of the Union Minière du Haut Katanga, was contacted. [...]

(1) Prior to the war a number of German firms had received uranium products from Belgium for
normal peacetime application or retrade. The shipments had, in general, consisted of quantities of
less than one ton per month of assorted refined materia.

(2) From June, 1940, until August, 1941, the Auer Gesellschaft, a well-known German chemical
concern, which had not been a recipient prior to the war, suddenly became an outstanding consumer
of uranium products. Auer received about 60 tons of refined material during that period. It was
learned that a Dr. Ihwe was apparently in charge of purchases for the Auer company.

(3) The next large German shipment of interest was in November, 1941, and consisted of about
nine tons of uranium products to [...] Degussa. [...]

(4) During June, 1942, unusually large amounts of uranium products were sent to “Roges, m.b.H”.
[...] Within this organization a Dr. Faust was in charge of uranium ores. The amounts of uranium
products ordered by Roges consisted of about 115 tons of assorted refined and half refined materials.
In addition they obtained 610 tons of crude material, 17 tons of ferro-uranium, and about 110 tons
of impure products (rejects). Also, in January and May, 1943, respectively, 50 tons and 80 tons of
refined products were delivered to them.
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[...] During the preceding investigation at Brussels, a preliminary study of uranium stock, by the
Union Minière du Haut Katanga, indicated that a quantity of material remained in Belgium. [...]
The captured material, amounting to 68 tons, was placed under joint American and British control
and removed from Belgium.

[...I]t was learned that nine carloads of uranium (approximate total net weight 72 tons) had been
shipped, in advance of the German invasion, from Hoboken, Belgium to le Havre, France, in May,
1940. Reports indicated subsequent German seizure, at le Havre, of two of the nine carloads and
the movement of the remainder to Bordeaux. [...] 30 tons of the reported material was found at the
Poudrerie de Toulouse, in Toulouse. This material was secured and shipped from Marseilles to the
United States. Investigation continued for the remaining 42 tons, but that particular search was
not successful. [...]

4-3. Strasbourg Operation.

On 25 November 1944, advance military members of the ALSOS Mission joined the T-Force in
Strasbourg.

[...] Concerning the interest of the Manhattan Project, four of the academic personal targets—
Rudolf Fleischmann, Head of the Physics Department; Fritz Weygand, Head of the Chemistry
Department; Hugo Neuert, Experimental Physicist; and Werner Maurer, Experimental Physicist,
had such backgrounds and occupations as to warrant their separation from other internees and
transfer, at a later date, to the United States. [...] Field interrogation of these individuals failed to
confirm that any of them had engaged in direct research on a nuclear weapon, and their replies
to repeated questioning actually provided little worth-while information. [...] In contrast to the
meager information obtained from personal targets, the written matter located at Strasbourg served
as a source of outstanding intelligence. [...] While the information was unclassified, through the
mediums of notes of meetings, fragments of computations, protocols of experiments and vague
hints in personal correspondence, a revealing picture of the German nuclear research program was
presented.

[...] That evidence in a great measure modified the fear of enemy competition with the Manhattan
Project, but it was still believed to be highly essential that those encouraging indications be con-
firmed beyond all possible doubt. [...] All of the foregoing information, after being subjected to an
analysis by both the Manhattan District and the OSRD, resulted in a comprehensive report “TA
Targets–German” [...] which served as a dependable guide for subsequent exploitation.

4-4. Heidelberg Operation.

[...] Professor Walther Bothe, Director, Physics Division of KWI for Medical Research, Heidelberg,
was interrogated on 30 and 31 March [...]

(1) It was confirmed that Hahn had been evacuated to Tailfingen, and that Heisenberg and von
Laue were at Hechingen.

(2) The installation, including the experimental uranium pile which was at Berlin-Gottow, had
been removed to Haigerloch.

(3) A German shortage of heavy water was reported, and reference was made to the only production
having been that in Norway.
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(4) Professor Bothe listed the following as having worked on the nuclear physics phase of the
uranium problem.

(a) Himself, with three helpers

(b) Heisenberg, with ten men

(c) Döpel, in Leipzig, assisted by his wife only

(d) Kirchner, in Garmisch, with possibly two men

(e) Stetter, in Vienna, with four or five men

(5) Approval of Gerlach was required for physicists to secure means for scientific work, and if a
“DE” (highest) priority was desired the additional approval of [Albert] Speer, Minister of War
Production, had to be obtained.

(6) Bothe expressed his opinion that the separation of uranium isotopes by the thermal di↵usion
method was impossible. He indicated that the only work on isotope separation in Germany was
being done by the centrifugal method under the direction of Harteck. Bothe was not aware of the
location of this activity.

(7) Bothe believed that uranium hexafluoride was made by I.G. Farben, at Leverkusen.

(8) Bothe stated that no element higher than 93 was definitely known; however, he recognized that,
as element 93 was a beta emitter, 94 must exist.

(9) Bothe repeatedly expressed his opinion that the uranium pile, as a source of energy, was decades
from realization and that the use of uranium as an explosive was impracticable. He claimed not to
know of any theoretical or experimental work being done in Germany on the military application
of nuclear fission; but indicated that such work could be under way without his knowledge.

(10) After repeated questioning concerning the military value of the cyclotron, Bothe said it had
been considered as a means of obtaining radioactive material for bombs.

(11) All secret documents in connection with his work were reported by Bothe to have been burned
in accordance with government instructions.

[...] Dr. Wolfgang Gentner was interrogated on 1 April and, in general, confirmed the information
given by Bothe. [...]

4-5. Frankfurt Operation.

On 31 March and 1 April, 1945, several of the Degussa plants were contacted and a number of the
employees were interviewed. It was confirmed that Degussa had produced uranium metal under the
name of “Spezialmetall”; however, personnel investigated professed indefinite knowledge concerning
the use of the metal and the ultimate destinations to which it was shipped.

[...] Dr. Kohl, Works Manager, Degussa Plant No. 2, was interrogated on 3 April 1945, concerning
the manufacture of “Spezialmetall”. According to him the material was required by the Reich’s
Research Council (RFR) and all administrative matters were handled directly with RFR by Auer,
in Oranienburg. Degussa acted as a sub-contractor for Auer and Kohl understood that deliveries
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of metal were made either to Auer or to the RFR, at Berlin-Dahlem. The use of the metal was
secret, but Kohl believed it to be concerned with experiments in atomic physics. He stated that the
material was manufactured, to a purity of 98 to 99 percent, from ammonium uranate which was
converted to U3O8. The ammonium uranate was secured either from Joachimstahl or the Union
Minière du Haut Katanga. Kohl referred to an early process where metallic uranium had been
mixed with coal dust, with Tragacanth gum as a binding material, and pressed into blocks. The
material was later delivered as powdered metallic uranium, production being between one and
two tons. Kohl was emphatic that no deliveries of uranium were made to I. G. Farben Industrie.
The Degussa plant, at Frankfurt, had been partially destroyed and parts of the equipment were
reported to have initially been moved to a location in Mark Brandenburg, and later to the plant of
the Chemische Fabrik Grünau at Berlin-Grünau. Approximately three tons of ammonium uranate
were shipped with the equipment to Berlin-Grünau. It was reported that, prior to the war, about
three tons per month of sodium uranate were used in the ceramic color business but that during
the war such use had been prohibited.

[...] Dr. Baerwind, director of Degussa in charge of technical matters, was also interrogated at Frank-
furt, on 3 April. Subject to the following comments Baerwind’s statements in general confirmed
those previously made by Kohl.

(1) While Baerwind was then a member of the Supervisory Board of Auer, nevertheless he was not
familiar with the dealings between Auer and the nuclear scientists.

(2) Baerwind indicated his unfamiliarity with the technical details, and expressed his opinion that
Kohl might also have been uninformed; however, he stated definitively that the uranium powder
was not mixed with coal dust.

(3) Reference was made to Degussa production of from five to six tons per year of beryllium metal.
Most of this material was reported to have been sent to Heraeus, for the manufacture of beryllium
copper alloys, but a small amount had been sent to the RFR for experiments with radioactive
materials.

(4) Baerwind believed that the “Spezialmetall”, even under the secret handling, could have nothing
to do with military weapons because the quantities involved were so small. He stated definitively
that Degussa was the only manufacturer of uranium metal in Germany and that until 1944 the
Frankfurt plant production constituted all of the Degussa production.

[...] In September, 1945, an account of the production of uranium metal by Degussa was obtained by
the ALSOS Mission. This account was prepared by a Degussa employee (Völkel [...]) and presented
production and shipping details as well as a description of the process employed. It revealed that
the Frankfurt Plant No. 2 had handled about 12,8000 kg. of the material from 1940 to 1945. [...]
The progress of the war had caused manufacture of uranium metal to be transferred from the
Degussa, Frankfurt, plant to a factory at Berlin-Grünau. Production at Grünau started at the end
of 1944. It was indicated that “Spezialmetall” had only been manufactured in quantities suitable
for experimental purposes and that the purity of the product was not impressively high.

[...] The ALSOS Mission had learned that 11 tons of crude sodium uranate had been delivered to
the Radium Chemie Companie, of Frankfurt, from Wirtschaftliche Forschungsgesellschaft, in July,
1943, and that information prompted a contact with the Frankfurt firm on 25 April, 1945. [...]
Through questioning the Deputy Director of the firm it was learned that a stock of 11 tons of
uranium products, 1⁄2 ton of Schmiedberg ore and a few drums of monazite sand were on hand.
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That material was confiscated. In addition to the material obtained, this operation proved to be of
interest in providing evidence that the Joachimstahl mines were being worked and that the shortage
of radium in Germany made it worth while to exploit the Schmiedeberg deposits. [...]

4-6. Stadtilm Operation.

[...] ALSOS team arrived at Stadtilm, Thuringen, on 12 April 1945, directly after fighting in the
town had ceased. The laboratory and o�ces of Dr. Kurt Diebner were located in an old schoolhouse.
It was found that the majority of the target personnel, together with their documents, materials
and equipment, had been evacuated by the Gestapo, on 8 April, in order that they might carry
on their work elsewhere. However, the following individuals, of interest to the ALSOS Mission,
had been allowed to remain at Stadtilm: Hartwig, Physicist; Ebeling, Mechanic; Leimert, Librar-
ian; Stuhlinger, Physicist; Pfetscher, Physicist; Berkei, Physicist; Ehlert, O�ce Manager; Seeger,
Engineer; and Schutzmeister, Physicist.

[...] Gerlach was a frequent visitor at Stadtilm.

[...] The physics institute of the KWI and of the THS [Technische Hochschule] Berlin had been
partially evacuated to Stadtilm about 6 months previously but, for some unknown reason, a number
of the personnel had been extremely slow in the relocation.

[...] Documents, materials and equipment at Stadtilm consisted of: many files; 8 tons of uranium
oxide; parts of a small low temperature pile; air liquefaction apparatus; heavy water equipment
from Norway; counters; miscellaneous equipment; and an extensive physics laboratory.

For about four years [Dr. Berkei] had worked for the KWI for Physics, at Berlin-Dahlem and
Berlin-Gottow, and later served as administrative assistant to Diebner. While, in his administrative
capacity, he had not had the opportunity to learn of many of the technical details, nevertheless
Berkei appeared to have a good overall picture of Diebner’s work...

4-7. Göttingen Operation.

The subject of interest to the Manhattan Project was discussed with Professors Kopfermann and
Houtermans, at Göttingen, on 17 April 1945. [...] Kopfermann and Houtermans had been only on
the fringe of the German nuclear fission project and were unable to contribute additional intelligence
of any particular consequence. [...]

4-8. Lindau Operation.

[...] Osenberg surrendered with some ceremony, making his personnel, files and the general es-
tablishment available for investigation. ALSOS scientific members began their examination of the
Planning Board on the afternoon of 12 April, and continued with the interrogation of Osenberg,
questioning of his personnel and study of his papers during the following three days. [...]

4-9. Celle Operation.

[...] Those Mission members entered Celle on 17 April and readily located the centrifuge laboratory.
That laboratory was found to be under British guard. [...]
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(1) The ultra-centrifuge experments, evacuated the preceding November from Hannover, were lo-
cated within a spinning mill at Celle.

(2) The director of the activity, Harteck, was not present and was reported to be at Hamburg. Dr.
W. Groth was in charge of the Celle laboratory, together with Dr. Suhr and Dr. Faltings.

(3) The equipment consisted of a small-scale set-up. When working smoothly it was estimated to
be capable of a production of 50 grams per day of enriched material. The enrichment was at best
about 15 percent.

(4) The separation was done with gaseous UF6. Groth discovered that it was possible to produce
the gas directly from the oxide, without having to make metal first. This method had been patented
by him, and the material was produced by I. G. Farben, at Leverkusen, in quantities of about 30
pounds per month.

(5) The oil used in the centrifuge contained powered sodium fluoride in suspension so as to saturate
against the e↵ect of UF6.

(6) The centrifuge was manufactured by Anschütz Gesellschaft at Kiel.

(7) In general, the net result of the investigation was that it confirmed former investigations in
revealing the nuclear energy e↵ort in Germany to be on a relatively small scale.

4-10. Stassfurt Operation.

The ALSOS Mission investigation at Brussels, Belgium, in September 1944, revealed that certain
quantities of Belgian uranium products had been removed to Germany. [...] Based upon that intel-
ligence a considerable portion of the material was believed to have been delivered to a plant of the
Wirtschaftliche Forschungsgesellschaft (WIFO), on the outskirts of Leopoldshall, near Stassfurt.
That firm had been formed during the war as a storage agency for Roges. [...]

Removal of 260 truck loads of the material to the Hildesheim Air Strip was accomplished between
20 and 27 April. The material seized consisted of crude sodium uranate, refined products and ferro-
uranium. The total weight was in the neighborhood of 1,000 metric tons. It was held at Hildesheim
until 30 April, moved to Antwerp and then shipped to a location under Allied control.

4-11. Caterode and Nordhausen Operations.

Fragmentary information suggested material possibilities at Caterode and Nordhausen and these
targets were visited with negative or minor results.

4-12. Haigerloch, Hechingen, Bisingen, and Tailfingen Operations.

Scientific members of the ALSOS Mission left Heidelberg on 23 April and proceeded to Haigerloch
where it was found that the targets had been secured and placed under guard. Those members of
the Mission then went directly to Hechingen.

At Hechingen, the branch of the KWI for Physics was located and secured. Important personnel
apprehended consisted of von Weizsäcker, Wirtz, von Laue, Moliere, Hoecker, Hiby, Sauerwein,
Gysae, Bagge, Korsching, Bopp, Fischer and Menzer. [...] The enemy personnel at first stated
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that all secret documents had been burned in accordance with a government order, but, later
following the capture of a complete set of secret reports at Tailfingen, and after demands had
been made, von Weizsäcker admitted that certain reports had been concealed in a cesspool. Those
reports were recovered. Two new isotope separation experiments of interest were in progress at
Hechingen—Bagge’s velocity selector, and Korsching’s di↵usion apparatus. The facilities for both
of these experiments were dismantled and evacuated.

[...] The experimental pile [at Haigerloch...] had been located in a cave. The pile did not contain
metal or heavy water. It was photographed, dismantled and the cave laboratory destroyed by
explosives. Approximately one and one-half tons of heavy water and one and one-half tons of
uranium metal were subsequently found buried near Haigerloch. This material was evacuated to a
more secure location.

On 24 April, Bisingen was taken and a research station (Forschungsstelle D) of the Kaiser-Wilhelm
Gesellschaft was secured. Dällenbach, the Director, had gone to Switzerland in December 1944 but
his assistant, Dr. Karl Weimer, was interrogated. Construction of a small experimental model of a
10,000,000 volt cyclotron had been started, and drawings, technical data and patent specifications
were secured.

Tailfingen was captured on 24 April, and, with it, headquarters of the KWI Für Chemie. All
members of Hahn’s sta↵ including Hahn, Mattauch, Strassmann, Erbacher, Klemm, Flammersfeld,
Radoch, Seelmann-Eggebert, Waldmann, Wietig and others were located. The three groups of the
KWI Für Chemie at Tailfingen were led respectively by Hahn, Mattauch and Erbacher.

Professor Hahn’s group had been working on the separation, distribution and energy of the fission
products of uranium. According to him the results of that work had all been published, even though
it was originally treated as secret. [...] He stated that the development of an atomic bomb was not
then possible, and had so been considered by the Germans since 1942. Hahn did, however, believe
that the pile as a source of energy would be successfully developed in a few years. [...]

Dr. Erbacher assisted in an inspection of his laboratory where work was being done on the chemical
separation of isotopes; on the protection of uranium from corrosion, and on the separation of an
active element from its inactive isotopes. [...]

Dr. Mattauch’s laboratory was then inspected. Work was being performed at that location on the
mass-spectrographic method of fission-product (or isotope) analysis. One member of Mattauch’s
group had been working on a method of isotope separation by the electrolysis of a fused salt;
however, such a method had not at that time proved feasible.

From the Manhattan Project viewpoint the above operations were the most important of the
ALSOS Mission investigations of the German e↵ort in nuclear development. Interrogation of the
enemy scientists, study of the documents obtained and inspection of the experimental equipment
added further confirmation to previous evidence and definitely revealed the extremely small-scale
activity of the whole German uranium project. In view of the fact that this exploitation involved
the main group of laboratories it could be appreciated that the German work was far behind that
which had been accomplished in the United States. [...]

4-13. Urfeld and Munich Operations.

[...] The advance to Urfeld was resumed and on 3 May the ALSOS group was successful in contacting
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Heisenberg. Heisenberg was taken to Heidelberg on the next day.

The second ALSOS team had entered Munich on 1 May 1945, and located the residence of Gerlach.
Gerlach was not at home, but was found at the Physics Laboratory of the University of Munich. [...]
On 2 May, a portion of the ALSOS group went to Schongeising, located their target and evacuated
Diebner, certain of his documents, and a quantity of uranium (previously evacuated by the Gestapo
from the laboratory at Stadtilm), to Munich. On 3 May, Gerlach and Diebner together with the
captured material were transferred to Heidelberg.

Heisenberg, Gerlach and Diebner were interrogated upon their arrival at Heidelberg. As was ex-
pected, the interrogations failed to produce any new positive information of interest to the Man-
hattan Project.

[...] Gerlach was merely in administrative charge of the nuclear physics project. He had a superficial
knowledge of the status of the project but knew little of the technical details.

[...] Diebner was not cooperative and seemed to be rather antagonistic toward Heisenberg. Gerlach
and Heisenberg were on very cordial terms with each other but appeared to consider Diebner an
inferior scientist.

4-14. Hamburg Operation.

After the City of Hamburg had fallen into Allied hands, members of the ALSOS Mission went to
that location, on 5 May 1945, to contact Professor P. Harteck.

[...] Harteck’s statement was to the e↵ect that after the initial research it was soon discovered that
the development of a weapon was unlikely, if not entirely impossible. Emphasis was then placed on
the production of energy from a uranium pile, but, in this connection also, he was of the opinion
that there were numerous detailed questions which had to be solved before such a device could be
successful.

[...] Harteck referred to a plan which had been considered to provide ultra-centrifuge machines, each
of which was to produce above 180 kgs. of 1 percent enriched material per year. The centrifuges
were planned to be located at Kandern, but the progress of the war prevented the work.

[...] Harteck had studied the production of heavy water and believed that his improved method
would have made it possible to reach a production of almost 10 tons per year, at an appreciable
reduction in the pre-war cost. It was stated that the Norsk-Hydro project was under the supervision
of I. G. Farben.

4-15. Berlin Operation.

The Berlin location of the Kaiser-Wilhelm Institute for Physics was inspected on 30 July 1945. It
was found that practically all of the laboratory equipment had been evacuated by the Russians.
[...]

4-16. Vienna Operation.

Dr. C. P. Smyth and other members of the ALSOS Mission visited Vienna during the later part of
August, 1945, and obtained information of the research carried out at the Physical Institute and
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the Radium Institute. Information of uranium materials taken by Russian investigators in May,
1945, as well as of the transportation to Moscow of Drs. Wombacker and Ortner, was obtained.
Little additional useful intelligence of the German uranium projected resulted.

4-17. Overall Results and Termination of Western and Central European Investigations.

a. The rapid advance of the Allies in Germany caused di�culty in making thorough and deliberate
investigations of many of the detailed items of enemy nuclear research. Nevertheless, all principal
locations of that research activity were contacted, and, as of May, 1945, the ALSOS Mission had
apprehended the following German scientific personnel of interest to the Manhattan Project:

At Strasbourg.
. Fleischmann
. Weygand
. Neuert
. Maurer

At Heidelberg.
. Bothe
. Kuhn
. Gentner

At Hechingen.
. von Weizsäcker
. Wirtz
. von Laue
. Moliere
. Hoecker
. Hiby
. Sauerwein
. Gysae
. Bagge
. Korsching
. Bopp
. Fischer
. Menzer

At Bisingen.
. Weimer

At Hamburg.
. Harteck

At Marburg.
. Justi

At Stadtilm.
. Hartwig
. Berkei

At Gottengen.
. Houtermans
. Kofpermann

At Lindau
. Osenberg

At Celle.
. Groth

At Tailfingen.
. Hahn
. Mattauch
. Strassmann
. Erbacher
. Klemm
. Flammersfeld
. Radoch
. Seelmann-Eggebert
. Waldmann
. Wietig

At Urfeld.
. Heisenberg

At Munich
. Gerlach

At Schongeising
. Diebner
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Early in the German endeavor the uranium problem had been separately approached by a number
of more or less competing groups. There was one group under Army Ordnance, another under the
Kaiser-Wilhelm Institute for Physics, and still another under the Postal Department. A certain
amount of bickering over the supply of material and a non-cooperative attitude in the exchange of
information existed between those groups. The research e↵orts of the Postal Department amounted
to little and did not continue for very long. [...] Many German scientists worked along their own
lines and were not required to work at particular projects. Development of an atomic weapon was
not believed to be possible.

As a consequence of the foregoing, atomic energy development in Germany did not pass beyond the
laboratory stage; utilization for power production rather than for an explosive was the principal
consideration; and, though German science was interested in this new field, other scientific objectives
received greater o�cial attention.

[A number of original Alsos documents are reproduced near the end of this file, with varying degrees
of legibility.

Why are nearly all of the references in this file redacted, when nothing else seems to be?]
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The History of the CIC in the US Army (30 Volumes). Volume VIII (The CIC With
Special Projects). Part-III: CIC With the ALSOS Mission, pp. 116–130 [NARA RG
319, Entry UD-1080, Box 3]

[This document generally gives the same information as the Manhattan District History previously
quoted, but in much less detail. The few noteworthy exceptions are included below.]

[...] In December 1945 Lt Col George R. Eckman prepared a final report on the ALSOS Mission; it
is from this document that the following history of CIC in the Mission has been extracted.128

128 “Final Report on the ALSOS Mission,” prepared by Lt Col George R. Eckman, (Conf), is on
file in the G2 Documents Lib, Pentagon, Wash DC.

[...] On 22 March, Colonel Pash led the ALSOS “spearhead” group into Ludwigshaven while the
city was still being shelled by the enemy, who were holding their bridgehead on the west side of
the Rhine to protect their retreat. The ALSOS party proceeded at once to the huge I. G. Farben
Industries plant and secured guards for this important target from the armored unit driving through
the city toward the Rhine. This major war plant was held by the ALSOS team and attached guards
until the “T” Force moved in the next day.

[...] Other targets visited by members of the Northern Base during this closing period of the war in
Europe included personnel and institutional objectives at Hamburg, Jena, Braunschweig, Clauthal,
Halle, Erfurt, and Essen. In the early days of May, ALSOS investigators uncovered additional caches
of uranium compounds and “heavy” water which had been hidden away by the Nazis in the Harz
and the Bavarian Mountains.

[...] During the early planning stages of ALSOS in 1943 and early 1944, many potential Berlin
targets had been evaluated and listed for ultimate examination. However, as ALSOS intelligence
was collected in operations in the liberated countries and Western Germany, it became evident that
Berlin would become an area of only secondary interest. Most high priority targets had already
been discovered by the ALSOS teams.

As the Air Force continued to rain down high explosives on the city, many of the war research
laboratories and bureaus of institutes and factories were evacuated or obliterated. Following the
German surrender and the Soviet Occupation of Berlin, it was expected that what ALSOS targets
remained had been thoroughly “worked over” by Russian intelligence agencies.

There were certain missing items, however, that ALSOS o�cials thought might be discovered among
the rubble of Berlin, and Colonel Pash headed a party of 14 Mission members that entered Berlin on
28 July. Three weeks were spent in following investigative leads, including documents and personnel
of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute. The e↵ort was well spent, for a number of additional facts were
added to the ALSOS dossiers.

The Berlin Operation was the last major expedition of the Mission. Colonel Pash returned to Paris
headquarters in the second week of August 1945.

[The Pentagon Library told me that they do not have a copy of Eckman’s final report. Did the
Pentagon Library actually lose the final report of one of their most famous missions? Can a copy
of this report be located someplace?]
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Leslie R. Groves. 1962. Now It Can Be Told: The Story of the Manhattan Project.
New York: Harper.

[The three chapters on Alsos in Groves’s book appear to be very closely based on the Manhattan
District History quoted previously. The events, details, and wording of the sentences are all highly
similar. The most noteworthy exceptions are included below.]

[pp. 196–197:] Thorium seemed out of the question, since it is mined chiefly in Brazil and India
and, because of embargoes, Germany had been unable to import any since the war began, and had
had only insignificant stocks on hand before the war. The basic fuel was thought to be uranium.
Considering our own firsthand knowledge of the enormous industrial e↵ort required to produce
U-235, we were confident that we would have seen evidences of any such program had one existed.
It seemed more likely that they would use plutonium. That they had enough to launch an atomic
program seemed to be within the realm of possibility, for we knew there had been a large stockpile
of refined uranium ore at Oolen, Belgium, a few miles outside Brussels, which originally had been
the property of Union Minière.

The only other possible supply of uranium was the mines at Joachimsthal, Czechoslovakia, which
was not a particularly significant source. Most of this ore was shipped to a uranium plant outside
Berlin, the Auer-Gesellschaft. British Intelligence kept in touch with the activities of these mines,
and in July, 1944, Calvert’s group started periodic aerial surveillance over the entire mining area,
studying the pictures in detail for new shafts and aboveground activity. Tailing piles from each
mine were microscopically measured from one reconnaissance to the next. By knowing the general
grade of the ore and measuring the piles, we could determine with some degree of accuracy the
mine’s daily production. There were no signs of extraordinary activity.

[pp. 230–231:] I have always considered Goudsmit’s opinion much to the point: “On the whole,
we gained the definite impression that German scientists did not support their country in the war
e↵ort. The principal thing was to obtain money from the government for their own researches,
pretending that they might be of value to the war e↵ort. One genuine selling point which they used
extensively was that pure research in Germany in many fields was far behind the United States.”

Although most of our objectives in Germany lay in the French zone of advance, one that was
particularly important to us—the Auergesellschaft Works in Oranienburg, about fifteen miles north
of Berlin—lay in what was to be the Russian zone. The information that Alsos had uncovered in
Strasbourg had confirmed our earlier suspicions that the plant was engaged in the manufacture of
thorium and uranium metals which were to be used in the production of atomic energy and hence
probably for the manufacture of an atomic bomb. Since there was not even the remotest possibility
that Alsos could seize the works I recommended to General Marshall that the plant be destroyed
by air attack.

When he approved, I sent Major F. J. Smith, of my o�ce, to explain the mission to General Carl
Spaatz, who was then in command of our Strategic Air Forces in Europe. Spaatz co-operated whole-
heartedly and, in the period of about thirty minutes during the afternoon of March 15, 612 Flying
Fortresses of the Eighth Air Force dropped 1,507 tons of high explosives and 178 tons of incendiary
bombs on the target. Poststrike analysis indicated that all parts of the plant that were aboveground
had been completely destroyed.
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[pp. 238–239:] [...O]n April 23, I handed the following memorandum to General Marshall:

In 1940 the German Army in Belgium confiscated and removed to Germany about 1200
tons of uranium ore. So long as this material remained hidden under the control of the
enemy, we could not be sure but that he might be preparing to use atomic weapons.

Yesterday I was notified by cable that personnel in my o�ce had located this material
near Stassfurt, Germany, and that it was now being removed to a safe place outside
of Germany where it would be under the complete control of American and British
authorities.

The capture of this material, which was the bulk of uranium supplies available in Europe,
would seem to remove definitely any possibility of the Germans making any use of an
atomic bomb in this war.

[pp. 245–246:] In the fall of 1944, Himmler’s Security Service Organization apparently became
interested in the atomic project and formed a War Research Pool, which remained under Göring
to avoid duplication and useless work. Himmler’s people did not seem to be entirely satisfied with
progress under the National Research Council, however, and they subsequently proposed a plan to
remove all obstacles to the project and obtain maximum results. Although this plan was sound, it
came too late.

[p. 248:] After V-E Day, a number of searches for specific information and materials were conducted
in various parts of Germany. Alsos sent groups to Berlin and Salzburg, but, by that time, I was
no longer too much concerned with their work, beyond insuring that no information remained that
might eventually fall into Russian hands. These operations only confirmed what we already knew
and it was quite clear that there was nothing in Europe of further interest to us.

OSS Director William Donovan to Allen Dulles. 20 November 1944. Cable Out 23415.
[NARA RG 226, Entry A1-134, Box 219, Folder 1371: OUT AZUSA Nov. ’43 Sept.
’45]

#0857. AZUSA. 110 from 109 and 106. Answering your #0747 and #737 to Paris.

If Furman and Wardenburg are pressing to contact Flute [Paul Scherrer] and others recommend:

A. Preliminary discussions be held with you and [Moe] Berg always present.

B. If later meetings can be held over until about December 15th, [Martin] Chittick can be present
and carry through for long control as your special representative. Am told Goudsmit somewhat
tactless and possibly should not be included to work with temperamental people. Wardenburg said
to be the better informed.

[According to OSS Director William Donovan, Samuel Goudsmit was “tactless,” not recommended
to work with people, and even less “informed” about nuclear weapons physics than Frederic War-
denburg, a junior Alsos member and middle manager from Du Pont whose only scientific education
was a bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering from two decades earlier (1927).]
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From A. E. Britt to F. J. Smith. 7 March 1945. SUBJECT: Conversation between
Col. Lansdale and Dr. Harold Wilson [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 169, Folder
32.7002 GERMANY—ALSOS MISSION Administrative Matters (1940–1945)]

1. Col. Lansdale talked to Dr. Tolman and the latter stated that Dr. Harold Wilson was concerned
about the complaints received from Goudsmit. This apparently is the recent letter of which you are
cognizant. Col. Lansdale told Dr. Wilson—

a. That we are not concerned with the organization of Alsos in the Theater;

b. This organization [Alsos] is not responsible for TA in the Theater, however that Furman and
our organization is and that it is up to us to determine what we want, and how much of what
they have obtained that we want and the priority to be established;

c. That it was none of Goudsmit’s business as to whether or not the reports were sent to Dr.
Tolman. Goudsmit is inclined to want to write reports and direct them to scientists. He
was told that it was his responsibility to write reports in a way that non-scientists could
understand them inasmuch as this o�ce is the using o�ce.

2. There is some question as to whether or not the above points contradict the basic principles of
the Alsos agreement. However in talking to Dr. Wilson, Col. Lansdale pointed out to him that we
did not think such as the case.

3. Suggest you talk to Col. Lansdale regarding the above matter.

BRITT

[Although the details of the behind-the-scenes politics are somewhat unclear, it appears that U.S.
o�cials were quite unhappy with Goudsmit’s strong opinions, and that they wanted him to do only
what they told him to do and have access only to the information they wanted him to.]

Vannevar Bush to Samuel A. Goudsmit. 15 March 1945. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-
22A, Box 169, Folder 32.7002 GERMANY—ALSOS MISSION Administrative Mat-
ters (1940–1945)]

There were several matters which you discussed with Dr. Waterman and Mr. Wilson, prior to
your return to the ETO, relating to the activities of the ALSOS Mission on behalf of the Special
Project. Subsequent discussion of these matters with Dr. Tolman and Lt. Col. Lansdale have, I
believe, clarified the points which were on your mind and resulted in bringing these matters into
satisfactory form. Undoubtedly since you have now returned, you will be conferring with Major
Furman and Major Calvert and the scientific members of ALSOS who are concerned with this
subject and will presently have a full picture of the situation as it now stands in the ETO.

One point which I believe you felt needed clarification concerned the action which you and your
colleagues should take in regard to the execution of plans for gathering intelligence in this area,
which might be requested from Washington and alter materially the priorities and plans already
agreed upon by the military and scientific group in the ETO. I do not anticipate that such situations
are likely to arise, but if this were to occur, I understand it was your feeling that you would be
satisfied if you were assured that any major changes were reviewed by and concurred in by Dr.
Tolman. I am assured by Dr. Tolman and Colonel Lansdale that such will be the case. I expect
that you will find upon your return that plans for targets and priorities are fairly well agreed
upon and details have been worked out to the extent possible with available data. I understand
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that these plans have been closely coordinated with the requirements and information available
in Washington. I expect that these plans are now clear enough so that there is little likelihood of
important di↵erences of opinion.

Another matter which has been discussed with Dr. Tolman and Colonel Lansdale concerns the
nature of the intelligence reports which you prepare relating to the Special Project. We can give
you full assurance that all of these reports are available to Dr. Tolman and reach him. As to the
matter of writing them in “lay language,” this writing must be done either in the ETO or here.
If your reports are not received in such form someone here, namely Dr. Tolman, would have to
re-write them in a form understandable to the non-scientific group. This is a burden which Dr.
Tolman cannot take on nor can his sta↵. Hence we feel that it is reasonable to ask that your group
prepare these reports in a form directly useable by the military group. Moreover, such reports can
best be prepared with the full information available in the ETO rather than attempt to expand
abbreviated scientific reports.

On the matter of interviewing German scientists taken into custody and sent to this country, this
comes under two headings; firstly, interviewing for information on the Special Project; and secondly,
interviewing for information in other fields. As to the first, it is Colonel Lansdale’s group which
can arrange the interviews. As to the second, it is a matter for Colonel Adams to arrange, for it
is a G-2 function, and I understand that Dr. Waterman is taking this up with Colonel Adams.
As to the PW’s described in your memorandum, it is the conclusion of Colonel Lansdale’s group,
with which Dr. Tolman concurs, that the marginal material on the Special Project which might be
obtained from these men, in addition to that already obtained by you and your colleagues in the
interviews in the ETO, is not su�ciently promising to warrant the risks involved in giving them
more information which might result from further interviews on this subject. Dr. Waterman will
advise you of the results of his discussion with Colonel Adams regarding interviews for the purpose
of obtaining information on other subjects.

I believe that you have found upon your return that the organization of intelligence on the Special
Project from the military side has been clarified since your departure in December, and I trust that
matters will progress smoothly during the remainder of this important and interesting assignment. I
also hope that the targets will soon be available and that the circumstances, planning and execution
of the missions will permit achieving results which are up to the Strasbourg standard. I am sure
that all groups concerned will exert their best e↵orts to bring about this result.

Very sincerely yours,

V. Bush, Director

cc: General Groves
Dr. Tolman
Dr. Waterman

[Vannevar Bush, who ran all wartime U.S. R&D, apparently agreed with all of the concerns about
Goudsmit that had been laid out in the 7 March 1945 memo from A. E. Britt. Bush’s letter to
Goudsmit was diplomatically phrased but undoubtedly severe.

Also note that Goudsmit had previously been ordered out of Europe from December 1944 until
March 1945. Reading these documents, one could get the impression that Goudsmit’s superiors
spent a considerable amount of time and energy keeping him from pursuing (or interfering with?)
the subject that he was supposedly studying.]
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Samuel Goudsmit. 18 April 1945. SUBJECT: Preliminary Report on TA Information
Obtained at Stadtilm. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-3
GERMANY: US Wartime Positive Int. (Nov. 44–June 45)]

[...] 2. Targets to be removed from TA list.

a. Freiburg.

b. Posthalde bei Hinterzarten in the Black Forest.

c. Miersdorf bei Zeuthen, where the Reichspost worked.

d. Gottow

e. Berlin

f. Oranienburg, Auer.

All of the above places have been evacuated as far as TA targets are concerned.

[...] 6. Evaluation.

We are more convinced that the German TA e↵ort is small. [...]

Note attached to Samuel Goudsmit’s 18 April 1945 memo. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-
22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-3 GERMANY: US Wartime Positive Int. (Nov. 44–June
45)]

Capt BRITT

This report seems a bit “fuzzy” to me—the arrangement (indentation, e. g.,) doesn’t clarify the
meaning for me.

R.

I imagine Goudsmit’s talking thru ’is ’at when he says certain Targets are to be REMOVED from
TA list—on what ground? Freiburg, e. g., he hasn’t been there that I know of.

[Handwritten:] Major Smith has read.

[Even o�cers who were supporting Goudsmit’s activities were exasperated by his penchant for
declaring that no significant nuclear (TA) evidence could exist at certain places without even
bothering to visit or investigate them. According to them, Goudsmit was known for “talking through
his hat,” a colloquial British phrase for talking about something without understanding it at all.]

Sean Longden. 2009. T-Force. p. 193, citing TNA FO800/565 or some other TNA
document???

Among the 106 targets investigated by T-Force in the ruins of Hamburg were some that related
to nuclear research. They included the laboratory of the nuclear physicist Dr Paul Harteck, an
associate of Dr Groth. In May 1945, his detention caused some controversy, since he was picked up
by a specialist team with an interest in nuclear research [Alsos] that was working within the 21st
Army Group’s area. This team had been operating without notifying T-Force HQ or coordinating
their activities with T-Force teams in the field. As a result, the atomic research team’s work within
the British zone was temporarily suspended and similar teams were withdrawn from the area. The
issue was rectified when the team in question agreed to abide by existing operational orders. [...]
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Upon arriving back in Germany, Dr. Groth discovered that the centrifuge needed for his work was
missing. Investigations carried out by T-Force HQ revealed that the centrifuge had been disas-
sembled and sent to SHAEF for the attention of the Operation Alsos mission. It was one of the
few examples of evacuations that had been unsuccessful. The hurried nature of the work and the
involvement of outsiders, added to the importance of the research equipment, meant that the stan-
dard procedures had not been followed. Due to an administrative oversight, no serial number had
been issued and the shipment was untraceable. Dr. Harteck was later informed that the centrifuge
was unlikely to be located...

[The Alsos Mission was o�cially reprimanded and removed from the field for behaving improperly
and/or finding things they should not have. Apparently they also carelessly lost (or confiscated and
deliberately concealed?) a highly important advanced uranium gas centrifuge prototype.]

W. A. Consodine to Leslie Groves. 12 July 1945. Intelligence Setup in Europe. [NARA
RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 168, Folder British–U.S. Relations on Atomic Energy
Intelligence (War Period) to 8 Oct 1945]

1. In a discussion with Major Furman I learned his ideas as to the Intelligence setup in Europe
as you requested me. He thinks there should be a study of German research in Tube Alloys and
industrial research and also of personnel. He thinks that now is the time to do it in Germany. He
also believes that all reports of all other U.S. and U.K. agencies should be correlated as quickly as
possible.

2. He says that there is no one in Paris now and someone should be there who reads and speaks
German, who has a knowledge of the project, who is field grade in rank, preferably Lieut. Colonel,
who can work with Spears, Oaks and Davis, etc.

3. He commended that there are a lot of T.A. reports in various American channels now. He
thinks that Goudsmit is the ideal man to do the German job in Paris. He mentioned that he has
a personality di�culty. He, however, said that Goudsmit is the one who did the job for Alsos and
that everything done by Alsos was done by Goudsmit. He said the British respect Goudsmit.

4. He mentioned that Welsh was insecure and a braggart. He substantiated previous statements
that he is anti-American. He said that Gattiger is hard to control but all right. He stressed that we
must start right away, that if we do not we will lose the advantages we can get out of the transition
period.

5. He concluded that the man or men you use must have the following qualifications: (1) knowledge
of American and British scientific war groups (2) rank (3) know the project (4) be able to handle
prima donna scientists and prima donna military o�cers.

[If the German nuclear program was as small and accomplished as little as Alsos reported, why did
Robert Furman recommend that a detailed study of its research and its personnel be conducted in
July 1945, after Alsos had basically already o�cially wrapped up its mission?

In addition to the Alsos reports, there were “a lot of T.A. reports in various American channels”
as of July 1945. Who wrote all of those other reports, and where are the reports now?

Furman explictly stated that Samuel Goudsmit had “a personality di�culty” and that “everything
done by Alsos was done by Goudsmit.”]
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D.1.2 Farm Hall Recordings

[Ten German nuclear scientists (Erich Bagge, Kurt Diebner, Walther Gerlach, Otto Hahn, Paul
Harteck, Werner Heisenberg, Horst Korsching, Max von Laue, Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker, and
Karl Wirtz) rounded up by the Alsos Mission were kept under house arrest from July 1945 until
January 1946 at Farm Hall in Great Britain, where their private conversations were recorded without
their knowledge. The transcripts were not released to the public until 1992.]

Farm Hall transcripts [page numbers refer to Frank 1993; see also Bernstein 2001 and
NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Boxes 164–165.]

[6 July, soon after arrival, p. 33:]

DIEBNER: I wonder whether there are microphones installed here?

HEISENBERG: Microphones installed? (laughing) Oh no, they’re not as cute as all that. I don’t
think they know the real Gestapo methods; they’re a bit old fashioned in that respect.

[18 July, p. 46:]

WIRTZ: A man like GOUDSMIT doesn’t really want to help us; he has lost his parents.

HARTECK: Of course GOUDSMIT can’t forget that we [Germans] murdered his parents. That’s
true too and it doesn’t make it easy for him.

[21 July, pp. 55-57:]

BAGGE: For the sake of the money, I should like to work on the Uranium-engine; on the other
hand, I should like to work on cosmic rays. I feel like DIEBNER about this.

KORSCHING: Would you both like to construct a Uranium-engine?

DIEBNER: This is the chance to earn a living.

KORSCHING: Every layman can see that these ideas are exceedingly important. Hence there won’t
be any money in it. You only make money on ideas which have escaped the general public. If you
invent something like artificial rubies for the watch making industry, you will make more money
than with the Uranium-engine. Well, DIEBNER, we’ll both go to the Argentine.

DIEBNER: I shall come with you.

KORSCHING: Still, I should like to get to HECHINGEN once more to collect the rest of my things.
After all I still have all my books there and the telescope—though mind you I have hidden it from
the French. Of course I did not hand that over. I have got all my glass prisms, lenses, etc. I lifted
a floorboard, hid the stu↵ and nailed the board down again. [...]

KORSCHING: [Talking to BAGGE...] (DIEBNER leaves the room) If you work together with
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HEISENBERG on a Uranium-engine then you can write o↵ your share. If you want to work on a
Uranium-engine, then you would have to do it somewhere else. Of course it would be a good idea
to go to the Argentine with 2 people and say: “Here we are, we know how to do this and that;
we have a good method for the separation of isotopes, we do not need to produce heavy water.”
Somehow in this fashion we have to do it. It would not come to anything if you collaborated with
HEISENBERG on a Uranium-engine. They did not even bring along the small fry to this place;
that is how outsiders judge the work. They get there and read all the secret reports before they
take the people away from there.

BAGGE: How long before did they have the secret reports?

KORSCHING: Two or three days before. The principal question which GOUDSMIT put to me, was
“Is that your idea? Has that been published already is that anything new?”—that is all he wanted
to know. And BOPP and FISCHER they just ignore one and say “Oh well, they just made some
calculations for HEISENBERG.” Apart from that for instance, the ordering of apparatus from the
firms and all the other various things which we have done, WIRTZ just told him (GOUDSMIT): “I
have done that.” Do you think WIRTZ is going to be modest in front of Mr. GOUDSMIT? No [...]
And that is how WIRTZ has excluded them. GOUDSMIT takes his word for it. BOPP was quite
disgusted and astonished that suddenly he was dropped like that. And that is how it is all over the
world. A scientist is asked “What have you thought out, where is your idea?” If you then make the
strategic mistake of moving in the shadow of a man who is already world famous, then you are out
of the limelight for the rest of your life and if you then raise your voice against that, then on top
of it you will be called a trouble maker.

[30 July, p. 50:]

HAHN: I read an article in the Picture Post about the Uranium bomb; it said that the newspapers
had mentioned that such a bomb was being made in Germany. Now you can understand that we
are being “detained” because we are such men. They will not let us go until they are absolutely
certain that no harm can be done or that we will not fall into Russian hands or anything like that.
To my mind it is a mistake to do anything. [...]

[5 August, p. 68:]

DIEBNER: It doesn’t look as though BOTHE will join us.

BAGGE: I think GEHLEN (?) is behind it. It looks as though GEHLEN (?) had the decency to
keep BOTHE informed of what was going on so that BOTHE could make his plans as far as these
people are concerned and act accordingly. [...]

DIEBNER: In the end we really had no more radium. There was an awful row as someone wanted
some. I fetched another 3 grammes at the last moment.

BAGGE: Didn’t firms like BRAUNSCHWEIGISCHE CHEMIEFABRIK have any more?

DIEBNER: I don’t know. They may have had 1 gramme; all the rest had been requisitioned by the
State. I got mine from the HARZ, I sent a car specially for it.

BAGGE: That was the Reichsstelle for radium?
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DIEBNER: Yes, the Reichsstelle for Chemistry had the radium—25 g (?).

BAGGE: It’s a pity they didn’t hide 10 grammes out of the 24 grammes.

DIEBNER: I wasn’t there. If I had been there we wouldn’t have handed it over. The cars drove up
and it disappeared. A pity, I had made up my mind not to hand it over.

[6 August discussion after learning of Hiroshima, pp. 70–79:]

HAHN: They can only have done that if they have uranium isotopes.

WIRTZ: They have it too.

HAHN: I remember SEGRE’s, DUNNING’s and my assistant GROSSE’s work; they had separated
a fraction of a milligramme before the war, in 1939.

LAUE: 235?

HAHN: Yes, 235.

HARTECK: That’s not absolutely necessary. If they let a uranium engine run, they separate “93”.
[...]

GERLACH: They have got “93” and have been separating it for two years, somehow stabilised it
at low temperature and separated “93” continuously.

HAHN: But you need the engine for that.

DIEBNER: We always thought we would need two years for one bomb. [...]

HAHN: [To Heisenberg] But tell me why you used to tell me that one needed 50 kilogrammes of
235 in order to do anything. Now you say one needs two tons.

HEISENBERG: I wouldn’t like to commit myself for the moment, but it is a certainty that the
mean free paths are pretty big. [...]

HAHN: I think it’s absolutely impossible to produce one ton of uranium 235 by separating isotopes.

WEIZSACKER: What do you do with these centrifuges.

HARTECK: You can never get pure 235 with the centrifuge. But I don’t believe that it can be
done with the . . . centrifuge.

WIRTZ: No, certainly not.

HAHN: Yes, but they could do it too with the mass-spectrographs. EWALD has some patent.

DIEBNER: There is also a photo-chemical process. [...]

WIRTZ: I would bet that it is a separation by di↵usion with recycling. [...]

HARTECK: They have managed it either with mass-spectrographs on a large scale or else they
have been successful with a photo-chemical process.
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WIRTZ: Well I would say photo-chemistry or di↵usion. Ordinary di↵usion. They irradiate it with
a particular wave-length.—(all talking together).

HARTECK: Or using mass spectrographs in enormous quantities. It is perhaps possible for a mass-
spectrograph to make one milligramme in one day—say of “235”. They could make quite a cheap
mass-spectrograph which, in very large quantities, might cost a hundred dollars. You could do it
with a hundred thousand mass-spectrographs.

HEISENBERG: Yes, of course, if you do it like that; and they seem to have worked on that scale.
180,000 people were working on it.

HARTECK: Which is a hundred times more than we had.

BAGGE: GOUDSMIT led us up the garden path.

HEISENBERG: Yes, he did that very cleverly. [...]

KORSCHING: That shows at any rate that the Americans are capable of real cooperation on a
tremendous scale. That would have been impossible in Germany. Each one said that the other was
unimportant.

GERLACH: You really an’t say that as far as the uranium group is concerned. You can’t imagine
any greater cooperation and trust than there was in that group. You can’t say that any one of them
said that the other was unimportant.

KORSCHING: Not o�cially of course.

GERLACH: (Shouting). Not uno�cially either. Don’t contradict me. There are far too many other
people here who know. [...]

WEIZSACKER: How many people were working on the V 1 and V 2?

DIEBNER: Thousands worked on that. [...]

KORSCHING: You try and vaporise one ton of uranium.

HARTECK: You only need ten men for that. I was amazed at what I saw at I.G.

HEISENBERG: It is possible that the war will be over tomorrow.

HARTECK: The following day we will go home.

KORSCHING: We will never go home again.

HARTECK: If we had worked on an even larger scale we would have been killed by the “Secret
Service”. Let’s be glad that we are still alive. Let us celebrate this evening in that spirit.

DIEBNER: Professor GERLACH would be an Obergruppenfuhrer and would be sitting in LUX-
EMBOURG as a war criminal. [...]

WEIZSACKER: If you had wanted to a make a bomb we would probably have concentrated more
on the separation of isotopes and less on heavy water.

(HAHN leaves the room)
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WEIZSACKER: If we had started this business soon enough we could have got somewhere. If they
were able to complete it in the summer of 1945, we might have had the luck to complete it in the
winter of 1944/45.

WIRTZ: The result would have been that we would have obliterated LONDON but would still not
have conquered the world, and then they would have dropped them on us. [...]

HARTECK: The uranium content in the stone in the radium mines near GASTEIN was said to be
so great that the question of price does not come into it.

BAGGE: There must be enormous quantities of uranium in UPPER SILESIA. Mining experts have
told me that.

DIEBNER: Those are quite small quantities.

Top Secret cable 70221 from U.S. Military Attaché London England to War Depart-
ment. 25 January 1946 [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 160, Folder 205.2 Cables
Incoming, Top Secret January 1946 thru December 1946]

Signed Tindall to MILID serial nbr 70221 TOP SECRET Loco personal to Groves for Shuler from
Dean

Conference held yesterday afternoon at War Cabinet O�ce on disposition of GUESTS. [...]

(A) Harteck to return to his old position University of Hamburg. This proposal so logical it evoked
no discussion.

(B) Gerlach to proceed to University of Bonn.

(C) Diebner more of an administrator than scientist will be detached and probably arrested as
professional Nazi.

(D) Hahn, Heisenberg, Von Laue, Von Weizsäcker, Bagge, Korsching and Wirtz go to University
of Göttingen.

[...]
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[The Farm Hall transcripts record the scientists’ surprise at news of the 6 August 1945 Hiroshima
bombing and do not reveal significant apparent knowledge of nuclear weapons design and develop-
ment. Proponents of the conventional history use that evidence to argue that the German nuclear
program never attempted or accomplished much. However, that argument assumes that all of the
following three conditions are true:

1. It assumes that these ten scientists knew all of the details of the German nuclear program.
Wartime German programs such as the nuclear work, chemical weapons development, and
other advanced military programs were highly secretive and compartmentalized, such that
each individual scientist knew only what they needed to know in order to do their job. Max
von Laue does not appear to have even been involved in the wartime nuclear program, and
some of the others may not have played major roles in it.

2. It assumes that the scientists were telling the truth and the whole truth in their recorded
conversations. These scientists had just survived more than a decade in Germany where secret
SS informers and hidden microphones were commonplace, so that they had had to be very
careful with their words at all times in order to survive. Almost immediately after arriving at
Farm Hall, Diebner openly speculated to the other scientists that there could be microphones
there. Later, Hahn stated that the German scientists would only be released if the Allies
were convinced that they were harmless. Still later, Harteck said they would be killed if the
Allies thought they had done “larger scale” work. Diebner said they would be tried as war
criminals if that were the case. The 25 January 1946 cable demonstrates that even at the
end of the Farm Hall internment, Allied o�cials were still formally debating which if any of
the German scientists to put on trial. In addition to the Germans’ open acknowledgement of
the possibility that microphones might be present, presumably they would have been very
cognizant that their British hosts might overhear their conversations, or even that some of
their own members (such as von Laue or others) might give the British information about
the others’ conversations. Thus it would be reasonable to assume that the scientists withheld
a great deal of useful information from their conversations, or even gave false information to
make themselves appear as naive as possible for any audience that might be listening.

3. It assumes that the published Farm Hall transcripts contain all relevant conversations. How-
ever, the transcripts give just a small faction of the conversations that would have occurred
with ten scientists interacting among themselves and with their British hosts on a daily
basis over a period of six months. The original tapes were reused for new recordings and
consequently unavailable. Even the original German conversations are unavailable—all that
survives in the written transcripts are English translations of those conversations. It is possible
that the scientists found locations or methods for conversing that were not recorded. Finally,
if a particular conversation had revealed an advanced German nuclear program, would that
conversation have been released with the other transcripts (which were all classified until
1992), or might it have been handled di↵erently and remain classified to this day?
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Hahn complained that during that war, Heisenberg used to say “that one needed 50 kilogrammes
of 235 in order to do anything” (which is a very good value for the required mass of U-235 without
implosive compression; the U.S. Little Boy bomb used 64 kg of 80% U-235), but that in Allied
custody Heisenberg had changed to saying he thought it was two tons. This seems to be a good
example of the German scientists making their Allied interrogators believe that the wartime work
was much less advanced than it actually was.

The conventional historical view is that roughly 100 or fewer people worked on the German nuclear
program. Harteck seemed to indicate that he knew of approximately 1800 people working on the
program, and there may have been many others of whom he was not aware.

The scientists remarked that Samuel Goudsmit was very prejudiced because his parents had been
killed in the Holocaust. They were surprised that Goudsmit simply asked each scientist what work
he had done and just “takes his word for it.”

Harteck said that one ton of uranium could be vaporized for enrichment by as few as ten men, saying
that he was “amazed at what [he] saw at I.G.” Farben. What did he see? Which I.G. Farben facility
was that? Did I.G. Farben have a large-scale uranium enrichment program, or technologies that
could have been readily adapted to large-scale enrichment? Note that as soon as Harteck brought
up this mysterious large-scale activity at I.G. Farben, the other scientists immediately changed the
subject.

For more information on the development in the German-speaking world of a “photochemical
process” for isotope separation that requires irradiation “with a particular wavelength,” see p.
3269.]
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D.1.3 Postwar Public Statements by a Few German Nuclear Scientists

[In their public interviews and writings in the years after the war, German nuclear scientists pro-
fessed a lack of desire, plans, materials and/or political support to produce nuclear weapons for the
Third Reich [Cassidy 1992; Heisenberg 1953, 1971; Irving 1967; Powers 1993; NYT 1948-12-28 p.
10].

However, only a small number of nuclear scientists went on the public record. It is not clear how
much of what they said was factual history versus personal spin meant to avoid postwar criticism;
the answer may vary for di↵erent scientists in question. Certainly it would have been in their best
personal interests to downplay their support for weapons-related work as much as possible.

Based on these postwar statements, as well as the Alsos and Farm Hall reports, history books for
the last 75+ years have tended to focus primarily on Werner Heisenberg’s research group without
su�ciently considering the other research groups, and they all conclude that Germany never even
made a serious attempt to build an atomic bomb, let alone made significant progress toward one.
The greatest di↵erence among these books is where they fall on a spectrum ranging from viewing
the German scientists’ motives and competence more favorably [e.g., Irving 1967; Powers 1993],
in relatively neutral terms [e.g., Walker 1989, 1995], or less favorably [e.g., Goudsmit 1947; Rose
1998].

In fact, one of the most recent of those academic history books made an amazing admission, as
shown on the next page.]
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Paul Lawrence Rose. 1998. Heisenberg and the Nazi Atomic Bomb Project: A Study
in German Culture. Berkeley, California: University of California Press. pp. xvi–xvii.

Since the war an apologetic campaign has been mounted by Heisenberg and other German physicists
and historians to demonstrate that he understood fully both the moral and scientific issues involved
in this work as chief physicist for the Nazi atomic bomb project from 1939 to 1945. [...] If we
are to understand Heisenberg as he really was, we must enter into the German frame of mind, or
mentality, or mind-set and sensibility, that had evolved out of the German culture of the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries, strange though that mentality appears now to non-Germans, and even to
those Germans who have been shaped by the changed and Westernized German culture that has
been developing since 1945.

I cannot say that my British background has made me entirely sympathetic to German culture.
Although I would be the first to admit its outstanding achievements in science, music, and intellec-
tual life in general, its insistent abstraction as well as the more sinister traditions that accompanied
it induce in me a certain skepticism and even aversion. As the American liberal philosopher John
Dewey once observed, even Kant’s categorical imperative has a whi↵ of the Prussian drill sergeant
about it; the grand moral principle depended, despite its apparent universal reasonableness, on an
all too German demand for conforming obedience. Some readers may be put o↵ by what seems,
following this spirit of distrust of Kant, the Tendenz of the present book, its lack of sympathy
with German culture, and its seeming moral and scientific denigration of a great physicist who
found himself born into an evil time. [...] The only real test of the historical truth of the present
reconstruction is whether it makes better sense of the central problem of the Heisenberg a↵air and
conforms more exactly to the facts as far as we may know them about Heisenberg, the German
atomic bomb project, and German culture and society before, during, and after the Third Reich
than do other versions. [...]

In this book I have tried to penetrate into how Germans think—or rather, perhaps, used to think—
and to show how radically di↵erent are German and what I have termed “Western” mentalities and
sensibilities. My regret is that in order to expose the nature and fallacies of much of this German
thinking and feeling, I have, I fear, often been forced to be tediously analytical. This is not, in
consequence, a graceful book, I am sorry to confess, but perhaps Heisenberg and his company have
benefited too long from grace of various sorts.

[Such statements should spur modern scholars to set aside this conventional historical narrative
and make a de novo, detailed, and fully independent evaluation of the wartime German nuclear
program. The rest of this appendix attempts to do just that, and also to o↵er leads for future
scholars who would like to investigate this subject in further detail.]
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D.2 Fundamental Scientific Knowledge and Program Planning

[Beginning in 1939, scientists such as Kurt Diebner (German, 1905–1964), Siegfried Flügge (Ger-
man, 1912–1997), Paul Harteck (Austrian, 1902–1985), Fritz Houtermans (German, 1903–1966),
Josef Schintlmeister (Austrian, 1908–1971), Georg Stetter (Austrian, 1895–1988), and Carl Friedrich
von Weizsäcker (German, 1912–2007) gave detailed descriptions of how fission fuel could be used to
create either reactors or bombs. They received support from the German government in 1939 and
began ambitious programs to create fission reactors and bombs. During 1939–1942, the programs
were coordinated by the German army. During 1942–1945, the programs were coordinated by the
SS.

For early scientific knowledge regarding the breeding of fission fuel, see Section D.5.1.

For an organization chart and some key personnel from the programs, see pp. 1546, 1585–1603.]

Otto Hahn and Fritz Strassmann. January 1939. Über den Nachweis und das Verhalten
der bei der Bestrahlung des Urans mittels Neutronen entstehenden Erdalkalimetalle.
[About the Detection and Behavior of the Alkaline Earth Metals Formed During the
Irradiation of Uranium with Neutrons.] Die Naturwissenschaften 27:11–15.

[...] Bei der energetisch nicht leicht zu ver-
stehenden Bildung von Radiumisotopen aus
Uran beim Beschießen mit langsamen Neutro-
nen war eine besonders gründliche Bestimmung
des chemischen Charakters der neu entste-
henden künstlichen Radioelemente unerläßlich.
Durch die Abtrennung einzelner analytischer
Gruppen von Elementen aus der Lösung des
bestrahlten Urans wurde außer der großen
Gruppe der Transurane eine Aktivität stets
bei den Erdalkalien (Trägersubstanz Ba), den
seltenen Erden (Trägersubstanz La) und bei
Elementen der vierten Gruppe des Periodis-
chen Systems (Trägersubstanz Zr) gefunden.
Eingehender untersucht wurden zunächst die
Bariumfällungen, die o↵ensichtlich die An-
fangsglieder der beobachteten isomeren Rei-
hen enthielten. Es soll gezeigt werden, daß
Transurane, Uran, Protactinium, Thorium und
Actinium sich stets leicht und vollständig von
der mit Barium ausfallenden Aktivität trennen
lassen. [...]

[...] Since it is not easy to understand from en-
ergy considerations how radium isotopes can
be produced when uranium is bombarded with
slow neutrons, a very careful determination of
the chemical properties of the new artificially
made radioelements was necessary. Various an-
alytic groups of elements were separated from a
solution containing the irradiated uranium. Be-
sides the large group of transuranic elements,
some radioactivity was always found in the
alkaline-earth group (barium carrier), the rare-
earth group (lanthanum carrier), and also with
elements in group IV of the periodic table (zir-
conium carrier). The barium precipitate was the
first to be investigated more thoroughly, since
it apparently contains the parent isotopes of
the observed isomeric series. The goal was to
show that the transuranic elements, and also
uranium, protactinium, thorium, and actinium
could always be separated easily and completely
from the activity which precipitates with bar-
ium. [...]
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[At the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Chemistry in Berlin-Dahlem, Hahn and Strassmann discovered
neutron-induced fission of uranium into lighter elements in 1938, and published their results in
January 1939.]

Paul Harteck and Wilhelm Groth to German War O�ce. 24 April 1939. [English
translation in Samuel Goudsmit to Robert Furman, 25 May 1945, NARA RG GOUDS,
Entry UD-7420, Box 6, Folder ALSOS—Reports and Operations]

We take the liberty of calling to your attention the newest developments in nuclear physics which,
in our opinion, will perhaps make it possible to produce an explosive which is many orders of
magnitude more e↵ective than the present one. [...]

It is obvious that, if the possibility of energy production outlined above can be realized, which
certainly is within the realm of possibilities, that country which first makes use of it has an unsur-
passable advantage over the others.

[Paul Harteck (1902–1985) and Wilhelm Groth (1904–1977) at the University of Hamburg were
among the first to point out that Hahn and Strassmann’s discovery of nuclear fission could be
applied to create a new explosive thousands of times more powerful than conventional explosives,
and they notified the German War O�ce. Harteck and Groth worked on many di↵erent important
aspects of the German nuclear program throughout the war.]
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Siegfried Flügge. Kann der Energieinhalt der Atomkerne technisch nutzbar gemacht
werden? [Can the Energy Content of Atomic Nuclei Be Made Technically Usable?] Die
Naturwissenschaften 27:23/24:402–410. 9 June 1939. [For consistency, all numbers on
this page use U.S. decimal points in place of German commas.]

[...] Als Beispiel betrachten wir zunächst die
Verhältnisse an reinem Uranmetall. Für schnelle
Neutronen besteht kein merkbarer Einfangquer-
schnitt; wir haben außer �Sp = 0.1 · 10�24 cm2

nur noch Streuprozesse mit rund 6 · 10�24 cm2.
Metallisches Uran (Dichte 18.6) enthält rund
2.2 · 1022 Atome je Kubikzentimeter; es wird
dann bei einer Neutronengeschwindigkeit von
2 ·109 cm/sec, entsprechend einer mittleren En-
ergie der frei gesetzten Neutronen von 2 MeV:

[...] As an example, we consider the relations
for pure uranium metal. For fast neutrons there
is no significant capture cross-section; we have
outside of [the fission cross section] �Sp =
0.1 · 10�24 cm2 only scattering processes with
around 6 ·10�24 cm2. Metallic uranium (density
18.6) contains around 2.2 · 1022 atoms per cubic
centimeter; there will be then, at a neutron ve-
locity of 2·109 cm/sec, corresponding to a mean
energy of released neutrons of 2 MeV [⌫ is the
number of neutrons released per fission]:

1

n

dn

dt
= 0.44 (⌫ � 1) · 107 sec�1

.

Die Integration dieser Di↵erentialgleichung
ergibt

The integration of this di↵erential equation
yields

n(t) = n0 e
0.44(⌫�1)·107t

.

Läßt man die Reaktionskette mit n0 = 1 Neu-
tron zur Zeit t = 0 anlaufen und nimmt man den
wahrscheinlichsten Wert ⌫ = 2, so findet man,
da je Spaltung 3 · 10�12 mkg frei werden, fol-
gende Energiebeträge: Nach 10�7 sec: 4.7·10�12

mkg, nach 10�6 sec: 2.4 · 10�11 mkg, nach 10�5

sec: 3 · 10+7 mkg und nach 10�4 sec: 3 · 10+78

mkg. Die letzte Zahl hat natürlich keinen Sinn
mehr; sie bedeutet nur, daß in weniger als 10�4

sec das gesamte Uran umgesetzt wird. Die En-
ergiebefreiung geschieht also in einer so kurzen
Zeit, daß wir es mit einer außerordentlich hefti-
gen Explosion zu tun haben. [...]

If the reaction chain is started with n0 = 1 neu-
tron at time t = 0 and if the most probable
value is ⌫ = 2, then one finds, if each fission
releases 3 · 10�12 mkg [9.8 Joules per meter-
kilogram], the following energy amounts: Af-
ter 10�7 sec: 4.7 · 10�12 mkg, after 10�6 sec:
2.4 ·10�11 mkg, after 10�5 sec: 3 ·10+7 mkg and
after 10�4 sec: 3 · 10+78 mkg. The last number
naturally has no more meaning; it only means
that in less than 10�4 sec, the entire uranium is
converted. The energy release happens in such a
short time that we are dealing with an extraor-
dinarily violent explosion. [...]

[Siegfried Flügge (German, 1912–1997) was a nuclear physicist at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for
Chemistry. In this article, he explicitly showed the feasibility of using pure uranium fuel and fast
neutrons to create an explosive chain reaction, estimating both the time scale and energy release
for the explosion. Elsewhere in the article, he explicitly proposed water-moderated fission power
reactors using thermal neutrons, derived and used the neutron di↵usion and kinetics equations
that are still taught in modern nuclear engineering textbooks, and correctly stated that cadmium
could be used as a neutron absorber to maintain control of the neutron-induced fission reactions. A
popularized version of this Naturwissenschaften article was published: Siegfried Flügge. Die Aus-
nutzung der Atomenergie. Vom Laboratoriumsversuch zur Uranmaschine—Forschungsergebnisse in
Dahlem. Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung No. 387, Supplement. 15 August 1939. [English translation
in Hentschel and Hentschel 1996, pp. 197–206]. Flügge subsequently moved to the Reichspost, where
he apparently played a key role in the wartime German nuclear program (pp. 3233, 4040).]
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Georg Stetter. Austrian patent AT219170. Vorrichtung zur technischen Energiegewin-
nung mit Hilfe von Kernspaltungsreaktionen [Apparatus for Technical Energy Produc-
tion by Means of Nuclear Fission Reactions]. Filed 14 June 1939.

Die Erfindung bezieht sich auf eine Vorrichtung
zur technischen Energiegewinnung mit Hilfe
von Kernspaltungsreaktionen, wobei ausser
den eigentlichen Spaltsubstanzen (Brennsto↵)
neutronenstreuende Substanzen (Moderator)
und gegebenenfalls neutronenabsorbierende
Substanzen (Absorber) verwendet sind.

In derartigen Vorrichtungen (Spaltungsreak-
toren) wird die Aufrechterhaltung der en-
ergieproduzierenden, mit Hilfe der bei der
Kernspaltung entstehenden Spaltneutronen
(Sekundärneutronen) als Kettenreaktion
ablaufenden Kernspaltungen dadurch bewirkt,
dass die schnellen Spaltneutronen in den
neutronenstreuenden Substanzen (Moderator)
auf langsame Geschwindigkeiten gebremst
(moderiert) werden. Dieser Vorgang erhöht die
Häufigkeit der Kernspaltungen und damit auch
der Neutronenproduktion, da Kernspaltungen
in überwiegendem Masse von langsamen Neu-
tronen bewirkt werden. Die Neutronenbilanz
wird gehoben, wodurch erhöhte Neutronenver-
luste, welche den Abbruch der Kettenreaktion
zur Folge haben, kompensiert werden können.

Eine derartige Vorrichtung wurde von S.
Flügge in der Zeitschrift Naturwissenschaften
27 [1939] im Heft 23/24 vom 9. 6. 1939,
S. 402/410 beschrieben, wobei nach dem
Vorschlag von S. Flügge die Spaltsubstanzen
(Brennsto↵) mit den neutronenstreuenden
Substanzen (Moderator) homogen gemischt
sind (homogener Spaltungsreaktor).

Die Neutronenökonomie ist jedoch infolge
starken Neutroneneinfanges durch die Spalt-
substanzen bei einer homogenen Mischung von
Spaltsubstanzen und neutronenstreuenden Sub-
stanzen nicht gut, so dass eine Kettenreaktion
nur unter erschwerenden technischen Bedin-
gungen in Gang gesetzt und aufrechterhalten
werden kann.

The invention relates to a device for the pro-
duction of technical energy by means of nuclear
fission reactions. Apart from the actual fission
substances (fuel), neutron scattering substances
(moderator) and possibly neutron-absorbing
substances (absorbers) are used.

In such devices (fission reactors), the mainte-
nance of the energy-producing nuclear fissions
occurring as a chain reaction during secondary
fission (secondary fission) is e↵ected by slowing
(moderating) the fast fission neutrons in the
neutron scattering substances (moderator)
to slow speeds. This process increases the
frequency of nuclear fission and thus also
neutron production, since nuclear fission is
predominantly caused by slow neutrons. The
neutron balance is lifted, as a result of which
increased neutron losses, which result in the
termination of the chain reaction, can be
compensated for.

Such a device has been described by S.
Flügge in the journal Naturwissenschaften 27
[1939] in issue 23/24 of 9 June 1939, p. 402/410.
According to the proposal by S. Flügge, the
fission substances (fuel) are homogeneously
mixed with the neutron scattering substances
(moderator) (homogeneous fission reactor).

The neutron economy, however, is not good
due to strong neutron capture by the fission
substances in a homogeneous mixture of fission
substances and neutron scattering substances
so that a chain reaction can only be initiated
and maintained under aggravating technical
conditions.
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Dieser Mangel wird durch die Erfindung
dadurch behoben, dass die Spaltsubstanzen
(Brennsto↵) von den Neutronen streuenden
Substanzen (Moderator) räumlich getrennt
angeordnet sind (heterogener Spaltungsreak-
tor). Unter “räumlich getrennt” wird hier
das Gegenteil einer homogenen Mischung
verstanden, nämlich die “makroskopische”
Eigenständlichkeit der Bereiche der Spaltsub-
stanzen (Brennsto↵bereiche) und der Bereiche
der neutronenstreuenden Substanzen (Modera-
torbereiche).

Dadurch, dass auf diese Weise die Spalt-
neutronen in von der Spaltsubstanz hinrei-
chend entfernten Bereichen auf thermische
Geschwindigkeit abgebremst werden, entgehen
sie leichter den Einfangprozessen, welche bei
bestimmten mittleren Geschwindigkeiten (Res-
onanzbereichen) der Neutronen in besonderem
Masse auftreten. Der Vermehrungsfaktor
für die Spaltneutronen erreicht auf diese
Weise—bedingt auch durch die geometrische
Anordnung der Spaltsubstanzen und neutro-
nenstreuenden Substanzen—den kritischen
Wert 1 für stationären Reaktorbetrieb.

Vor dem Prioritätszeitpunkt der Erfindung
hatte man lediglich in Experimentier-
anordnungen die von einem Ra-Be-Präparat
ausgesandten Primärneutronen in räumlich
von der Spaltsubstanz getrennt angeordneten
neutronenstreuenden Substanzen gebremst
(vgl. Comptes Rendus 208, [1939] S. 898/900).
Es ist jedoch vor dem Prioritätszeitpunkt
der Erfindung nicht bekanntgeworden,
eine derartige Anordnung auch zur Brem-
sung von in der Spaltsubstanz entstehenden
Sekundärneutronen (Spaltneutronen) vorzuse-
hen. Es lag eben nicht nahe, die in der Spalt-
substanz entstehenden Sekundärneutronen,
welche zur Aufrechterhaltung der Ketten-
reaktion in eben dieser Spaltsubstanz für
weitere Spaltungsreaktionen benötigt werden,
ausserhalb der Spaltsubstanz abzubremsen (zu
moderieren).

This deficiency is remedied by the invention
in that the fissionable substances (fuel) from
the neutron-scattering substances (moderator)
are spatially separated (heterogeneous splitting
reactor). The term “spatially separated” is
understood here to mean the opposite of a
homogeneous mixture, namely the “macro-
scopic” independence of the regions of the fissile
substances (fuel regions) and the regions of
the neutron scattering substances (moderator
regions).

By slowing the fission neutrons to thermal
speed in areas which are su�ciently remote
from the fissile substance, they are more
likely to escape the capture processes which
occur particularly at certain mean velocities
(resonance regions) of the neutrons. In this
way, the multiplication factor for the fission
neutrons achieves the critical value 1 for
stationary reactor operation, which is also due
to the geometric arrangement of the fissionable
substances and neutron-scattering substances.

Before the priority date of the invention,
the primary neutrons emitted from a Ra-Be
preparation had been slowed only in experi-
mental setups in neutron scattering substances
spatially separated from the fissile substance
(cf. Comptes Rendus 208, [1939] p. 898–900).
However, before the priority date of the in-
vention, it was not known to provide such
an arrangement also for slowing secondary
neutrons (fission neutrons) arising in the fissile
substance. It was not obvious to moderate
(moderate) the secondary neutrons formed in
the fissionable substance, which are needed to
maintain the chain reaction in the same fis-
sionable substance for further fission reactions,
outside the fissionable substance.
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Eine weitere Möglichkeit, die Neutro-
nenökonomie zu verbessern, besteht in der
erfindungsgemässen Anwendung eines reinen
Isotops der Spaltsubstanz mit grossem Spal-
tungswirkungsquerschnitt für Neutronen,
vorzugsweise langsame (thermische) Neu-
tronen bzw. einer mit einem solchen Isotop
angereicherten Substanz. Es wurde zwar zum
Prioritätszeitpunkt der Erfindung schon ver-
mutet, dass z. B. das Uranisotop 235 das im
wesentlichen spaltbare Isotop sei des Urans
(vgl. Naturwissenschaften 27 [1939], S. 405),
jedoch wurden daraus keinerlei technische
Massnahmen gefolgert, insbesondere nicht bei
räumlicher Trennung von Spaltsubstanz und
neutronenstreuenden Substanzen.

Die Kettenreaktion, welche in der erfin-
dungsgemässen Vorrichtung abläuft, kann man
auch steuern, sei es durch Nähern oder Entfer-
nen des streuenden Materials (Moderator), sei
es durch Beimengung neutronenabsorbierender
(aber keine Neutronen liefernden) Substanzen
(Absorber), schliesslich dadurch, dass man
durch die spezielle geometrische Anordnung
der reagierenden Substanzen den Vermehrungs-
faktor um ein Geringes kleiner als 1 macht.

Beispiel: Eine dünne Platte aus Uraniso-
top 235, beiderseits bedeckt von dickeren
Para�nplatten oder etwa gleich von dem
Wasser eines zu heizenden Dampfkessels,
bestrahlt mit Ra-Be-Neutronen, bildet einen
Heizkörper von ungeheurem Wärmevorrat. Der
Gefahr der Explosion kann hier schon durch
die Verwendung der langsamen Neutronen
vorgebeugt werden, da bei entsprechender
geometrischer Anordnung der oben erwähnte
Vermehrungsfaktor bei einer bestimmten
Temperatur unter seinen kritischen Wert 1
sinkt, so dass man geradezu auf eine bestimmte
Temperatur einstellen kann.

A further possibility of improving the neutron
economy consists in the application according
to the invention of a pure isotope of the fis-
sionable substance with a large fission reaction
cross-section for neutrons, preferably slow
(thermal) neutrons or a substance enriched
with such an isotope. Although it was already
assumed at the priority date of the invention
that the uranium isotope 235 is the essentially
fissionable isotope of uranium (cf. Naturwis-
senschaften 27 [1939], p. 405), however, no
technical measures were taken from this, espe-
cially in the case of spatial separation of fissile
substances and neutron-scattering substances.

The chain reaction which proceeds in the
apparatus according to the invention can also
be controlled, whether by inserting or removing
the scattering material (moderator), or by
admixing neutron-absorbing (but not neutron-
supplying) substances (absorbers), finally,
the particular geometric arrangement of the
reacting substances makes the multiplication
factor a little less than 1.

Example: A thin plate of Uranisotope 235, on
either side covered by thicker para�n plates
or already by the water of a boiler to be
heated, irradiated with Ra-Be neutrons, forms
a radiator of immense heat. The danger of
the explosion can already be presented here
by the use of the slow neutrons, since, given
the corresponding geometrical arrangement,
the multiplication factor mentioned above
drops below its critical value 1 at a certain
temperature, so that it is virtually possible to
adjust to a certain temperature.
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PATENTANSPRÜCHE:

1. Vorrichtung zur technischen Energiegewin-
nung mit Hilfe von Kernspaltungsreaktionen,
wobei ausser den eigentlichen Spaltsubstanzen
(Brennsto↵) neutronenstreuende Substanzen
(Moderator) und gegebenenfalls neutro-
nenabsorbierende Substanzen (Absorber)
verwendet sind, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Spaltsubstanzen (Brennsto↵) von den
neutronenstreuenden Substanzen (Moderator)
räumlich getrennt angeordnet sind.

2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch l, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass als Spaltsubstanz
(Brennsto↵) ein reines Isotop mit grossem
Spaltungswirkungsquerschnitt vorzugsweise für
thermische Neutronen, z. B. Uran 235 bzw.
eine mit einem solchen Isotop angereicherte
Substanz verwendet ist.

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch l, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass als Einheit eine Schicht
aus Uran 235 (Brennsto↵) beidseitig bedeckt
mit dickeren Para�nschichten (Moderator)
verwendet ist.

PATENT CLAIMS:

1. Apparatus for technical energy production
by means of nuclear fission reactions, wherein
neutron-scattering substances (moderator)
and optionally neutron-absorbing substances
(absorber) are used in addition to the actual
fission substances (fuel), characterized in that
the fission substances (fuel) are arranged
spatially separate from the neutron-scattering
substances (moderator).

2. A device according to claim 1, charac-
terized in that a pure isotope with a large
fission reaction cross section, preferably for
thermal neutrons, e.g. uranium 235 or a sub-
stance enriched with such an isotope, is used
as the fission substance (fuel).

3. Device according to claim 1, character-
ized in that a layer of uranium 235 (fuel) is
coated as a unit on both sides with thicker
para�n layers (moderator).

[Georg Stetter (Austrian, 1895–1988) led a nuclear physics group at the University of Vienna. In
this patent application, Stetter gave a remarkably detailed description of a fission reactor.

For an early 1939 draft of this patent application that also includes fusion reactions, see German
nuclear report G-378 (p. 3679).

Austria was part of Germany from 1938 until the end of the war. Stetter and his group apparently
played important roles in the wartime German nuclear program (pp. 3679–3693, 3941–3948, 4037).]
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David Irving. 1967. The Virus House. London: William Kimber.

[p. 33:] The conference took place in all secrecy on 29th April 1939 at the Ministry’s [Reich Ministry
of Education, in charge of universities] building at Unter den Linden in Berlin.1 [...]

1 Those at this first meeting were: Professor [Abraham] Esau (chairman); Professors [Georg] Joos,
[Wilhelm] Hanle, [Hans] Geiger, [Josef] Mattauch, [Walther] Bothe and [Gerhard] Ho↵mann; and
the Ministry’s representative, Doctor [Wilhelm] Dames.

Professor Esau recommended that they secure at once all available uranium stocks in Germany. [...]

A general ban was placed on the export of uranium compounds from Germany, and negotiations
were opened with the Reich Ministry of Economics for the provision of radium from the recently
captured mines at Joachimsthal (Jachymov) in Czechoslovakia. [...]

[pp. 38–43:] The letter [from Harteck and Groth on 24 April 1939] had been passed to General
Becker’s Army Ordnance Department, and thence to the research branch under Professor Erich
Schumann. Schumann in turn forwarded it to Doctor Kurt Diebner, the Army’s expert on nuclear
physics and explosives, and another key figure in this history. [...]

Diebner was at the time 34 years old. He had read nuclear physics at the University of Halle under
Professor Pose, and graduated with a thesis on the ionisation [by] alpha rays late in 1931. For a
time he had worked at the Bureau of Standards laboratory on the construction of a new high-
voltage particle accelerator for atomic transformations; but in 1934 the Army had appointed him
to an Ordnance Department research branch where together with Doctor Friedrich Berkei he had
investigated hollow-charge explosives—a development similar to one being undertaken by the air
force’s Professor Schardin at Berlin-Gatow. [...] Doctor Kurt Diebner had at this time a growing
reputation in nuclear physics with some twenty publications to his name. [...]

During the summer [of 1939], with further encouragement from Flügge’s articles, and in particular
from a patent application by the Viennese Professor Stetter for a process for extracting atomic
energy, they obtained the first Army funds to start research on uranium and a laboratory was
erected at Gottow, a section of the Army’s vast Kummersdorf rocket-projectiles and explosives
research establishment outside Berlin. An independent nuclear research o�ce was at last opened in
the Army Ordnance Department, and Diebner was put in charge. [...]

The energetic steps taken by Esau seem to have stimulated the War O�ce team to intensify their
own e↵orts. [...] Together with Professor Schumann, Diebner explained that [Erich] Bagge had been
sent for to help the War O�ce arrange an immediate secret conference to decide on the feasibility
of a uranium project. Between them, Diebner and Bagge drew up a short list of the physicists and
chemists most clearly concerned, including Professor Walther Bothe, Professor Geiger, Professor
Stetter, Professor Ho↵mann, Professor Mattauch, and Doctors Bagge, Diebner and Flügge. Otto
Hahn was also summoned to attend. [...]

The ‘important matter’ was now a State secret. From this stage on, all reference to the possibilities
of uranium reactors and atomic bombs was suppressed. [...I]n general nothing else appeared in print
in Germany until 1942 when the impatient nuclear scientists were given permission to publish some
of their lesser research papers, provided that no mention of their context was made.

[pp. 70–71:] Early in 1940, Baron Manfred von Ardenne, an outstanding technician in his particular
field, tried to persuade Otto Hahn’s instrumentation and equipment specialist, Professor Philipp, to
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apply for a subsidy from General Göring for the construction of large ‘atom-smashing’ installations.
[...]

Von Ardenne cast around for a source of large-scale funds, and learned that the Post O�ce had
a large and rich research department. He called personally on the Minister of Posts, Ohnesorge,
and in general terms explained how Hahn’s discovery made uranium bombs now possible; he called
particular attention to hints about ‘powering ships with uranium reactors’ dropped in a commentary
to the US naval construction programme. In personal exchanges between the Dahlem laboratories
and his own laboratory in Lichterfelde, von Ardenne had asked both Hahn and Heisenberg outright
how much pure uranium-235 was necessary for an atomic explosion. He was told it would be only
a few kilograms. ‘During these discussions,’ von Ardenne describes, ‘I expressed an opinion that it
was technically quite feasible, by means of high-yield electromagnetic mass-separators (which we
already had on our drawing boards) to make quantities of a few kilograms of uranium-235 available,
if only the Reich government would resolve to direct the talents of the big electrical combines to
that end.’

Minister Ohnesorge was so impressed by von Ardenne’s argument, that he secured an audience
with Adolf Hitler soon after, and informed him of the uranium bomb. [...]

Von Ardenne saw Ohnesorge return angry and disappointed, but not defeated: he resolved to
support von Ardenne’s project within the framework of German Post O�ce research. There were
thus now three factions in the nuclear research e↵ort: the scientists allied to Doctor Diebner—
including Berkei, Czulius, Herrmann, Hartwig and Kamin—at the Army Ordnance Department’s
Gottow laboratory; the scientists attracted to von Ardenne’s laboratory; and the institutes of
physics of the Kaiser-Wilhelm Foundation.

[Although David Irving was neither a trained historian nor a scientist, his book has numerous useful
insights since he personally interviewed many of the German nuclear scientists within two decades
after the end of the war.

Wilhelm Ohnesorge studied physics at the university before becoming head of the Reichspost. He
had a large amount of research funding at his disposal, since his organization collected payments
for all letters, packages, and telegrams sent throughout the Third Reich. He used that funding
to support very advanced research programs in electronics, and he could have easily used it to
support the early years of a nuclear weapons program as well. As reported by Irving, Ohnesorge
sought larger amounts of nuclear funding from Hitler and was rejected, at least initially. Yet as also
described by Irving, Ohnesorge did not give up easily.

Beginning no later than June 1942, Ohnesorge began a research collaboration with Heinrich Himm-
ler and the SS, which could supply large amounts of funding, personnel, facilities, and other re-
sources (see pp. 3104–3113 for a few surviving documents). In September 1942, Ohnesorge again
lobbied Hitler for political and financial support, revealing his knowledge of the U.S. Manhattan
Project in the process (p. 3105): “According to his [Ohnesorge’s] observations, at the moment
America is gathering all the professors of physics and chemistry to produce special achievements.
He would like to give a short lecture about this to the Führer.” However the further discussions with
Hitler turned out, the collaboration between the Reichspost and the SS appears to have continued
until the end of the war, with large investments of resources in the program.

Kurt Diebner’s research group also appears to have become aligned with the SS as the war pro-
gressed.]
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Figure D.2: A few surviving documents reveal that Wilhelm Ohnesorge and Heinrich Himmler
collaborated on research projects from June 1942 onward [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82A, Box
5, Folder Documents from which ALSOS reports were made].
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Figure D.3: A few surviving documents reveal that Wilhelm Ohnesorge and Heinrich Himmler col-
laborated on research projects from June 1942 onward [Bundesarchiv Lichterfelde, NS 19-2012.].
Point a) reveals very early and accurate German knowledge of the U.S. Manhattan Project: “Ac-
cording to his [Ohnesorge’s] observations, at the moment America is gathering all the professors of
physics and chemistry to produce special achievements. He would like to give a short lecture about
this to the Führer.”
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Figure D.4: A few surviving documents reveal that Wilhelm Ohnesorge and Heinrich Himmler
collaborated on research projects from June 1942 onward [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82A, Box
5, Folder Documents from which ALSOS reports were made].
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Figure D.5: A few surviving documents reveal that Wilhelm Ohnesorge and Heinrich Himmler
collaborated on research projects from June 1942 onward [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82A, Box
5, Folder Documents from which ALSOS reports were made].
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Figure D.6: A few surviving documents reveal that Wilhelm Ohnesorge and Heinrich Himmler
collaborated on research projects from June 1942 onward [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82A, Box
5, Folder Documents from which ALSOS reports were made].
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Figure D.7: A few surviving documents reveal that Wilhelm Ohnesorge and Heinrich Himmler
collaborated on research projects from June 1942 onward [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82A, Box
5, Folder Documents from which ALSOS reports were made].
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Figure D.8: A few surviving documents reveal that Wilhelm Ohnesorge and Heinrich Himmler
collaborated on research projects from June 1942 onward [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82A, Box
5, Folder Documents from which ALSOS reports were made].
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Figure D.9: A few surviving documents reveal that Wilhelm Ohnesorge and Heinrich Himmler
collaborated on research projects from June 1942 onward [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82A, Box
5, Folder Documents from which ALSOS reports were made].
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Figure D.10: A few surviving documents reveal that Wilhelm Ohnesorge and Heinrich Himmler
collaborated on research projects from June 1942 onward [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82A, Box
5, Folder Documents from which ALSOS reports were made].
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Figure D.11: A few surviving documents reveal that Wilhelm Ohnesorge and Heinrich Himmler
collaborated on research projects from June 1942 onward [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82A, Box
5, Folder Documents from which ALSOS reports were made].
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[NARA RG 238, Microfilm M1270, Interrogation Records Prepared for War Crimes
Proceedings at Nuernberg, Roll 24]

[In postwar interrogations, one of Himmler’s adjutants stated that Himmler had a panel of top
science advisors. Of the eleven advisors named in the document, six were nuclear experts and the
other five had expertise that could have been very useful for a nuclear weapons program:

• Erich Schumann (German, 1898–1985) appears first in this list, suggesting that he may have
been one of Himmler’s most important or most frequent scientific advisors. He ran the nuclear
program of the Heereswa↵enamt (Army Ordnance O�ce), was directly involved in designing
and testing spherical implosion bombs (pp. 3578–3633), and was closely tied to other programs
to develop biological weapons, rockets, etc. [Nagel 2012a].

• Christian Gerthsen (German, 1894–1956) was a top-ranked nuclear physicist (p. 3938) whose
wartime activities have never been publicly described.

• Hans Geiger (German, 1882–1945) was one of Germany’s earliest nuclear physicists (having
invented the Geiger counter in 1908, p. 1496) and had been involved in the wartime German
nuclear program at the highest levels since early 1939 (p. 3102).

• Walther Gerlach (German, 1889–1979) was the head scientific administrator of the German
nuclear weapons program as well as some other advanced technology programs.

• Rudolf Tomaschek (German, 1895–1966) played an important but currently mysterious role
in the wartime German H-bomb development program (p. 3683).

• Fritz Kirchner (German, 1896–1967) was a nuclear physicist who worked with the Heereswaf-
fenamt (Army Ordnance O�ce) during the war. While the full extent of his wartime activities
is unclear from currently available documents, he is known to have worked on particle ac-
celerators, fission reactions, and fusion reactions [G-47, G-101, G-270, G-271, and pp. 3233,
3677, 3825, 3071, 3939].

• Leo von zur Mühlen (German, 1888–1953) was an expert on mining resources in central and
eastern Europe, which would have been extremely useful for nuclear and other programs.

• August Schmauß (German, 1877–1954) was an expert on meteorology, which would have been
important for planning battles in general, and attacks with weapons of mass destruction in
particular.

• Heinrich von Ficker (German/Austrian, 1881–1957) was another authority on meteorology.

• Paul Guthnick (German, 1879–1947) was a noted astronomer; his input might have been useful
for planning suborbital ballistic trajectories, teaching intercontinental pilots how to navigate
to their targets by the stars, or developing other methods of reaching strategic objectives.

• Otto Heckmann (German, 1901–1983) was another astronomy expert.

See pp. 3115–3119 for photos of this document.]
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Figure D.12: In postwar interrogations, one of Himmler’s adjutants stated that Himmler had a panel
of top science advisors, including Walther Gerlach, Erich Schumann, and other nuclear scientists
[NARA RG 238, Microfilm M1270, Interrogation Records Prepared for War Crimes Proceedings at
Nuernberg, Roll 24].
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Figure D.13: In postwar interrogations, one of Himmler’s adjutants stated that Himmler had a panel
of top science advisors, including Walther Gerlach, Erich Schumann, and other nuclear scientists
[NARA RG 238, Microfilm M1270, Interrogation Records Prepared for War Crimes Proceedings at
Nuernberg, Roll 24].
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Figure D.14: In postwar interrogations, one of Himmler’s adjutants stated that Himmler had a panel
of top science advisors, including Walther Gerlach, Erich Schumann, and other nuclear scientists
[NARA RG 238, Microfilm M1270, Interrogation Records Prepared for War Crimes Proceedings at
Nuernberg, Roll 24].
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Figure D.15: In postwar interrogations, one of Himmler’s adjutants stated that Himmler had a panel
of top science advisors, including Walther Gerlach, Erich Schumann, and other nuclear scientists
[NARA RG 238, Microfilm M1270, Interrogation Records Prepared for War Crimes Proceedings at
Nuernberg, Roll 24].
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Figure D.16: In postwar interrogations, one of Himmler’s adjutants stated that Himmler had a panel
of top science advisors, including Walther Gerlach, Erich Schumann, and other nuclear scientists
[NARA RG 238, Microfilm M1270, Interrogation Records Prepared for War Crimes Proceedings at
Nuernberg, Roll 24].
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Werner Grothmann on the secrecy and organization of the German nuclear program
[Krotzky 2002]

[Werner Grothmann (German, 1915–2002) was the chief adjutant or executive assistant of Heinrich
Himmler (see Fig. D.17). At the end of his life, during 2000–2002, Grothmann agreed to a series of
interviews with Wolf Krotzky, one of his neighbors. Krotzky recorded the interviews on tapes and
transcribed Grothmann’s words in an unpublished document that is available in the archives of the
Jonastalverein in Arnstadt. In the transcripts, Grothmann provided very important details about
secret wartime German programs to develop nuclear weapons and improved rockets. Unfortunately,
after 2005 Krotzky declared that he did not save the tapes,5 and Grothmann is now dead and unable
to confirm the information in the transcripts.

Without the recorded tapes or Grothmann himself, one cannot rule out the possibilities that
Krotzky may have improperly prompted the elderly Grothmann to say certain things that he
did not really mean, that Krotzky may have altered the transcripts after the fact, or that Krotzky
may have even made up all the transcripts. Furthermore, even if Krotzky and the transcripts were
trustworthy, there is no guarantee that Grothmann was trustworthy—his memories may have been
incorrect after so long, or he may have had a personal motivation to make false claims about the
past.

However, since so few sources are currently available regarding the details of the secret wartime
German nuclear and advanced rocket programs, and the details provided by Grothmann would be
extremely useful if they are real, it is important not to reject this source without careful consid-
eration. In fact, there are many di↵erent lines of evidence that suggest that this source is indeed
real and accurate (or as accurate as one could expect for a person’s recollections so long after the
events):

• Historians have been able to independently confirm a large number of details about people,
places, dates, and events mentioned in the interviews that are so obscure they would probably
not have been independently known by Krotzky [Karlsch and Petermann 2007, p. 29; Karlsch
2006; Nagel 2011, p. 64].

• Grothmann provided details of the March 1945 test explosion in Thuringia that are in excellent
agreement with Ilyichev’s March 1945 report to Stalin (see p. 3789), which was discovered in
a Moscow archive only after Grothmann had already died.

• Grothmann’s statements agree with other sources about the secret wartime programs that
have only emerged in recent years.

• Although Grothmann was not a scientist or engineer and recounted events from long ago, the
scientific details that he mentioned are very consistent with known physics and engineering
principles.

5Perhaps because they were reused to record each interview, and then later unrelated interviews? Or might Krotzky
have been pressured by government o�cials who wanted to keep state secrets?
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• In the transcript, Grothmann repeatedly said that he did not know many of the details of
the programs, either because he did not have a need to know such classified details in his
daily secretarial duties for Himmler, or else because he had forgotten some details over time.
If Grothmann or Krotzky had been making up a story, one would have expected the narrator
to claim a comprehensive and accurate knowledge of the secret programs, so it is reassuring
that Grothmann did not.

• Grothmann frequently described various weapon systems as being unready, imperfect, or
unproven by the end of the war. If he were making up a story, one would have expected him
to make grander and more dramatic claims for wartime German accomplishments, so again,
it is reassuring that he did not.

• In the transcript, Grothmann repeatedly mentioned bureaucratic obstacles, bad decisions, and
political disagreements, from Hitler on down through the government. This demonstrates that
Grothmann was not trying to make up a story to paint Hitler and the rest of the Third Reich
in a positive light.]
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Figure D.17: Werner Grothmann with Heinrich Himmler (1943).
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[S. 1] Bloß war es so, dass die einzelnen
Bearbeiter eines Projekts nicht über Dinge
informiert wurden, die sie nichts angingen. Ich
habe lange nach dem Krieg mal gelesen, wie die
Amerikaner ihre Forschung und Entwicklung
organisiert hatten. Ich glaube, das war besser
und wirkungsvoller als bei uns. Vielleicht hat-
ten die ja nicht solche Sorge vor Verrat, obwohl
es den bei ihnen auch gab. Aber wenn man
bedenkt, wie es bei uns geregelt war und dann
sieht, wie viel trotzdem verraten wurde, glaube
ich, dass durch die besondere Abschottung bei
speziellen Projekten doch manches verzögert
wurde. Bei der Atomforschung hatten wir ja
extra eine Koordinierungsstelle eingerichtet.
Das soll sich bewährt haben, wie ich hörte.

[S. 6] Wenn man sich überlegt, warum die
Wissenschaftler und Techniker geschwiegen
haben, muß man sehen, dass ja längst nicht
alle, die an der Atombombe gearbeitet haben,
auch erfahren mussten, wie weit die Entwick-
lung überhaupt kam. Ich kenne die Zahl nicht,
es sind aber bestimmt nicht sehr viele gewesen,
die das gesamte Geheimnis kannten.

[p. 1] It was just that the individual workers
on a project were not informed about things
that did not concern them. Long after the war,
I read about how the Americans had organized
their research and development. I think [their
organization] was better and more e↵ective
than ours. Perhaps they did not have such
concern about treason, although there was also
some with them. But when you consider, how
it was protected by us and then see how much
was nevertheless betrayed, I believe that by the
special security in special projects some things
were delayed. In nuclear research, we had set
up a special coordination center. That would
have proved itself, as I have heard.

[p. 6] If you consider why the scientists
and technicians were silent, you have to see
that not all those who worked on the atomic
bomb needed at all to know how far the
development came. I do not know the number,
but there were certainly not very many who
knew the whole secret.

[Grothmann stated that the nuclear program was highly compartmentalized, with every person
who was involved only knowing as much information as they absolutely needed in order to do their
job. The wartime German chemical weapons program operated in this same fashion [Tucker 2006].
Grothmann repeatedly mentioned how little even he knew about the program. This extreme secrecy
would help explain why so little information about the nuclear program leaked out during the war
or in the years since.]
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[S. 29] Außerdem hatten wir ja bereits Ende
1943 wenn zunächst auch ganz bescheiden,
mit unserem eigenen Atomprojekt begonnen,
während doch Diebner, Ohnesorge und die
Österreicher viel früher gestartet waren.

[S. 31] Auch nach dem Befehl ist bei uns
der Einsatz nicht gleich gewaltig erhöht wor-
den. Das ging schon deshalb nicht, weil wir
ja, ich meine Ohnesorge, Diebner und unsere
Gruppen, besser Grüppchen, alles abgegrast
hatten, was auf dem Markt war und was mit
uns zusammenarbeiten wollte. Was jetzt ein-
fach wurde, war die Abstimmung bezüglich der
verschiedenen Systeme. Wie die im einzelnen
funktionieren sollten, kann ich nicht sagen, es
gab aber drei unterschiedliche Stoßrichtungen:

Erstens die Uranbombe, das war Ohne-
sorges Leib- und Magen-Thema und an dem
hat auch Diebner gearbeitet.

Zweitens die Plutonium-Wa↵e, zu der hat
Ohnesorge Grundlagen erarbeiten lassen und
dazu ist auch in Österreich geforscht worden,
neben anderen Richtungen. Man hat übrigens
auch die Verwendung weiterer Materialien
neben dem Plutonium erforscht.

Drittens die Wassersto↵bombe. Zu der hat man
auch gearbeitet, das war nach meiner Kenntnis
eher ein akademisches Projekt und Himmler
hat mal in kleinstem Kreis erwähnt, dass der
erste Prototyp davon frühestens zwischen Juni
und Oktober 1946 kommen könnte.

[p. 29] Besides, at the end of 1943, we were very
modest at first; we [SS scientists] had begun
with our own atom project, while Diebner,
Ohnesorge, and the Austrians had started
much earlier.

[p. 31] Even after the [Hitler] order, the
program was not increased accordingly. This
was not possible, because we, I mean Ohne-
sorge, Diebner and our [SS] groups, or rather
little groups, had already worked out what
resources were available and who would work
with us. What now became easy was the
coordination of the di↵erent systems. How the
details were supposed to work, I cannot say,
but there were three di↵erent directions:

First the uranium bomb, which was Ohne-
sorge’s main passion and on which Diebner also
worked.

Second the plutonium weapon, on which
Ohnesorge had worked on the fundamentals,
and which was also researched in Austria, along
with other directions. Incidentally, the use of
other materials besides plutonium was also
investigated.

Third the hydrogen bomb. That was also
worked on; to my knowledge, it was rather an
academic project, and Himmler once mentioned
in a small circle that the first prototype of this
could come at the earliest between June and
October 1946.

[Grothmann’s comment that “the use of other materials besides plutonium was also investigated”
for fission bombs likely refers to converting thorium-232, which was readily available from monazite
ore, into uranium-233, another excellent fission fuel.]
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[S. 7] Zu unserem Verbindungsbüro muß ich
noch was sagen. Das sollte auch sicherstellen,
daß bloß keine Doppelarbeit mehr gemacht
würde. Das ist aber trotzdem so geblieben, weil
ja die Reichspost ihre eigene Forschung weit-
erbetrieben hat, eigentlich bis zum Schluß. In
den letzten Kriegsjahren, kann im Herbst 43
gewesen sein, ist aber zwischen Ohnesorge und
Himmler eine enge Abstimmung beschlossen
worden. Die Einzelheiten kenne ich bis heute
nicht, Kammler war aber eingeweiht. Wenn
also die Reichspost und natürlich die Diebner-
Gruppen einbezogen sind, heißt das nicht, daß
es viele Leute sein mußten. Für die spätere Se-
rienproduktion sah es anders aus, aber dann
hätten wir ja gegenüber den anderen Gruppen
einen Vorsprung besessen und wir hätten auch
Mittel gefunden, um den Geheimnisverrat zu
begrenzen.

[p. 7] I have something to say about our liaison
o�ce. That should also make it clear that there
would be no more duplication of e↵ort. That
remained the case, however, because the Reich-
spost continued its own research, right to the
end. During the last years of the war, that may
have been in autumn 1943, a close agreement
was reached between Ohnesorge and Himmler.
I still do not know the details, but Kammler
was privy. So if the Reichspost and of course
the Diebner groups are included, that does not
mean that there had to be many people. It
looked di↵erent for the later serial production,
but then we would have had a lead over the
other groups and we would also have found
means to limit the betrayal of secrets.

[Grothmann described an extensive nuclear program that was spread over several autonomous
organizations, which coordinated with each other and also with a central o�ce run by the SS:

• Beginning no later than 1942, the SS provided coordination of all nuclear (and other research)
activities through Heinrich Himmler and Hans Kammler, secretive funding for other organi-
zations involved in the work, in-house R&D and production facilities, underground facilities,
and massive amounts of slave labor.

• The Heereswa↵enamt or Army Ordnance O�ce, with its own Army funding, had a scientific
team led by Kurt Diebner and (except possibly during the final stages of the war) by Erich
Schumann. It worked on implosion bomb designs and testing, fission chain reactions, gas
centrifuges for uranium enrichment, and other aspects of the program. During 1939–1942, the
Heereswa↵enamt appears to have helped to coordinate the program with other organizations.
After the overall coordination was assumed by the SS, Kurt Diebner seems to have continued
to help manage the scientific details of the overall program.

• The Reichspost or Post O�ce, led by the physicist Wilhelm Ohnesorge, used its considerable
direct income from postal payments to secretly fund its own nuclear laboratories and scientists,
including Manfred von Ardenne, Fritz Houtermans, and Siegfried Flügge. The
Reichspost began work very early, likely in 1939, and focused largely on enriching uranium for
an implosion bomb, although it was also involved with other aspects of the overall program.
No later than 1942–1943, the Reichspost program became closely coupled to and partially
funded by the SS, due to a close working relationship between Ohnesorge and Himmler.

• The Austrians played a major role in the overall nuclear program, although they were not
named or described in detail by Grothmann. The most prominent Austrian nuclear physicists
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were the group led by Georg Stetter in Vienna. These scientists had been working on nuclear
physics for many years prior to the war, and they began seriously pursuing both fission and
fusion reactions no later than 1939 (pp. 3098–3101, 3679–3693, 3941–3948, 4037). According to
Grothmann, the Austrian scientists played critical roles in the development of both plutonium
weapons and the hydrogen bomb.

• Grothmann mentioned that only a few companies could provide what the nuclear program
needed. Although he did not name the companies, they would likely include the three major
companies for uranium (Auer/Degussa, Union Minière, and Treibacher Chemische Werke),
the major chemical company (I. G. Farben, for chemical compounds involved in uranium
enrichment or plutonium extraction), and the two major companies for large electrical ma-
chinery (Siemens and AEG).

• Grothmann stated that Werner Heisenberg and Otto Hahn were not supportive of the nuclear
weapons program and therefore were not involved in it. Their experiments were funded sep-
arately and at a relatively low level. The U.S. Alsos Mission and most books on the history
of the German nuclear program have focused on that sideline and ignored the main program
described by Grothmann and numerous documents in this appendix.

• It is possible that other important organizations were involved in aspects of the overall nuclear
program yet not named by Grothmann; perhaps he either did not know much about their roles
or else focused on other areas in his interviews. Among the most prominent organizations not
named by Grothmann are the Kriegsmarine or Navy, the Luftwa↵e or Air Force, and a group
of scientists led by Paul Harteck in the Hamburg/Kiel area. More information is needed to
clarify whether or how these organizations played roles in the overall nuclear program.

Grothmann’s statements about the secrecy, organization, and achievements of the wartime German
nuclear program are supported by many other documents presented in this appendix. As just
one example, the next pages show several surviving documents that demonstrate that Wilhelm
Ohnesorge and Heinrich Himmler began collaborating on various research projects no later than
June 1942 and continued to do so thereafter, involving both Werner Grothmann and Hans Kammler
in their communications about the projects, exactly as claimed in the transcripts of Grothmann’s
2000–2002 interviews with Wolf Krotzky.

Of course, communications specifically regarding any nuclear weapons project would have been
destroyed or never committed to writing in the first place, but these handful of surviving documents
do demonstrate the general research collaboration between the Reichspost and the SS, as well as
several of the key people who were involved.

I am not aware of any documents that contradict or disprove Grothmann’s statements.

Thus while Krotzky’s method of preserving Grothmann’s testimony was unorthodox, relevant state-
ments from Grothmann will be presented periodically throughout this appendix so that their details
may be compared with those from other sources.]
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D.3 Sources of Uranium and Thorium

[During the war, Germany had access to large amounts of natural uranium and thorium ore by (see
map in Fig. D.18):

• Acquiring at least 1200 tons, and according to some sources 3500 tons, of uranium ore (orig-
inally mined in the Belgian Congo) from Union Minière in Brussels [pp. 3081, 3131–3132].

• Expanding uranium mining at St. Joachimsthal (Jachymov), Bohemia [Hayes 2004, pp. 132–
133, 235, 243].

• Mining uranium at Př́ıbram/Przibram/Pibrans, Bohemia [pp. 3302–3305].

• Mining uranium at Schmiedeberg, Silesia; see p. 3073.

• Possibly using any of several uranium deposits in Thuringia [Zeman and Karlsch 2008].

• Mining uranium at Schneeberg, Saxony; see pp. 3134–3135, 3142–3143, 3336, 3993 [Zeman
and Karlsch 2008].

• Mining uranium at Johanngeorgenstadt, Saxony; see pp. 3134–3135, 3142–3143, 3336, 3993
[Zeman and Karlsch 2008].

• Operating and receiving shipments from a uranium mine at Buchovo (or Buhovo), a suburb
of Sofia, Bulgaria, since 1938 [Hayes 2004, p. 235; https://ejatlas.org/conflict/life-after-the-
uranium-mines-in-buhovo-bulgaria]. See also p. 3877.

• Mining uranium at Băiţa-Plai and other sites in Romania; see pp. 3136–3141.

• Acquiring uranium from mines at Viseu and Guarda, Portugal [Hayes 2004, p. 235].

• Procuring all available monazite thorium ore in occupied Europe [Irving 1967].

• Exploiting other possible sources—Spain, Scandinavia, etc.?

One 1946 U.S. intelligence report on Czech uranium mines noted, “The Germans put mining on a
high priority and only mining was done throughout the 6 years occupation. The ore was delivered
by special planes to Germany and Austria” (p. 3467). Another 1946 U.S. intelligence report added:
“The Germans continued operations in this mine to the very last moment” (p. 4028).

Thus Germany began actively mining uranium in 1938 and continued until the end of the war.
During that time, Germany had access to (1) the same quality and a comparable quantity of
Congolese uranium that served the Manhattan Project well, (2) Central/Eastern European uranium
mines that later served the Soviet nuclear program well, and (3) additional uranium mines too.
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Figure D.18: Sites of known uranium/thorium mining for the German nuclear program.
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Germany processed uranium and thorium ore to uranium oxide and thorium oxide, and thence to
uranium or thorium metal or to a variety of useful chemical compounds—uranium hexafluoride,
uranium tetrachloride, uranium nitrate, etc.—at numerous locations including (see map in Fig.
D.19):

• Union Minière in Brussels [Irving 1967, p. 65].

• Auer in Oranienburg, Katowice/Kattowitz, and other locations [p. 4027; Nagel 2016].

• Buchler in Braunschweig [p. 4027].

• Treibacher Chemische Werke in Althofen, Austria [pp. 3133–3135, 4027; Gollmann 1994].

• Degussa Frankfurt [Hayes 2004; Nagel 2016].

• Degussa Berlin [Hayes 2004; Nagel 2016].

• Degussa Stadtilm [Hayes 2004; Nagel 2016].

• I.G. Farben in Leverkusen and other locations [Mader 1965, pp. 193–202, 229-233].

• Př́ıbram/Przibram/Pibrans, Bohemia [pp. 3302–3305].

• W. Maier KG Radiumchemische Industrie und Laboratorium in Villingen-Schwenningen am
Neckar [Oleynikov 2000].

• Possibly other facilities.

At the end of the war, Allied countries removed over 2800 tons of uranium and thorium from
former German-controlled territory (p. 3142). In addition, in 1974, Alwin Ur↵, deputy technical
plant manager of the Asse nuclear disposal site in Germany, stated: “When we began storage in
1967, our company first sank radioactive waste from the last war, that uranium waste which arose
in the preparation of the German atomic bomb” (p. 3147).]
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Figure D.19: Sites of known uranium/thorium processing facilities for the German nuclear program.
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[While uranium ores found at various sites in Europe were good (and later proved su�cient for the
large postwar Soviet nuclear weapons program), the ore with the highest natural concentration of
uranium was found in Congo, which was controlled by Belgium at that time [Susan Williams 2016].

Just exactly how much Congolese ore did the whole German nuclear program manage to acquire,
via Belgium or any other means?

Most sources give a total number of 1200 tons or so (see for example p. 3081).

However, at least two sources say that the actual amount was 3500 tons:]

1. Nikolaus Riehl, the head nuclear chemist at Auergesellschaft, in information that
he gave to David Irving [Irving 1967, pp. 65, 90–91].

The Ministry of Economic Warfare, whose department it was, was requested to attempt to deprive
the Germans of the stockpiles of uranium-oxide in Belgium; Tizard opposed the outright purchase
of the thousands of tons of uranium-oxide there, and proposed that it should merely be moved to
the United Kingdom. The Ministry acted with ponderous precision, and when the German armies
fell upon Belgium a month later by far the greater part of the uranium was still there.

Up to June 1940, Union Minière had sold no more than about a ton of the various compounds
to Germany each month; the company now received an immediate order for sixty tons of refined
uranium compounds, to be supplied to the Auer company in Berlin. During the next five years,
the Germans seized three thousand five hundred tons of uranium compounds from the Belgium
stockpiles, and shipped it under the general supervision of Dr. Egon Ihwe6 back to Central Germany,
where it was stacked in the surface buildings of the old salt-mines at Stassfurt, owned by the
Industrial Research Association (WiFo). It was from this huge stockpile of sodium- and ammonium-
uranate that the Auer company would now meet its requirements. [...]

[T]he committee stressed: ‘[...] Although steps were taken beforehand to induce the Belgian company
to reduce stocks of uranium oxide, some of which are now in Canada, some eight tons7 are believed
to have fallen into the hands of the Germans when Belgium was invaded.’

6General Manager of Auer’s subsidiary, the Oranienburg Rare Earths Factory; and an agent of the Reichsstelle

Chemie, the Reich Chemicals Authority.

7Margaret Gowing, Britain and Atomic Energy 1939–1945, quoting the committee’s report, drew attention to this
error and said that it was discovered that the Germans had acquired the equivalent of 600 tons of uranium-oxide;
but Professor N. Riehl has informed the author that it was in fact very much more.
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2. William Casey, who was in the OSS and later head of the CIA, and thus should
have been in a position to know the correct answer, along with his sta↵ archivists and
analysts [Casey 1988, p. 49].

When the British government learned that the Germans, on occupying Norway and Belgium, were
increasing Norwegian heavy water production and had seized 3500 tons of uranium from Union
Minière in Belgium, the Ministry of Supply was directed to study what would happen if an atom
bomb was detonated in the center of a large British city.

[During the war, the United States had a comparable amount of the same Congolese ore (⇠1100
metric tons from a warehouse in New York, with more arriving later in the war) and managed most
of the Manhattan Project with that stock. See for example:

www.osti.gov/includes/opennet/includes/MED scans/Book%20VII%20-%20%20Volume%201%20-
%20Feed%20Materials%20and%20Special%20Procuremen.pdf

www.governmentattic.org/5docs/TheNewWorld1939-1946.pdf

The Germans could potentially have done just as well with what they had.]
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Sabine Elisabeth Gollmann. 1994. Die Radium- und Uranabteilung der Treibacher
Chemischen Werke: Unter Berücksichtigung des deutschen Atombombenprojektes wäh-
rend des Zweiten Weltkrieges. Ph.D. thesis. Graz: University of Graz. p. 128.

Der Anschluß an das Dritte Reich wurde sei-
tens der Treibacher Geschäftsleitung sehr
positiv aufgenommen, da man sich eine
Verbesserung der wirtschaftlichen Lage er-
ho↵te. 1939 wurden die TCW Mitglied der
St. Joachimsthaler Bergbaugesellschaft m. b.
H. und bezogen dadurch den größten Teil der
Rohsto↵e aus St. Joachimsthal (Böhmen).
Das Kärntner Unternehmen erhielt von dieser
wichtigen Erzlagerstätte auch Uranpech-
blende und es wurde 1940 innerhalb der
Radiumabteilung ein eigener Bereich für Uran
eingerichtet. Ein Gesellschaftspartner der
JOBERG war die Auergesellschaft in Berlin,
welche eng mit dem deutschen Atombomben-
projekt im Zweiten Weltkrieg verknüpft
war. Die Berliner Firma ließ während des
Krieges ihre Erzkonzentrate aus St. Joachim-
sthal in Treibach umarbeiten. Daher sind
Beziehungen der TCW, wenn auch über Dritte,
zum Kernenergieprojekt sehr wahrscheinlich.
Mehrere Indizien sprechen dafür, absolute
Beweise sind allerdings nicht mehr au�ndbar.
Wichtig ist sicherlich, daß ab Anfang der
vierziger Jahre radioaktive Substanzen nur
mehr für Rüstungszwecke verwendet werden
durften. So wurde Radium ab 1942 nur mehr
für die Leuchtfarbenherstellung innerhalb der
Rüstungsindustrie genutzt.

Im Mai 1945 wurde Kärnten von englis-
chen Truppen besetzt. Die Treibacher Werke
wurden als Deutsches Eigentum eingestuft,
da ein beträchtlicher Aktienanteil im Besitz
eines deutschen Unternehmens gewesen ist.
Das gesamte Mesothor und Radiothor wurde
von den Engländer beschlagnahmt und später
entschädigt. Auf Grund des dadurch entstande-
nen Rohsto↵mangels wurde die Radium- und
Uranabteilung 1946 stillgelegt.

The [Austrian] Anschluss by the Third Reich
was very positively received by the Treibacher
management, because they hoped for an
improvement of the economic situation. In
1939 the TCW became a member of the St.
Joachimsthaler Bergbaugesellschaft m. b. H.
and thus obtained most of the raw materi-
als from St. Joachimsthal (Bohemia). The
Carinthian company also received uranium
pitch blends from this important ore deposit
and in 1940 a separate uranium division was
set up within the radium department. One of
JOBERG’s partners was the Auergesellschaft in
Berlin, which was closely linked to the German
atomic bomb project in the Second World War.
During the war, the Berlin company had its ore
concentrates from St. Joachimsthal reworked
in Treibach. Therefore, TCW’s relations to the
nuclear energy project, albeit via third parties,
are very probable. There are several indications,
but absolute evidence is no longer to be found.
It is certainly important to note that from the
beginning of the forties radioactive substances
were only allowed to be used for armament
purposes. From 1942 onwards, radium was only
used for the production of fluorescent paints
within the armaments industry.

In May 1945 Carinthia was occupied by
British troops. The Treibacher Werke were
classified as German property, as a considerable
share was owned by a German company. All of
the mesothorium and radiothorium was con-
fiscated by the British and later compensated.
Due to the resulting shortage of raw materials,
the radium and uranium division was shut
down in 1946.
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Report on Treibacher Chemical Works AG [CIOS ER 343, AFHRA A1008 frames
0794–0797]

[...]

Firm representatives seen:

Dr. Harmann Auer von Welsbach
Dr. Techn. Fritz Gemillscheg
Dr. Karl Buche
Dr. Haas (?) (in charge of radium plant)

1. This firm was founded in its present form by the great chemist Auer von Welsbach who invented
the Thorium oxide gas mantle, “Mischmetall” lighter flint metal and did a great deal of research
work on “Rare Earth” group of elements.

This is a firm of first class importance as it is one of the very few firms in the world which produces
radium.

2. Principal Products.

(a) Radium Salts

Before the war this firm produced on an average of 8 or 9 grammes of Radium (as Radium Bromide)
per year. This is a very large output. The radium was produced mostly on British orders from
Pitchblende ore imported from the Congo. During the war they used Pitchblende from Joachimstahl
in Czechoslovakia (where it was first discovered) and from Erzgebirge. These sources of supply are
now closed, and the firm has not pitchblende in stock. [...]

(b) Mesothorium Salts

This element is even more powerfully radioactive and more dangerous to handle than Radium. It
is produced in small quantities.

(c) Uranium Salts

These are used chiefly in the ceramic industry. They are produced as a by-product of the production
of Radium from Pitchblende (Pitchblende is really principally an Uranium ore.) [...]

Finally

It is considered that this firm is of first-class importance, with a very highly trained expert sta↵ of
chemists and chemical engineers and workpeople. Their most important product being radium and
Mesothorium salts, with Uranium salts, lighter flint metal, salts of the “Rare Earth” metals, and
Ferro alloys, as their less vitally important products.

Lt. Col. R. Bailey
Major M. W. H. Head

20 June 1945
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[Treibacher Chemical Works in Austria had very similar uranium- and thorium-processing capabil-
ities to Auergesellschaft in Germany, yet historically it has been much less well known and much
less studied. How much work could Treibacher Chemical Works have done for a nuclear weapons
program during the war?

How much uranium and thorium did Treibacher process during the war?

Where did Treibacher send the uranium and thorium that it processed?]

Jonathan E. Helmreich. 1986. Gathering Rare Ores: The Diplomacy of Uranium Ac-
quisition, 1943–1954. Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press. p. 70.

The CDT [Combined Development Trust, run by Leslie Groves] was aware of the uranium at
Joachimstal and apparently did not think the Russians would be able to mine there extensively
enough to gain the needed amounts of oxide. Despite the survey e↵orts of the UMDC and the
Murray Hill area, however, the CDT did not know of the valuable deposits in Saxony, just north
of the East German border with Czechoslovakia and the Joachimstal mines. Discovered by the
Germans in 1943, the deposits were explored by the Soviets in the months after June 1945; mining
operations began a year later and were feverishly expanded after April 1948.

[The Saxony/Erzgebirge uranium deposits were enormous, and the Soviet Union mined them for
decades after the war to supply uranium for its nuclear weapons program. Germany began exploiting
those deposits during the war (pp. 3134, 3142–3143, 3336, 3993), so it had access to even more
uranium ore than it is already publicly known to have possessed.]
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[There is significant evidence that during the war, Germany was actively mining uranium at multiple
sites in Romania for the German nuclear weapons program. Hitler told Romanian Prime Minister
Ion Antonescu about some of the results of that program in August 1944 (p. 3882).]

Bomba de la Hiroshima cu uraniu de Băiţa? Exploatarea de uraniu de la Băiţa
stârneşte noi controverse. [Hiroshima bomb with uranium from Băiţa? Băiţa ura-
nium mining stirs new controversies.] BIHON Ştirile judeţului Bihor. 30 January 2015.
[www.bihon.ro/stirile-judetului-bihor/bomba-de-la-hiroshima-cu-uraniu-de-baita-251058/]

Un inginer silvic din Câmpani susţine că din
uraniul de la Băiţa s-ar fi construit bombele
nucleare de la Hiroshima şi Nagasaki.

Ioan Costea, autorul volumului lansat la
finele anului trecut “Uraniul primelor bombe”,
a avut o copilărie marcată de poveştile rudelor
despre invazia nemţilor ı̂n Apuseni. Omul
susţine că ı̂n laboratoarele secrete ale SS-ului a
fost prelucrat uraniul din Băiţa şi că pentru a
fi transportat a fost construit viaductul peste
Valea Luncoiului. Ioan Costea invocă rapoarte
geologice care pomenesc de prospecţiuni făcute
de nemţi. “Probabil ca au scos suficient pentru
a face o bombă”, spune Ioan Costea, ı̂n cartea
sa. Autorul recunoaşte că volumul nu are
caracter ştiinţific şi că e construit doar pe baza
dovezilor, documentelor şi mărturiilor pe care a
reuşit să le strângă. [...] “Tot căutând informaţii
oficiale care să arate, aşa cum ar fi de aşteptat,
că sovieticii au ı̂nceput exploatarea uraniului
românesc, nu mică mi-a fost mirarea să de-
scopar că Hitler a fost primul care a ı̂nceput
exploatarea uraniului ı̂n munţii moţilor. Am
aflat că naziştii lui Himmler au folosit o parte
a acestui uraniu la construirea câtorva “arme
atomice”...Cealaltă parte a uraniului moţilor a
ajuns ı̂n posesia statului american. Din acest
uraniu, dăruit de nazişti, americanii au făcut
acele bombe pe care le-au slobozit asupra
Japoniei”.

A forestry engineer from Câmpani claims that
uranium from Băiţa was used to build the
nuclear bombs of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

Ioan Costea, author of the book Uranium
of the First Bombs, published at the end of
last year, had a childhood marked by stories
from relatives about the German invasion of
the Apuseni mountains. The man claims that
uranium from Baita was processed in secret
SS laboratories and that the viaduct across
the Luncoiului Valley was built to transport it.
Ioan Costea cites geological reports mentioning
prospecting by the Germans. “They probably
dug up enough to make a bomb,” says Ioan
Costea in his book. The author admits that
the volume is not scientific and is built solely
on the evidence, documents and testimonies
he has managed to collect. [...] “Still searching
for o�cial information showing, as might be
expected, that the Soviets had begun mining
Romanian uranium, I was not a little sur-
prised to discover that Hitler was the first to
begin mining uranium in the Mountains of
the Mountains. I found out that Himmler’s
Nazis used part of this uranium to build some
“atomic weapons”... The other part of the
Mountains uranium came into the possession of
the American state. From this uranium, given
to them by the Nazis, the Americans made
those bombs they dropped on Japan.”
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Sabina Paşca fosta soţie a unuia dintre pri-
marii de Arieşeni şi-a amintit că ı̂n a doua
decadă a anilor’30: “Oamenii din Arieşeni
mergeau la lucru la Băiţa Plai cu caii, pe la
Colibiţa, pe un drum de picior” şi că exploatau
“un fel de praf de puşcă, care-i mai scump
decât aurul. O mâna de praf de puşcă de la
Băiţa face cât patru mâini de aur”. Gheorge
Trifon şi-a amintit că ı̂n 1995 a fost plătit
de un ofiţer rus să ı̂ntocmească o reţea de
100/100 m pentru detectarea uraniului pe
versantul Râului Arieş – Muntele Biharia. “Iţi
pot spune cu certitudine că atât harta, cât şi
aparatura erau nemteşti”, a subliniat omul. [...]

“În această carte arăt că naziştii au dus
uraniu din România, ı̂n special din zona Băiţa
(Biharia) dar am aflat recent că şi din Cheia
(Rimetea), de la Cataractele Lotrului şi din
Ciudanoviţa–Caransebeş. Din aceste locuri,
nemţii le spuneau localnicilor că duceau orice
altceva decât uraniu: molibden, cuarţ, piatră
de construcţie, aur, cupru etc.Interesant este
ca Biharia a deţinut şi ı̂ncă mai deţine faimo-
sul uraninit (un oxid de uraniu, pechblenda).
Se ştie că ruşii, care aveau la finele anului
1944 numai 1 kg de uraniu, au ridicat cu japca
din Germania, ı̂n perioada apr–iulie 1945, cca
400 tone de uraninit. Să amintim pe scurt şi
uraniul ridicat de americani, care, la rândul
lor, au golit de uraniu toată partea Germaniei
care le-a revenit. Să ţinem seama şi de faptul
ca nemţii au transportat cât au putut uraniu
din estul spre vestul Germaniei, spre zona
americană a Germaniei, pentru a se pune bine
cu americanii. Nu pretind că tot uraninitul
din Germania, dus de americani, ruşi şi poate
şi britanici sau francezi, ar fi provenit din
România (putea fi din Cehia, Congo belgian
sau din Germania). Important este că cel
mai mult uraninit a fost din România şi
consider că suntem ı̂ndreptăţiţi să aflăm odata
cu valoarea exporturilor neplătite şi numele
articolelor exportate ı̂n perioada nazistă.

Sabina Paşca, the ex-wife of one of the mayors
of Arieşeni, recalled that in the second decade
of the 1930s: “The people of Arieşeni used to go
to work at Băiţa Plai with their horses, on the
Colibiţa footpath” and that they mined “a kind
of gunpowder, which is more expensive than gold.
A handful of gunpowder from Băiţa is worth four
hands of gold.” Gheorge Trifon recalled that in
1995 he was paid by a Russian o�cer to draw up
a 100/100 m grid for detecting uranium on the
Arieş River–Biharia Mountain slope. “I can tell
you with certainty that both the map and the
equipment were German,” the man stressed. [...]

“In this book I show that the Nazis took
uranium from Romania, especially from the
Băiţa (Biharia) area, but I have recently learned
also from Cheia (Rimetea), from Cataractele
Lotrului and from Ciudanoviţa–Caransebeş.
From these places, the Germans used to tell the
locals that they were carrying anything other
than uranium: molybdenum, quartz, building
stone, gold, copper, etc. Interestingly, Biharia
had and still has the famous uraninite (an oxide
of uranium, pitchblende). It is known that the
Russians, who had only 1 kg of uranium at
the end of 1944, collected about 400 tonnes of
uraninite from Germany in April–July 1945.
Let’s also briefly mention the uranium collected
by the Americans, who in turn emptied the
entire part of Germany that was theirs. Let’s also
bear in mind that the Germans transported as
much uranium as they could from East to West
Germany, to the American part of Germany, in
order to get in good with the Americans. I’m
not claiming that all the uranium in Germany,
carried by the Americans, Russians and maybe
the British or French, would have come from
Romania (it could have come from the Czech
Republic, Belgian Congo or Germany). What is
important is that most of the uraninite was from
Romania, and I think we are entitled to know
along with the value of the unpaid exports the
names of the items exported during the Nazi
period.”
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Andrei Dicu and Sorin Dumitrescu. 2019. Bomba atomică ruso-americană, hrănită
din uraniul românesc [Russian-American Atomic Bombs, Fed by Romanian Uranium].
Taifasuri 748. [http://taifasuri.ro/index.php/taifasuri/mozaic/17838-bomba-atomica-
ruso-americana-hranita-din-uraniul-romanesc-nr748-sapt19-25-sept-2019]

Aurul şi metalele preţioase din Munţii Apuseni
au făcut deliciul multor subiecte de presă.
Există, ı̂nsă, un zăcământ incomparabil mai
valoros şi “mai” strategic decât aurul sau
cuprul. Uraniul, un metal extrem de preţios,
mai ales ı̂n producerea bombelor atomice, ne-a
stat ı̂n palmă, până când, ca de obicei, au venit
alţii să se hrănească din valorile noastre.

La ı̂nceput a fost Hitler...

Primul care a scris despre acest subiect a
fost Ioan Costea, un moţ care, inginer silvic
fiind, a lucrat ı̂n pădurile şi ı̂n păşunile a
şase comune (Horea, Albac, Scărişoara, Beliş,
Vadu Moţilor şi Gârda), unde, printre altele, a
scormonit rămăşiţele rezistenţei anticomuniste
a legionarilor şi a partizanilor care au luptat
ı̂mpotriva noii orânduiri. Tot căutând prin
munţi după informaţii care să arate că ruşii au
ı̂nceput exploatarea uraniului românesc imediat
după 23 august 1944, oricum măcar ı̂nainte
de 1949, când a fost detonată prima bombă
nucleară sovietică, nu mică i-a fost mirarea
să descopere că, de fapt, Hitler a fost primul
care a ı̂nceput exploatarea uraniului, ı̂n Munţii
Apuseni. [...] Şi aceste exploatări au fost taman
ı̂n Munţii Apuseni, mai exact ı̂n Biharia, la
Ştei-Băiţa. Se pare că zăcămintele de uraniu
de aici au fost descoperite de aviatorii nemţi
care, prin 1938–1939, survolând perimetrul, au
observat o scădere de presiune şi o developare
bizară a filmelor, fapt care i-a determinat pe
germani să facă o cercetare geologică a zonei,
cu aparatură modernă, astfel că au instalat 40
de sonde ı̂n acea arie.

Gold and precious metals in the Apuseni
Mountains have been the subject of much
media coverage. But there is an incomparably
more valuable and strategic deposit than gold
or copper. Uranium, an extremely precious
metal, especially in the production of atomic
bombs, sat in the palm of our hands until, as
usual, others came to feed on our resources.

First it was Hitler...

The first to write on this subject was Ioan
Costea, a Moor who, being a forestry engineer,
worked in the forests and pastures of six
communes (Horea, Albac, Scărişoara, Beliş,
Vadu Moţilor and Gârda), where, among other
things, he excavated the remains of the anti-
communist resistance of the legionaries and
partisans who fought against the new order.
While searching the mountains for information
showing that the Russians had started exploit-
ing Romanian uranium immediately after 23
August 1944, at least before 1949, when the
first Soviet nuclear bomb was detonated, he
was not a little surprised to discover that it
was in fact Hitler who was the first to start
exploiting uranium in the Apuseni Mountains.
[...] And those mines were in the Apuseni
Mountains, in Biharia, at Ştei-Băiţa. It seems
that the uranium deposits here were discovered
by German aviators who, around 1938–1939,
flying over the perimeter, noticed a drop in
pressure and a bizarre development of the films,
which led the Germans to carry out a geological
survey of the area with modern equipment, so
they installed 40 probes in the area.
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“Un praf de puşcă mai scump ca aurul”

Mulţi dintre localnici povesteau că au luat
parte la aceste măsurători, de la care s-au
obţinut informaţii că aparatura şi hărţile
erau nemţeşti şi că, odată ajunşi ı̂n zona
Biharia, toate aparatele s-au ars din pricina
concentraţiei mari de uraniu. Ce exploatau
nemţii? După mărturia unui sătean, “un fel de
praf de puşcă, probabil mai scump ca aurul,
iar o mână cu praf de puşcă de Băiţa făcea
cât patru mâini cu aur”. Uraniul care a fost
obţinut din acele exploatări a fost ambalat ı̂n
caserole de plumb, pentru a preveni iradierea,
care au fost transportate la Brad. Acolo
erau preluate de serviciul SS şi expediate la
laboratoarele din Germania. Pentru a ı̂nlesni
transportul la scară industrială, nemţii au
construit tronsoane noi ale drumului Avram
Iancu-Bulzeşti-Baia de Criş şi au finalizat o
parte a căii ferate Brad–Deva, o megastructură
dotată cu viaducte şi cu tunele impecabile.
După invazia sovietică, lucrurile s-au schimbat.
În august 1949, când a fost detonată, oficial,
prima bombă atomică rusească, ı̂ntreprinderea
Sovrom, sovieto-română, Rom-Kuartit a
ı̂nceput exploatarea uraniului. Potrivit is-
toricului Dan Silviu Boerescu, spionajul şi
prospecţiunile ruşilor au ı̂nceput ı̂nainte de 23
august 1944 şi au fost urmate de exploatările
din zona Băiţa-Arieşeni, Vidra şi probabil din
Valea Ierii, iar cel puţin o parte din uraniul
provenit din Munţii Apuseni a fost folosit la
fabricarea primei bombe atomice sovietice. [...]

“Gunpowder more expensive than gold”

Many of the locals told how they had taken part
in these measurements, from which information
was obtained that the equipment and maps
were German and that, once they arrived in the
Biharia area, all the equipment had burned up
because of the high concentration of uranium.
What were the Germans exploiting? According
to one villager, “a kind of gunpowder, probably
more expensive than gold, and a handful of
Biita gunpowder was as much as four hands
of gold.” The uranium that was obtained from
those mines was packed in lead casseroles to
prevent irradiation, which were transported to
Brad. There they were picked up by the SS
service and shipped to laboratories in Germany.
To facilitate transport on an industrial scale,
the Germans built new sections of the Avram
Iancu-Bulzeşti-Baia de Criş road and completed
part of the Brad–Deva railway, a megastructure
with viaducts and impeccable tunnels. After
the Soviet invasion, things changed. In August
1949, when the first Russian atomic bomb
was o�cially detonated, the Soviet-Romanian
enterprise Sovrom, Rom-Kuartit, began mining
uranium. According to historian Dan Silviu
Boerescu, Russian spying and prospecting
began before 23 August 1944 and was followed
by mining in the Băiţa-Arieşeni, Vidra and
probably in the Ierii Valley, and at least some
of the uranium from the Apuseni Mountains
was used to make the first Soviet atomic bomb.
[...]
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Pavel Sudoplatov, unul dintre adjuncţii lui Be-
ria (fost lider comunist care a intrat ı̂n con-
flict cu Stalin şi a fost asasinat) şi un fel de
Himmler al ruşilor, a scris ı̂n cartea sa, “Mi-
siuni speciale”, că liderul sovietic era la fel de
ahtiat ca şi Hitler ı̂n privinţa construirii bombei
atomice. KGB-ul a aflat despre exploatarea ura-
niului din Ţara Moţilor de la comuniştii evrei
care prestaseră muncă silnică, sub supraveg-
herea trupelor germane aflate ı̂n România. Su-
doplatov vorbeşte despre munţii noştri, dar şi
despre exploatările care au avut loc la Bukovo,
ı̂n Bulgaria. Se pare că după ce Germania a pier-
dut războiul, echipele de misiuni speciale ruseşti
şi americane, antrenate ı̂n tot ceea ce ı̂nseamnă
uraniu şi intitulate ALSOS, au găsit la nazişti
cantităţi uriaşe de “combustibil”, care era deja
apt pentru utilizare.

Pavel Sudoplatov, one of Beria’s deputies (a for-
mer Communist leader who clashed with Stalin
and was assassinated) and a sort of Himmler
of the Russians, wrote in his book, ”Special
Missions”, that the Soviet leader was as ea-
ger as Hitler to build the atomic bomb. The
KGB had learned about uranium mining in the
Mote Country from Jewish Communists who
had been doing forced labour under the supervi-
sion of German troops in Romania. Sudoplatov
talks about our mountains, but also about min-
ing in Bukovo in Bulgaria. It seems that after
Germany lost the war, Russian and American
special mission teams, trained in all things ura-
nium and called ALSOS, found huge quantities
of “fuel” with the Nazis, which was already fit
for use.

Gheorghe Banciu, Ovidiu Banciu, Liviu Suciu, and Constantin Cosma. 2012. Mining
Activities in the Superior Basin of Crişul Negru River. Ecoterra—Journal of Environ-
mental Research and Protection 33:1–6. [www.ecoterra-online.ro/files/1362235132.pdf]

Short history of mining activities in the area. From the subsoil of this region man has ex-
ploited many mineral resources such as: gold, silver, iron, copper, lead, zinc, molybdenum, bismuth,
wolfram, nickel, cobalt, pyrite, limestone, marble, building face stones and uranium since the Mid-
dle Ages. In the beginning, gold and silver has been extracted by the local population. Around
1600, iron compounds have been also extracted, and after 1700, mining activities have increased
including the exploitation of lead and zinc. In 1880, 7000 kg of copper, 1567 kg of silver, 5300
kg of lead have been extracted from Băiţa-Bihor area. Around 1890, important molybdenum and
bismuth ores have been identified. During the First World War, the extraction of molybdenum has
been taken over by a German company as this compound was used in for making cannons. Since
1935, the molybdenum mine was exploited by di↵erent Romanian companies. The most intense
mining activities concerning non-ferrous mineral resources extraction have been carried out from
1960 until around the early 1990s[...]

Uranium ore mining (1949–1999). Uranium ore geological prospection has been carried out
independently in three phases by Romanian geologists (in 1930s), German teams (1943–1944) and
by the Soviets (1945–1960), the last two phases being determined by the geopolitical situation
of our country at that time. From the Romanian scholars who brought their contribution to the
identification of the presence of uranium ores in this region, we can mention professor of geology
Popescu-Voinesti, and geologist Dan Giusca who identified and collected uranium bearing minerals
from this region, but were not successful in delimiting the exact location of the ore.

[See also: Adina Popescu and Iulian Ghervas. 2009. Copiii Uraniului [Children of Uranium]. Libra
Film. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oqb7GjleO4E]
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Figure D.20: Modern aerial photos of an open-pit mine at Băiţa-Plai, Romania, from which uranium
was extracted by the Germans during World War II and by the Soviets after the war [Google Earth,
courtesy of Gernot Eilers].
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Uranium and thorium removed from Germany by the United States and Soviet Union
[translated and adapted from Nagel 2016, pp. 543–547]

Taken by United States

Garmisch: uranium
Haigerloch: 1.5 tons uranium metal
Oolen (Belgium): 80 tons uranium ore
Stadtilm: 10 tons uranium oxide
Stassfurt (Kalischacht): uranium ore for Auer 1100–1200 tons
WiFo Leopoldshall (near Calbe): ?? tons uranium ore
Toulouse: 30 tons uranium ore
U-234 submarine: 560 kg uranium oxide (enriched?)

Announced total taken by United States:
Approximately 1200 tons uranium, mostly unprocessed ore

Taken by Soviet Union

Berlin (Auer): uranium oxide
Berlin (KWI Ph): 250 kg uranium metal, 3 tons uranium oxide
Berlin (Schering): 1500 kg thorium oxalate, 50 kg thorotrast
Berlin (Toran): 30 kg mesothorium
Berlin-Grunau (Auer/Degussa): 100 kg uranium products
Goldberg (Mecklenburg): 70 tons? uranium compounds, stored by Roges in Ho↵mann and Malzew
warehouse
Johanngeorgenstadt (mine): uranium oxide
Kummersdorf (Gottow): 3.5 tons uranium oxide
Landsberg/Warthe: uranium oxide
Neustadt-Glewe (Mecklenburg): 100 tons uranium oxide, stored by Roges in Ho↵mann and Molzen
warehouse
Oranienburg (Auer): 100 tons uranium oxide, Monazit 1340 tons
Radebeul (Heyden): 300 kg thorium products, 100 kg monazite sand
Schneeberg (mine): uranium oxide
Wien: 560 kg U-Metall 24 kg uranium oxide
Zeuthen/Miersdorf (Reichspost): APS uranium oxide

Announced total taken by Soviet Union
Approximately 300 tons uranium
(not counting vastly more which was extracted from the mines 1945–1989)
Approximately 1340 tons of thorium, mostly unprocessed ore

[These estimates are based on numbers in various individual reports that have been released by the
United States and Russia. There may well have been significant amounts of uranium or thorium
that were not covered in those reports but that were removed by the United States, Russia, United
Kingdom, or France. It is also possible that Germany concealed or disposed of significant amounts,
or sent them to other countries.

Some of the seized uranium is still being analyzed. See for example ACS 2021.]
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Zbynek Zeman and Rainer Karlsch. 2008. Uranium Matters: Central European Ura-
nium in International Politics 1900-1960. Budapest: Central European University
Press. pp. 25–29, 24.

The Soviets were initially more interested in tracing the German atomic program and recruiting
German scientists than in the search for uranium. Despite strong opposition from the Communist
Party bureaucracy, Zaveniagin sent a group of forty Soviet physicists to Germany. They succeeded in
convincing eminent German scientists, including Manfred von Ardenne, Gustav Hertz, Heinz Pose,
Nikolaus Riehl, Peter Adolf Thiessen and Max Volmer, to work for the Soviet atomic program.

As early as 15 May 1945, NKVD presented in Moscow the results of their investigations into the
German plants and research institutes which concerned themselves with nuclear matters. Among
the institutions visited were the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Institut für Physik in Berlin-Dahlem, Manfred
von Ardenne’s institute in Berlin-Lichterfelde, Institut der Reichspostforschungsanstalt in Zeuthen
(Miersdorf), the Siemens cyclotron laboratory run by Gustav Hertz, as well as the plants and ware-
houses of the Auer company in Berlin-Charlottenburg, Berlin-Grunau, Oranienburg and Zechlin.

The objects came under NKVD control and were soon dismantled. Special units found about
300 tons of uranium oxide and 7 tons of uranium metal in Berlin, Gottow, Zechlin, Kagar, and
Rheinsberg. In Stadtilm, a small town in Thuringia, the special unit found a uranium processing
plant that used to belong to the Degussa Company. The Auer Company’s plant in Oranienburg,
destroyed in the American air raid in March 1945, was also thoroughly searched; a few tons of pure
uranium oxide and several hundred tons of thorium derivatives were found there.

[...] The first group came to Bulgaria at the end of November 1944. It followed a German trace:
Soviet troops had discovered some German documents concerning uranium reserves in the vicinity
of the town of Buchovo. [...] Political prisoners were employed in the uranium mines and, by the
middle of 1946, the company had produced 272 tons of pitchblende, which was then sent to the
Soviet Union.

[...] Beria’s special committee for the atomic bomb received the first report on Jáchymov [Sankt
Joachimsthal, Bohemia until 1945, then Czechoslovakia] on 14 September 1945. The estimated
uranium reserves in Jáchymov amounted to 300 tons.

[...] Early in August 1945, an expedition of Soviet geologists, led by Professor Kreiter, came to
Saxony. The geologists visited the headquarters of the Sachsenerz-Bergwerks AG in Freiberg and
the mines near Schneeberg and Johanngeorgenstadt. [...] the estimates reached the figure of 1,600
tons.

————

[...] by the time mining was concluded there after 1989, it would produce over 231,000 tons of
uranium.
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Monthly Intelligence Summary. July–August 1945. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A,
Box 168, Folder 202.3-1 LONDON OFFICE: Combined Intell Rpts.]

IX CENSORSHIP.

[...]

g. A Mr. Richard P. FISCHER representing the OCE, War Department, has completed an investi-
gation of German supplies of uranium during the war. A copy of his report was obtained by this
o�ce and some of the material contained therein is considered objectionable. Major SMITH’S Of-
fice was notified and this o�ce suggested that Col. MEIDLING, the present custodian of the report
in ETO, be directed by OCE to forward the report to OCE to be censored by General GROVES’
O�ce.

Alfred L. Busch et al. June 1994. Memorial to Richard Philip Fischer 1910–1991.
Memorials Vol. 25, Geological Society of America.
[http://www.geosociety.org/documents/gsa/memorials/v25/Fischer-RP.pdf]

[...] Throughout the war years (1941–1945) he was in charge of the Colorado Plateau vanadium
project, with greater emphasis after May 1944 on the uranium component at the request of the
Manhattan Engineering District (better known as the Manhattan Project). Earlier, in 1942, he had
reported on the world’s uranium resources for the O�ce of Scientific Research and Development.
At one stage of his wartime studies of uranium, he was prohibited by the government, overly intent
on security, from borrowing from the library one of his own publications! The Colorado Plateau
work was interrupted in 1945 by an assignment in Germany for the Intelligence Section of the Army
Corps of Engineers, European Theater of Operations (ETO), to study German ore supplies and
the use of vanadium, uranium, niobium, lead, and zinc; the engineering geology of underground
bunkers and factories; and, in addition, military geology functions and personnel. [...]

[Richard Fischer was a highly respected expert on the mining of uranium and other heavy metals,
with a Ph.D. in geology from Princeton and a long career with the U.S. Geological Survey. At the
end of World War II, he was hired by the U.S. War Department specifically to survey the status
of German uranium supplies and underground bunkers and factories, and to write a report on his
findings. Leslie Groves personally censored his report, so his results were never released. Fischer
was even denied access to his own reports that he had written. Just what facts regarding German
uranium and underground factories did Fischer discover that were considered too “objectionable”
to be made public?]
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Michael Howard. 2010 Otherwise Occupied, pp. 156–158.

[September 1946, British-occupied zone of Germany:]

One night I was called in the early hours on one of the two telephones by my bed, and a codeword
was muttered conspiratorially in my ear. It meant absolutely nothing to me; I had simply not
been briefed in advance. It was the GSO2 at HQ T-Force, and he had no option but to identify
himself, and to explain to me ‘in clear’ what the operation consisted of. There were said to be eleven
thousand kilos of highly refined uranium ore lying in a loose pile in the cellars of Krupp’s Widia
Works at Essen (whose main business was in carbide steels). A quadripartite team including four
Russians was due to be visiting the site in a couple of days and it was vitally important that there
should be no trace of the uranium remaining by the time they arrived, or they would be entitled
to make a bid for it. How on earth had it been left sitting there so long?

Nothing for it but to get straight on the phone to Fred Bonney at B Detachment at Heisingen, not
five miles from Krupp’s Widia Works, and tell him the story in clear. He set to work immediately,
and they rustled up from somewhere enough empty steel three-inch mortar bomb boxes, with a
handle at each end, which limited the contents to a weight of this dense material that required no
more than two men to lift. The entire heap, every scrap, was boxed and loaded onto a ten-ton Mack
truck and delivered to me by early afternoon at Kamen. The springs of the truck bore the gross
weight of the uranium plus the mortar-bomb boxes surprisingly well. I collared the Mess corporal,
Corporal Weatherall, and told him to draw a Sten gun and a couple of magazines, sit on the load,
take it up to the RAF at Bückeburg, ‘...and if any bastard tries to take it away from you, shoot
him. And get a receipt.’ Which he did, from a squadron leader, for 11,000 kilos.

The material was almost certainly ‘yellowcake’, a form of triuranium octoxide[...]

About six months later a captain in the Special Investigation Branch (SIB) asked to come and
see me. The RAF had weighed the bomb boxes for their own purposes before flying them over to
England, but the net weight of the contents was never established until the boxes reached their
final destination, when it was found to be 6,000 kilos. It was meant to have been 11,000. Where
were the missing 5,000 kilos? ‘Search me,’ I said. The SIB spent quite a while nosing round, and
the only conclusion they could reach was that there had never been 11,000 kilos at Krupp’s Widia
Works in the first place. As there was no weighing equipment accessible to where the material
had been dumped, it had been an estimate, and an inaccurate one. Or had someone in Krupp’s
been squirreling away a couple of kilos at a time for sixteen months, and had it since crossed the
border of Magdeburg [into the Soviet-occupied zone of Germany] in quantities which would go in
a haversack? It was a conclusion they shied away from. The pile had appeared undisturbed.
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[Michael Howard (British, 1926–2018) was an intelligence o�cer in the British T-Force, which
investigated and removed vast amounts of technology from Germany after the war. This incident
that he recounted is important because it demonstrated that:

• Nations other than just the United States and the Soviet Union removed tons of uranium
from German territory after the war. (In this case it was the United Kingdom, but perhaps
France or maybe even other countries did as well.)

• The discovery and removal of this stockpile of uranium does not appear to be mentioned in
o�cial documents that have been released. If Howard had not described it in his memoirs
before he died, the public would still be entirely unaware of this incident. What other discov-
eries of uranium or other aspects of the German nuclear program also remain unreleased to
the public?

• As late as at least September 1946, there were large stashes of German uranium that had not
already been discovered and removed by Allied forces. Perhaps there were other stockpiles
of German uranium (e.g., in underground facilities) that Allied forces continued to overlook,
and that remain hidden to this day.

• Uranium was at facilities that had not been believed to be part of the German nuclear
program. Why was highly refined uranium oxide at Krupp? Did Krupp (which had extensive
expertise with metallurgy) play an important role in the German nuclear program, for example
by fabricating uranium metal components for reactors or bombs? Or was the uranium simply
dumped there as a hiding place near the end of the war?]
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Alwin Ur↵, deputy technical plant manager of the Asse nuclear disposal site in Ger-
many. Hasso Ziegler. Die “Konzertsäle” von Asse sind strahlensicher: Endlagerung
radioaktiver Abfallprodukte in 500-Meter tiefen Abbaukammern. Hannoversche All-
gemeine Zeitung. 29 July 1974.

Wolfenbüttel.—Zehn starke Scheinwerfer
tauchen das Betriebsgelände des vor zehn
Jahren stillgelegten Salzbergwerks Asse bei
Wolfenbüttel—rund acht Kilometer vor der
Grenze zur DDR gelegen—des Nachts in
taghelles Licht. Die Polizei fährt das abgelegene
Bergwerk zwei- bis dreimal pro Nacht an
und kontrolliert, ob es besondere Vorkomm-
nisse gibt. Außerdem steht eine telefonische
Direktleitung zur Polizei Wolfenbüttel zur
Verfügung, um sofort Alarm schlagen zu
können. Die Sicherheitsvorkehrungen dienen
dem Schutz vor der “verbannten Materie”,
wie die volkstümliche Umschreibung für die
radioaktiven Abfälle lautet, die—zentral für
die ganze Bundesrepublik—seit 1967 in dem
ehemaligen Salzbergwerk in Tiefen bis zu 750
Metern als “Endlagerung” deponiert werden.
[...]

Das ehemalige Salzbergwerk Asse bot
im übrigen, als es 1965 von der Bun-
desregierung für 750 000 Mark von den
vorherigen Eigentümern gekauft wurde, ideale
Voraussetzungen, um die radioaktiven Abfälle
aus der ganzen Bundesrepublik für die nächsten
Jahrzehnte deponieren zu können. Von 1908
bis zu seiner Stillegung 1964 waren rund vier
Millionen Kubikmeter Salz abgebaut worden,
die wiederum rund 130 leergebliebene Ab-
baukammern hinterließen—in der Größe von
durchweg 60 Metern Länge, 40 Metern Breite
und 15 Metern Höhe. Knapp die Hälfte dieser
leeren, weißglitzernden “Konzertsäle” gelten
als geeignet für die Einlagerung radioaktiver
Abfälle, ein Volumen mithin von 1,5 Millionen
Kubikmetern—genug für Jahrzehnte. [...]

Wolfenbüttel.—Ten powerful headlights illu-
minate the site of the Asse salt mine near
Wolfenbüttel, which was shut down ten years
ago, and is located about eight kilometers
from the border of East Germany. The police
drive to the remote mine two or three times
a night and check whether there are any
unusual occurrences. In addition, a direct
telephone line to the Wolfenbüttel police is
available, to be able to respond immediately.
The precautionary measures are designed to
protect against the “banished matter,” as is
the national description of radioactive waste,
for which the former salt mine at depths up to
750 meters has been the central “final disposal”
for the whole of West Germany since 1967. [...]

The former Salzberg mine Asse, when bought
in 1965 by the federal government for 750,000
Deutschmarks from the previous owners, was
the ideal requirement for the disposal of ra-
dioactive waste from all of West Germany for
the next decades. Between 1908 and its closure
in 1964, around four million cubic meters of
salt had been mined, which in turn left behind
around 130 empty mining chambers—in the
size of 60 meters long, 40 meters wide, and 15
meters high. Just half of these empty white
glittering concert halls are considered suitable
for the storage of radioactive waste, a volume of
1.5 million cubic meters—enough for decades.
[...]
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Für die hochaktiven Abfälle schließlich, die
frühestens ab 1976 in der Bundesrepublik
anfallen und dann in Asse eingelagert werden
sollen (vornehmlich die Rückstände aus wieder-
aufbereiten Spaltprodukten, zum Beispiel
Brennstäbe), laufen noch umfangreiche Vo-
rarbeiten. Es ist daran gedacht, sie—zuvor
zu Glas verschmolzen—in Spezialkammern
(Bohrlöcher) in fünfzehnhundert Meter Tiefe
zu versenken.

Über die gelegentlich auftauchenden Hiobs-
botschaften befragt, die dann und wann über
die vermeintlich gefährliche Lagerung der
radioaktiven Abfälle auftauchen, konnte Al-
win Ur↵, Bergingenieur und stellvertretender
Betriebsleiter in Asse, im übrigen nur den
Kopf schütteln: “Hier im Berg kann jedenfalls
nichts mehr passieren. Als wir 1967 mit der
Einlagerung begannen, hat unsere Gesellschaft
als erstes radioaktive Abfälle aus dem letzten
Krieg versenkt, jene Uranabfälle, die bei der
Vorbereitung der deutschen Atombombe anfie-
len. Die mußten wir nämlich aus Betonbunkern
in der Nähe von München herausholen, wo
sie seinerzeit deponiert worden waren, weil
man damals ja nicht wußte, wo in drei Teufels
Namen man das Zeug denn lassen sollte...”

Extensive preparatory work is still going on
for the highly radioactive waste, which will
accumulate at the earliest from 1976 onwards in
West Germany and be stored in Asse (mainly
the residues from reprocessed fission products,
for example reactor fuel rods). It is thought
to sink them—vitrified beforehand—in special
chambers (drill holes) to a depth of fifteen
hundred meters.

Asked about the occasional bad news that
appears every now and then regarding the
supposedly dangerous storage of radioactive
waste, Alwin Ur↵, mining engineer and deputy
technical plant manager in Asse, only shook his
head: “Here in the mine nothing can happen
anyway. When we began storage in 1967, our
company first sank radioactive waste from
the last war, that uranium waste which arose
in the preparation of the German atomic
bomb. Specifically we had to get that out of
concrete bunkers near Munich, where it had
been deposited at the time, because back then
one did not know where the devil one should
leave the stu↵...”

[As evidence that dangerous radioactive waste can be safely stored in the salt mine, Ur↵ said that
the “radioactive uranium waste” from the “preparation of the German atomic bomb” during the
war had been safely stored since 1967. He seemed to be in a position to have detailed and accurate
knowledge about that waste, and his statement included several key points:

• Ur↵’s statement appears to demonstrate that there was a considerable amount of wartime
radioactive uranium waste, since it filled multiple concrete bunkers before it was moved to
Asse. What was the actual location of the storage bunkers?

• It also seems to indicate that the wartime waste was quite radioactive, since he was using that
as an example that strongly radioactive modern waste could also be safely stored at Asse. He
explicitly referred to the waste both as “radioactive” and as “uranium waste.”

• It appears to indicate that the atomic bomb waste was stored at Asse, which would lend
strength to his argument about the safety of storage at Asse, and also correspond to the
1967 date that radioactive waste storage began at Asse. Nonetheless, there is the possibility
that he simply meant that his company safely “sank” the bomb waste someplace in 1967, not
necessarily at Asse. Some nuclear waste was even disposed of at sea in the 1960s.
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• Contrary to how Ur↵’s quote was interpreted by many later articles, he did not say that all of
the nuclear waste stored in the Asse complex came from the war. An unspecified amount of
wartime waste was deposited in 1967, and postwar radioactive waste has been deposited ever
since. Erroneously and without any foundation, some later articles attributed over 126,000
barrels of radioactive waste in Asse to the wartime program [http://www.dailymail.co.uk
/news/article-2014146/Nazi-nuclear-waste-Hitlers-secret-A-bomb-programme-mine.html].

Was the waste from a bomb program, or merely a nuclear research program? Large amounts of
uranium in various chemical states from the research program were found at locations around
Germany and removed by the United States and Soviet Union. Why was it so important to bury
this particular “radioactive uranium waste”? The major possibilities for what the waste was could
include any (or some combination) of the following:

• Natural (unenriched) uranium in common wartime forms, such as uranium ore, uranium oxide,
or uranium metal. That would not be any more radioactive than natural uranium ore from
the ground, or any di↵erent from all of the uranium materials that were left for Allied forces
to find. Moreover, it would be potentially useful material for the postwar nuclear program
and not technically waste. Thus this possibility does not seem very likely. However, it may
have been desired to simply get rid of any remaining uranium from wartime work, no matter
how relatively benign the uranium and the work may have been.

• Chemically toxic and/or corrosive compounds of uranium, such as uranium hexafluoride. But
significant quantities of such compounds were stored and found elsewhere in Germany. Why
was this waste handled di↵erently, if that is all it was?

• Depleted uranium from which U-235 has been extracted. That would be no more radioactive
that natural uranium, which was freely stockpiled at Stassfurt and elsewhere without such
special handling, and would not seem to serve Ur↵’s example that the wartime waste was quite
radioactive and yet had been safely “sunk.” On the other hand, if the waste were depleted
uranium, that would reveal how much enriched uranium had been produced, and it might
have been desirable to hide that evidence in order to cover up the traces of an advanced
nuclear program.

• Irradiated uranium that had been in a functioning fission reactor or electronuclear breeder.
Such irradiated uranium would have been highly radioactive early on, although that radioac-
tivity would fall o↵ over time. This case would best fit the example that Ur↵ was trying to
make, although it may or may not have been correct.

• U-233, U-235, Np-237, or Pu-239 that was produced for weapons, but buried to cover up
evidence of an advanced nuclear program.

How did Ur↵ know that that was indeed “radioactive uranium waste” from the “preparation of the
German atomic bomb” during the war? What did Ur↵ do during the war?

In 2013, paragraph 57b of the German Atomic Energy Act was amended to the e↵ect that the
radioactive waste stored in the Asse II mine must be retrieved before the mine is decommissioned.
The current timetable assumes that retrieval will begin in 2033. Before being prepared for interim
and final storage elsewhere, all waste must be examined in order to characterize its composition. If
the wartime waste can be distinguished from the later waste, what will be learned from it?]
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D.4 Enrichment of Uranium-235

[Only 0.72% of natural uranium is 235U, the fissile isotope. In order to achieve high concentrations
of 235U for a fission bomb, it is necessary to enrich or separate 235U from the other uranium
isotopes. Currently available documents demonstrate that during the war, Germany developed
several di↵erent methods of enrichment at least to the level of successful laboratory prototypes,
and quite possibly on a large industrial scale:

D.4.1. Uranium-235 enrichment via centrifugation. Konrad Beyerle (German,
1900–1979), Wilhelm Groth (German, 1904–1977), Werner Holtz (German, 1908–?),
Werner Schwietzke (German, 1910–1987), and many others worked in teams that de-
veloped gas centrifuges to enrich uranium-235. Centrifugation proved so superior to the
U.S. Manhattan Project’s enrichment methods that the German gas centrifuge designs
are now the worldwide standard for uranium enrichment (p. 3151).

D.4.2. Uranium-235 enrichment via electromagnetic separation. Manfred von
Ardenne (German, 1907–1997), Heinz Ewald (German, 1914–1992), Wolfgang Paul
(German, 1913–1993), Wilhelm Walcher (German, 1910–2005), and many others worked
in teams that developed electromagnetic separators to enrich 235U (p. 3180). These elec-
tromagnetic separators were comparable to the Manhattan Project’s calutrons. Manfred
von Ardenne’s work was well funded during the war, and he became a central figure in
the Soviet nuclear weapons program after the war.

D.4.3. Uranium-235 enrichment via gaseous di↵usion. Gustav Hertz (German,
1887–1975), Erika Cremer (German, 1900–1996), Rudolf Fleischmann (German, 1903–
2002), and others developed gaseous di↵usion methods suitable for enriching 235U that
were comparable to the Manhattan Project’s gaseous di↵usion technology (p. 3235).
Hertz’s secret wartime work was deemed so important by the German government that
he was allowed to live and work in relative comfort throughout the war despite his
Jewish ancestry. After the war, he played a vital role in the Soviet nuclear weapons
program. Erich Bagge (German, 1912–1996) invented and successfully demonstrated a
unique uranium enrichment device called an isotope sluice, which was essentially an
alternative method of gaseous di↵usion separation (p. 3257).

D.4.4. Uranium-235 enrichment via photochemical processes. Stanis law Mro-
zowski (Polish, 1902–1999), K. Zuber (Swiss, 19??–19??), Werner Kuhn, Hans Martin,
K. H. Eldau, Paul Harteck, and others developed photochemical methods of isotope sep-
aration, demonstrated them with elements such as mercury, and worked to apply them
to uranium (p. 3269). Although it is currently unclear how far that work progressed
during the war, it became the basis of laser isotope separation after the war. (For early
work toward lasers in the German-speaking world, see Section C.3).

D.4.5. Possible locations of uranium enrichment facilities. If Germany scaled up
any of these proven enrichment methods in order to produce uranium-235 for nuclear
weapons, it would presumably have distributed that production capability among a
number of small underground locations for protection against Allied bombing. Archival
documents mention dozens of highly suspicious sites that might have been used for that
purpose and that still have not been properly investigated (p. 3276).]
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D.4.1 Uranium-235 Enrichment via Centrifugation

[Generally uranium is converted into the gaseous compound uranium hexafluoride (UF6) for en-
richment; UF6 is highly corrosive to most materials except nickel. German reports captured by the
U.S. Alsos Mission demonstrate that at least as early as 1940, the German program was fully aware
of this information and capable of producing UF6, and that much of that production capability was
at I.G. Farben. Unless otherwise noted, text for G-series captured German nuclear reports cited
here consists of the English-language abstracts prepared by American scientists who studied the
German reports.]

G-32. Wilhelm Groth and Paul Harteck. Corrosion Experiments on Two Alloys (Steel
and Light Metal Alloys) with UF6. 12 May 1940. [See p. 3153.]

Investigations were undertaken in a quartz vessel with very pure UF6. 10 grams of UF6 was sublimed
into the vessel and the samples were exposed for 14 hours at 100oC. [...] Same test setup but
at 350oC. [...] Corrosion of steel is excessive. Light metal, however, can be used in installations
operating below 250oC. For high temperature use nickel is the only suitable material.

G-33. Wilhelm Groth and Paul Harteck. Status of Work on Separating 235U und 238U.
Stand der Arbeiten zur Trennung der Isotope 235U und 238U. 1940. [See pp. 3154–3156.]

Corrosion tests were made with UF6 at 100 and 150oC on monel, nickel, brass, copper, aluminum,
silver, iron, and various commercial alloys. Results tabulated. Nickel only material suitable for high
temperature use. On the basis of tests made with xenon the U isotopes can quite probably be
separated by thermal di↵usion using a double jacketed tube with a separating length of 10 m.

Developed method for checking concentration of 235U. When 235U is enriched, 234U is also enriched.
The alpha emission of 234U is therefore a measure of 235U concentration.

FIAT 1171. An Instrument for the Measurement of the Radio-Active Content of Mov-
ing Gases.
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G-28. Rudolf Fleischmann. Some Constants and Properties of UF6. Ueber einige Kon-
stanten und Eigenschaften von UF6. 1940. [See pp. 3157–3160.]

UF6, the only U compound which is gaseous at room temperature, is of essential importance for
isotope separation. Unfortunately there is no complete theory of the separation process, from which
the separation can be calculated from measurable constants of the substance to be separated. The
theories of Waldmann and of Furry, Jones, and Onsager deal with the plane case but are qualitatively
applicable to the cylindrical case. They permit the calculation of the proper size of the apparatus,
when a few constants of the gas employed in the separation are known, particularly the coe�cient
of viscosity ⌘, the density ⇢, and the vapor pressure p as a function of the temperature. [These
quantities were measured and reported.] Investigations with UF6 are complicated by its a�nity
for water and its corrosive properties, but operation of a small experimental system shows that
separation can probably be carried out nevertheless.

G-157. Paul Harteck and Wilhelm Groth (Institut für Phys. Chemie, Hamburg); Erich
Noack and Walter Kwasnik (I.G. Farben Leverkusen). Herstellung von Uranhexafluo-
rid im Halbtechnischen Masstab. Untersuchung der Legierungsfähigkeit von metallis-
chem Uran. 11 June 1942. [See pp. 3161–3162.]

Description of usual laboratory method of making UF6 from metallic U using Cl as catalyst. Kwas-
nik developed process whereby uranium oxide is carried through a rotating inclined nickel tube
heated to 650oC through which a stream of fluorine gas is passed. The UF6 thus formed is frozen
by CO2 in containers. About 500 grams UF6 thus produced per hour. The UF6 to be frozen in large
crystalline block to reduce amount of adsorption of other gases. Method of transport and handling
of UF6. Projected improvements of Kwasnik process. Possibility of using U ores directly instead of
first purifying U. Costs 22–51 RM/kg. Experiments planned with U alloys of nickel, silicon, and
chromium.
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Figure D.21: Production and testing of uranium hexafluoride in 1940 [G-32].
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Figure D.22: Production and testing of uranium hexafluoride in 1940 [G-33].
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Figure D.23: Production and testing of uranium hexafluoride in 1940 [G-33].
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Figure D.24: Production and testing of uranium hexafluoride in 1940 [G-33].
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Figure D.25: Production and testing of uranium hexafluoride in 1940 [G-28].
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Figure D.26: Production and testing of uranium hexafluoride in 1940 [G-28].
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Figure D.27: Production and testing of uranium hexafluoride in 1940 [G-28].
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Figure D.28: Production and testing of uranium hexafluoride in 1940 [G-28].
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Figure D.29: Production and testing of uranium hexafluoride in 1942 [G-157].
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Figure D.30: Production and testing of uranium hexafluoride in 1942 [G-157].
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[Numerous documents captured by the U.S. Alsos Mission show that during 1940–1945, there
was a large program centered in the Hamburg/Kiel area to design, build, and operate a series of
increasingly sophisticated gas centrifuges for uranium enrichment. That work was conducted by
physicists and engineers such as Konrad Beyerle (at Anschütz, a gyroscope company in Kiel that
already had experience making high-precision rapidly rotating machinery), K. H. Eldau, Wilhelm
Groth, Paul Harteck, Johannes Hans Jensen (who later won a Nobel Prize for the nuclear shell
model), Werner Kuhn, Detlof Lyons (who also worked for the Reichspost), Hans Martin, Hans
Suess, Albert Suhr, and others. See for example:]

G-82. Wilhelm Groth. Status of Work on Building an Ultracentrifuge. 1941.

G-83. Wilhelm Groth and Hans Suess. Status of Work on Isotope Separation of Prepa-
ration 38 (U3O8) at the Institute of Physical Chemistry, University of Hamburg. Sep-
aration Column Experiment and Construction of Ultracentrifuge. Analysis of Tests.
1941.

G-95. Johannes Hans Jensen. The Ultracentrifuge Method for Separating Uranium Iso-
topes. 1941.

G-107. Hans Martin and K. H. Eldau. Appendix to Report of 15 July 1941 on the
Construction of an Ultracentrifuge to Separate Isotopes. The Stability of Some Metals
to UF6 Vapor at Room Temperature and at 50oC. 1941.

G-146. Wilhelm Groth. Separation of Uranium Isotopes by the Ultracentrifuge. I. En-
richment of the Xenon Isotope in a Single Stage Ultracentrifuge. 1942.

G-147. Wilhelm Groth. Separation of the Uranium Isotopes by the Separation Tube
and the Ultracentrifuge. 1942.

G-148. Wilhelm Groth and Hans Suess. Status of Work on Separation of Isotopes of
Preparation 38. 1942.

G-149. Wilhelm Groth and Albert Suhr. Separation of Uranium Isotopes by the Ul-
tracentrifuge. II. Enrichment of Uranium Isotopes U234 and U235 in a Single Stage
Ultracentrifuge. 1942.

G-158. Paul Harteck and Johannes Hans Jensen. Calculation of the Separation E↵ect
and the Yield of Various Arrangements of Centrifuges in Order to Improve the E�ciency
of a Single Centrifuge. 1942.

G-175. Hans Martin. Spontaneous Gas Convection on Conducting Walls in a High Cen-
trifugal Field. 1942.

G-215. Wilhelm Groth, Paul Harteck, and Albert Suhr. Separation of Uranium Isotopes
by the Ultracentrifuge. III. Enrichment of Xenon and Uranium Isotopes by the Cascade
Method. 1943.

G-234. Hans Martin. Chamber Centrifuge with Axial Temperature Gradient. 1943.
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G-276. Detlof Lyons. Theory of Isotope Separation by Ultracentrifuges with Thermal
Convection. 1944.

G-330. Konrad Beyerle, Wilhelm Groth, Paul Harteck, et al. Correspondence, Cost
Estimates, and Technical Data Concerning the Construction of the Ultracentrifuge by
the Anschütz Company. 1944–1945. [Includes information on apparently aborted plans
to set up multiple centrifuges in Kandern and Freiburg.]

G-331. Konrad Beyerle, Wilhelm Groth, Paul Harteck, et al. Technical Letters Concern-
ing the Ultracentrifuge, Taken from Dr. Groth’s File. 1941–1944.

G-332. Folder Containing Blueprints for Construction of an Ultracentrifuge.

G-333/G-248. Konrad Beyerle. The Gas Centrifuge Setup GZA 451 for the German
Federal Research Board. 12 December 1944.

G-334. Folder Containing Blueprints for Construction of an Ultracentrifuge.

G-335. Folder Containing Drawings, Blueprints and Photographs of the Ultracentrifuge.

G-336. Folder Containing Blueprints for Construction of an Ultracentrifuge.

[The work described in those captured German reports was summarized in a U.S. report by the
American physicist Jesse Beams, who had also done some work on centrifuge isotope separation
[Beams and Haynes 1936]:]

G-344. Jesse W. Beams. Report on the Use of the Centrifuge Method for the Concen-
tration of U235 by the Germans. 9 April 1946.

This brief report is based upon a number of captured German reports and letters sent to me by
Colonel Peterson. While this list is apparently not complete, it allows one to get an idea of the
progress the Germans were able to make.

Immediately after Bohr and other showed that the isotope 235 of Uranium was responsible for
the observed Nuclear Fission, the Germans began an intensive search for a suitable method of
concentrating it. Their first step was to produce the UF6 gas in su�cient quantities for use in
the Thermal Di↵usion Method of Clusius and Dickel. This production was carried out by the I.G.
Farben Company under the direction of Dr. Noack. Experiments performed from 1939 to 1941
with the Thermal Di↵usion Method using the gas, UF6, were uniformly unsuccessful although
in the meantime the necessary properties of UF6 such as viscosity and vapor pressure were well
established.

In the Summer of 1941 Groth, Harteck, and Jensen in Hamburg and Martin and Kuhn in the
University of Kiel focused their attention on the Centrifuge Method for concentrating Uranium 235.
They first made a study of the theory and concluded that the method had promise. Accordingly
in Sept. 1941 the Firm of Anschütz and Co. in Kiel started construction of a gas centrifuge under
the direction of Dr. Beyerle, head of their Research Department. The rotor was 40 cm long with
an O.D. of 14.5 cm and was driven electrically up to 60,000 r.p.m. Apparently this first centrifuge
was patterned somewhat after some of our early (1936–38) published work on isotope separation
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by centrifuging. With this apparatus Groth obtained separation of the Xenon isotopes in May 1942
and a concentration increase of 3.9% of Uranium 235 in a small sample in August 1942. During
1943 a large number of technical improvements were made in the centrifuge apparatus, and the
workers felt that it was trustworthy for long period operation.

At the suggestion of Harteck a continuous method of operation was adopted, called the “Rocking
Method” and designated as UZ III. It was assembled and tested in Freiburg by the Firm of Hellige
and Co. Two identical centrifuges were used, one for stripping and the other for concentrating the
U 235. Each centrifuge rotor was divided into 10 chambers in such a way that the periphery of one
chamber connected through a ba✏e system to the axis of the next chamber. The bottom ends of
the two rotors were connected together and the gas was made to oscillate or flow back and forth
in such a manner as to produce enriched U 235 at the top of one rotor and the stripped material
at the top of the other rotor. The first experiments with this method gave 40% of the theoretical
value and in May 1944 Groth in writing to Gerlach said: “The experiments of the last week have
produced a separation of 70% of the theoretical value which is more than had been hoped for.” In
the meantime Anschütz and Co. had developed a rotor 70 cm long and 15 cm O.D. which weighed
15 kg. Their rotors were made either of an aluminum alloy, “Bondur,” or of steel and had an inside
peripheral speed of about 3.9⇥ 104 cm/sec.

As an alternate to Harteck’s “Rocking Method” Martin and Kuhn at Kiel worked out the theory for
a so-called “Thermal Siphon Method” which consisted of cooling the outer walls of the centrifuge
and heating along the axis. This was supposed to produce circulation in the manner of the Clusius-
Dickel experiment, and the enriched fraction would be drawn o↵ at the top of the rotor. The method
apparently was never tried although experiments were planned.

From the reports one gathers that as early as 1942 the Germans arrived at the conclusion that the
centrifuge method, even though expensive, probably stood the best chance of success of all of the
methods for separating U 235. They placed an ever growing emphasis on the problem but it never
reached beyond the experimental stage.

It was abundantly clear that the air war was primarily responsible for a production plant not
getting much further than the planning stage. The Anschütz Co. was badly bombed in Kiel and
development was slowed down by the di�culty of getting materials from Essen, Vienna, etc. At the
end of the war they were planning to put a factory underground near Kandern.

In comparing the progress with the Centrifuge Method of separation made by the Germans and by
ourselves it is clear that at the end of the war they were far behind where we were in this country
at the end of 1943 when support of the centrifuge project was e↵ectively cut o↵. However, they
made some headway both with the theory and experiment.

[Beams’s final editorial comments appear to be countered by the facts that (1) German work on
ultracentrifuges for a variety of applications can be traced back to the 1920s, well before Beams’s
work, (2) Beams’s centrifuge experiments were considered but abandoned by the U.S. Manhattan
Project because of their poor performance, and (3) the German-developed gas centrifuges became
the basis of uranium enrichment worldwide after the war, since they were more e�cient than any
of the uranium enrichment methods (Beams-type centrifuges, calutrons, gaseous thermal di↵usion,
and liquid thermal di↵usion) developed by the Manhattan Project.]
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Figure D.31: The Anschütz company in Kiel began working on uranium gas centrifuges in 1941
[G-331].
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Figure D.32: The Anschütz company in Kiel began working on uranium gas centrifuges in 1941
[G-331].
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Figure D.33: Two small prototype uranium gas centrifuges manufactured by Hellige in Freiburg,
circa 1943 [Deutsches Museum Archive FA 002/811].
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Figure D.34: Systems for collecting and analyzing di↵erent fractions produced by uranium gas
centrifuges from Hellige in Freiburg, circa 1943 [Deutsches Museum Archive FA 002/811].
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Figure D.35: Large uranium gas centrifuge and control panel manufactured by Hellige in Freiburg,
circa 1943 [Deutsches Museum Archive FA 002/811].
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Figure D.36: Interior of the control panel for the large uranium gas centrifuge manufactured by
Hellige in Freiburg, circa 1943 [Deutsches Museum Archive FA 002/811].
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Figure D.37: Top and bottom of a large uranium gas centrifuge manufactured by Hellige in Freiburg,
circa 1943 [Deutsches Museum Archive FA 002/811].
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Figure D.38: Two large uranium gas centrifuges manufactured by Hellige in Freiburg, circa 1943
[Deutsches Museum Archive FA 002/811].
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[Whereas conventional histories only acknowledge the existence of one wartime uranium gas cen-
trifuge program conducted by Beyerle, Groth, Harteck, and collaborators in the Hamburg/Kiel
area, there is evidence demonstrating that additional centrifuge programs existed.

For example, Günter Nagel found German documentation of a previously unknown but apparently
quite significant uranium gas centrifuge program that was conducted for at least three or four years
under the Army Ordnance O�ce [Karlsch and Petermann 2007, pp. 249–251]:]

Schumann und Diebner waren sich o↵enkundig
schon früh darüber im Klaren, dass die Iso-
topentrennung eines der zentralen Probleme
des Uranprogramms ist. Deshalb wurden auch
Kräfte des II. PI dafür herangezogen. So legten
Werner Holtz und Werner Schwietzke Anfang
1942 ein zwei Seiten umfassendes Dokument
“Ultrazentrifuge zur Trennung von Gasgemis-
chen (Vorbericht)” vor. [...]

Auf die Beteiligung von Holtz und
Schwietzke an der Entwicklung einer Ultrazen-
trifuge wies auch Dr. Herbert Kunz hin. [...]

Einen weiteren Beleg für die Beteiligung
von Holtz und Schwietzke an der Zentrifu-
genentwicklung lieferte Frau Ursula Schulze,
die zu ihrer Flucht 1945 in die “neue Ver-
lagerungsstelle des II. Physikalischen Instituts”
im Schloss Zandt bei Cham im Bayerischen
Wald berichtete: “Auch Holtz und Schwietzke
waren dort angelangt. Dann mussten wir alle
schriftlichen Unterlagen der Kernzentrifugen-
forschung, an der auch Ortwin [Schulze] bei
Schwietzke mitgearbeitet hatte, verbrennen.
Dabei wussten wir noch nicht, dass Schwietzke
Duplikate besaß, was ihn durch unsere Hilfe
nach Australien weiterhalf.”

Schumann and Diebner were obviously already
aware that isotope separation is one of the
central problems of the uranium program. For
this reason, resources of the Second Physics
Institute were used for this. Thus in early 1942,
Werner Holtz and Werner Schwietzke presented
a two-page document entitled “Ultracentrifuge
for the Separation of Gas Mixtures (Prelimi-
nary Report).” [...]

The involvement of Holtz and Schwietzke
in the development of an ultracentrifuge was
also emphasized by Dr. Ing. Herbert Kunz. [...]

Further evidence of the involvement of Holtz
and Schwietzke in centrifuge development was
provided by Ms. Ursula Schulze, who reported
on her escape in 1945 to the “new relocation
o�ce of the Second Physics Institute” in Zandt
Castle near Cham in the Bavarian Forest:
“Holtz and Schwietzke had arrived there, too,
and then we had to burn all the written records
of the nuclear centrifuge research, on which also
Ortwin [Schulze] had worked with Schwietzke.
We did not yet know that Schwietzke possessed
duplicates, which helped him in Australia.”

[In the National Archives of Australia, Gernot Eilers found postwar documentation on Werner
Schwietzke and his gas centrifuge designs, from the time period during which he emigrated to
Australia.]
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File on Werner Schwietzke. 1947–1951. National Archives of Australia. Series number
MT105/8, control symbol 1/6/3094, barcode 934755. Note: pages are numbered in
reverse order in red pencil in upper right corner. https://recordsearch.naa.gov.au
/SearchNRetrieve/NAAMedia/ShowImage.aspx?B=934755&T=PDF

[p. 41] Schwietzke was checked closely on his party activities. [...] I enquired from Czerny on his
political past and was informed I could be sure he had not dabbled in politics any more than was
necessary by his profession. Czerny did not hesitate to say he could vouch for him. This was also
the opinion I formed. Schwietzke is the type who is interested in academic not political problems.

As requested I attempted to get details of the laboratory centrifuge.

The position is that due to bombing no existing centrifuge or drawings are available to Dr. Schwietz-
ke. He does however feel he has the capacity to design a similar machine quite easily. [...]

The Centrifuge was made by PHYWE (Trade name of Physicalische Werkstatte) of Göttingen from
sketches and instructions. No special drawings, and unlikely that PHYNE have useful data there
he feels. [...]

As soon as the centrifuge details submitted by Dr. Schwietzke are received they will be transmitted
to Australia.

H. P. Matthews.

[pp. 20–19, the end of a detailed 14-page paper written by Schwietzke in German after the war
giving an apparently selective account of his early centrifuge experiments during the war:]

Da die theoretischen Berechnungen der Span-
nungsverteilung des mit hoher Geschwindigkeit
umlaufenden Rotors nur mit einer gewissen
Annäherung vorgenommen werden können, war
es empfehlenswert, den genau ausgewuchteten
Rotor einen Probelauf unterhalb der als kri-
tisch errechneten Umlaufhöchstgeschwindigkeit
von 65 000 U/Min. ausführen zu lassen und durch
Präzisionsmessungen nach dem Lauf die evt. auftre-
tenden Veränderungen des Rotors genauestens zu
bestimmen. Nach einer beträchtlichen Anzahl von
Versuchsreihen über mehrere Stunden bei 60 000
U/Min. konnte eine Verformung des Rotors niemals
festgestellt werden, so dass eine ständige Betriebs-
drehzahl von 56 000 U/Min. bei den vorgesehenen
Versuchen ohne Gefahr gewählt werden konnte.

Diese wenig Platz und Aufwand erfordernde
Ultrazentrifuge hat sich in der Praxis ausseror-
dentlich gut bewährt.

Since the theoretical calculations of the
stress distribution of the rotor rotating
at high speed can only be carried out
with a certain approximation, it was
recommended that the precisely balanced
rotor be subjected to a test run below
the maximum rotational speed of 65,000
rpm, which was calculated as critical, and
that any changes in the rotor be precisely
determined by precision measurements
after the run. After a considerable number
of test series over several hours at 60,000
rpm a deformation of the rotor never could
be detected, so that a constant operating
speed of 56,000 rpm could be selected for
the intended tests without danger.

This ultracentrifuge, which requires
little space and e↵ort, has proven itself
extraordinarily good in practice.
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[Werner Schwietzke and his uranium gas centrifuges clearly existed, as shown by the German and
Australian evidence, yet they had been completely forgotten by history. The fact that Werner
Grothmann mentioned the importance of Schwietzke and his wartime work [p. 3337] strongly sup-
ports both the authenticity and the usefulness of the Werner Grothmann interview transcript.

In contrast, the fact that Erich Schumann neglected to mention Schwietzke and his centrifuges
in his postwar writings, even though most of that work was conducted directly under Schumann,
suggests that Schumann deliberately omitted major people and programs from his writings to make
the wartime German program appear much smaller and much less advanced than it actually was.

German uranium gas centrifuges were produced by:

• Anschütz in Kiel (pp. 3163–3165), which had decades of experience making advanced gyro-
scopes (p. 1479).

• PHYWE (Physicalische Werkstatte) in Göttingen (p. 3175), which also made extremely ad-
vanced liquid centrifuges for biochemical research (pp. 2322–2324).

• Hellige in Freiburg (pp. 3164–3173).

• Hellige in Breslau/Wroc law (p. 3826).

• One or more factories in Switzerland for export to Germany (p. 3177).

• Quite possibly other locations as well.

How many uranium gas centrifuges were produced by or for Germany during the war? At what
sites were they installed and operated? How much enriched uranium did they produce in total,
and how highly enriched was it? Can files that would answer these questions be located in various
national archives and declassified?

Centrifugation proved so superior to the U.S. Manhattan Project’s enrichment methods that the
German gas centrifuge designs are now the worldwide standard for uranium enrichment. The ev-
idence clearly demonstrates that the technology was developed and demonstrated over the course
of the war by German scientists and engineers, and spread by German scientists and engineers (as
well as the prototypes and documentation they had produced) to other countries after the war.
The Soviet Union was one of those countries to which the technology spread (via scientists such
as Max Steenbeck and Gernot Zippe), but not the origin of the technology [Helmbold 2016; Kemp
2009, 2012, 2017; NYT 2004-03-23].

Just as most of these German centrifuge programs were kept so quiet during World War II and in
all the decades afterward, it is entirely possible that other major wartime programs on advanced
nuclear or other technologies are still unknown or poorly understood.]
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Figure D.39: A Swiss factory was producing uranium centrifuges and sending them to Germany,
apparently in 1942; details are still classified. [H. T. Wensel to Robert Furman, 14 March 1944.
NARA RG 227, Microfilm M1392, Bush-Conant File Relating to the Development of the Atomic
Bomb, www.PaperlessArchives.com, pp. 6084–6089.]
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Figure D.40: A Swiss factory was producing uranium centrifuges and sending them to Germany,
apparently in 1942; details are still classified. [H. T. Wensel to Robert Furman, 14 March 1944.
NARA RG 227, Microfilm M1392, Bush-Conant File Relating to the Development of the Atomic
Bomb, www.PaperlessArchives.com, pp. 6084–6089.]
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Figure D.41: A Swiss factory was producing uranium centrifuges and sending them to Germany,
apparently in 1942; details are still classified. [H. T. Wensel to Robert Furman, 14 March 1944.
NARA RG 227, Microfilm M1392, Bush-Conant File Relating to the Development of the Atomic
Bomb, www.PaperlessArchives.com, pp. 6084–6089.]
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D.4.2 Uranium-235 Enrichment via Electromagnetic Separation

[German reports captured by the U.S. Alsos Mission also show that there was extensive work
throughout the war on electromagnetic systems for uranium enrichment (similar to the U.S. ca-
lutrons at Oak Ridge). That work was conducted by physicists and engineers such as Manfred von
Ardenne, Heinz Ewald, Richard Herzog, Hans Kopfermann, and Wilhelm Walcher. Unless otherwise
noted, text for G-series captured German nuclear reports cited here consists of the English-language
abstracts prepared by American scientists who studied the German reports.]

G-375. Richard Herzog. Report on the Status of the Work Towards Construction of a
Large New Mass Spectrometer. 1943. Vienna.

Construction principles are outlined as they were patented in 1943 and details of the design are
described. The manifold ways of focusing (direction focusing in both planes, energy focusing over
great regions, radiation focusing of the ion source and the acceleration field) assure great intensity
of the mass spectrometer even with great resolution, such intensities as are needed for separation
of isotopes. The instrument will enable scientists to detect and determine smallest quantities of
elements produced by nuclear reactions and relative abundance of isotopes.

G-256. Mass Spectrograph Construction Planned by the German Post O�ce Depart-
ment Research Institution. [Über den Aufbau eines Massenspektrographen bei der
Forschungsanstalt der Deutschen Reichspost.] 1944.

Construction is planned of a mass spectrograph equipped with a single lens and with the electric field
installed between the pole faces of the magnets. With improved lens correction a very high resolving
power is provided and high intensity of beam if the diaphragm is wide open. The instrument is
planned to serve as a precision tool for determination of mass defects when the spectrometer slit
is narrowed or for isotope separation when the slit is widened. The mass scale is planned to be
M/M–8%. Magnet and magnet corrections needed are described in detail.

G-196. Wilhelm Walcher. Report on the Status of Mass Spectroscope Work at Kiel.
The E↵ect of Space Charge on Focussing Properties of Magnetic Sector Fields. 1942.

Mass spectrograph built in Kiel to separate U isotopes. On the basis of tests made with Ag, can
expect daily separation of from 2 to 6 ⇥ 10�8 moles of U235. Mathematical determination of the
e↵ect of electrostatic repulsion of the particles on the cross section of an ion beam.

G-291. Wilhelm Walcher. Report on Investigations of Ion Sources for High Power
Installations. 12 October 1944.

Requirements for an ion source best suited for use with high power installations are postulated
and a table is given that compares capacity and current characteristics of 8 known ion sources.
Experiments are described investigating electron-optical beam characteristics of the pendulum ion
source of Heil and of a magnetron ion source, the resulting characteristics of the ion currents are
illustrated.
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Wilhelm Walcher. 1943. Über die Verwendungsmöglichkeiten von Glühanoden zur
massenspektroskopischen Isotopentrennung. [About the Possible uses of Anodes for
Mass Spectroscopic Isotope Separation.] Zeitschrift für Physik 121:604–613.

Aus der Kenntnis des Emissionsvorganges der
Kunsman-Koch-Anode wird geschlossen, daß
Elemente mit einer Ionisierungsarbeit,
die kleiner als die Austrittsarbeit der
Trägersubstanz (Wolfram mit adsorbiertem
Sauersto↵, maximal etwa 9 eV) ist, in einer
solchen Anode in Ionenform erzeugt wer-
den können. Es zeigt sich jedoch, daß diese
Möglichkeit außer bei den Alkalien nur bei
der In-, Ga-, Tl-Gruppe besteht, während z.
B. die Erdalkalien für eine Ionisierung nach
dieser Methode ungeeignet sind. Gründe hi-
erfür werden angegeben. — Die Ausbeute der
Alkalianoden wird zu fast 100% des auf der
inneren Oberfläche des W-Pulvers adsorbierten
Alkalimetalls gefunden, und zwar ist die in Am-
perestunden gemessene Kapazität konstant und
weitgehend unabhängig vom Emissionsstrom,
der bei einer Rubidiumanode bis zu 0,7 mA/cm2

dauernd gesteigert werden kann. Die Ausbeute
einer Indiumanode hingegen beträgt nur etwa
5%. — Es wird gezeigt, daß sich die Anoden
regenerieren lassen.

From the knowledge of the emission process
of the Kunsman-Koch anode it is concluded
that elements with an ionization energy which
is smaller than the output energy of the car-
rier substance (tungsten with adsorbed oxy-
gen, maximum about 9 eV) can be produced
in such an anode in ion form. However, it has
been shown that this possibility exists only for
the in-, Ga-, Tl-group except for the alkalis,
whereas the alkaline earths are unsuitable for
ionization according to this method. Reasons
for this are given.—The yield of the alkali an-
odes is found to almost 100% of the alkali metal
adsorbed on the inner surface of the W pow-
der, namely the capacity measured in ampere
hours is constant and largely independent of
the emission current, which can be continu-
ously increased up to 0.7 mA/cm2 with a ru-
bidium anode. The yield of an indium anode on
the other hand is only about 5%.—It is shown
that the anodes can be regenerated.

Wilhelm Walcher. 1943. Der Einfluß der Raumladung auf die Abbildungseigenschaften
magnetischer Sektorfelder. [The Influence of Space Charge on the Resolving Power of
Sector-Shaped Magnetic Fields.] Zeitschrift für Physik 121:719–728.

Es wird gezeigt, daß ein Bündel geladener
Teilchen, das auf eine Brennlinie zielt, trotz
des abstoßenden Einflusses der Raumladung in
einer anderen Brennlinie fokussiert werden kann.
Die Fokussierungsbedingungen werden für den
feld-freien Raum und für magnetische Sektor-
felder angegeben, die Erweiterung der Theorie
auf allgemeine Sektorfelder an einem Beispiel be-
sprochen. Folgerungen für den Bau von Massen-
spektrographen, insbesondere solchen für Iso-
topentrennung, werden gezogen.

It is shown that a bundle of charged particles
aiming at a focal line can be focused in an-
other focal line despite the repulsive influence
of space charge. The focusing conditions are
given for the field-free space and for magnetic
sector fields, the extension of the theory to gen-
eral sector fields is discussed with an example.
Conclusions for the construction of mass spec-
trographs, especially those for isotope separa-
tion, are drawn.
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BIOS 1487. Chemical Laboratory Instrumentation in Germany. pp. 5–15.

The estimation of stable isotopes for most of the research teams in Germany using them was done on
a mass spectrometer designed and made by Dr. W. Paul of the Second Physics Institute Göttingen.
A second similar instrument was made at Göttingen for Professor Heisenberg’s Institute but was
only completed late in the War and was not much used. [...]

The results given by Dr. Paul in his description of the instrument (loc. cit) showed that its resolution
was just su�cient to bring the deflection to zero between the two thallium isotopes of mass 203 and
205, whilst its sensitivity could be made su�cient to demonstrate the existence of the radio active
potassium isotope K40 which is present in the proportion of 0.012%[...] The results of measurements
of the relative concentration of the isotopes of rubidium, thallium, potassium, neon, silver and
nitrogen are given showing an accuracy of 1% or better.

The instrument was operated by Dr. Paul during our visit. It was clear from this demonstration
that the resolving power was as good as was claimed—the isotopes of mercury masses 198–202,
from the di↵usion pump used to evacuate the apparatus, being shown readily, whilst the sensitivity
was ample to show the presence of the rare neon isotope.

[...] It is the more remarkable that apparently most of the workers in Germany doing work with
stable isotopes during the War, relied on this instrument for their analyses.

1994. Obituaries: Wolfgang Paul. Physics Today 47:7:76.
[https://physicstoday.scitation.org/doi/10.1063/1.2808585]

[...] After two years with the Technische Hochschule Munich, he went in 1934 to the Technische
Hochschule Berlin, where he joined Hans Kopfermann’s research group and earned the diploma
(1937) and doctorate (1939) degrees. In 1937 he moved with that team and set out to participate
in pioneering studies at the universities of Kiel and later Göttingen on the hyperfine structure of
atomic spectra and—with Wilhelm Walcher—on mass spectrometry. In 1944 he became a faculty
member at Göttingen, where he worked with the legendary 6-MeV betatron, the first of its kind
on the European continent.
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[Wolfgang Paul (German, 1913–1993) won a Nobel Prize in Physics in 1989 for his experimental
physics work on the electromagnetic manipulation and trapping of ions, of which the invention
described in BIOS 1487 was just one example. Wolfgang Paul should not be confused with Wolfgang
Pauli (Austrian, 1900–1958), who won a Nobel Prize in Physics in 1945 for his work on theoretical
physics.

Paul’s mass spectrometer from BIOS 1487 (or similar instruments) would have been ideal for
monitoring the progress of uranium isotope enrichment by providing a rapid and reliable analysis
of the uranium isotope ratios at various points in the enrichment process. If the instrument could
readily separate isotopes of thallium or mercury with slightly di↵erent masses around 200, it could
distinguish between uranium isotopes of masses 235 and 238.

Please see figures of Paul’s mass spectrometer from BIOS 1487 on the following pages.

In fact, if this design were scaled up, given some modifications, and mass-produced, those mass-
produced versions could have been used like calutrons to actually enrich significant amounts of
weapons-grade uranium.

From publicly available references, it is unclear just how much nuclear-weapons-related work Wolf-
gang Paul may have done during the war.]
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Figure D.42: Wolfgang Paul’s electromagnetic mass spectrometer for separating/analyzing isotope
mixtures [BIOS 1487].
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Figure D.43: Wolfgang Paul’s electromagnetic mass spectrometer for separating/analyzing isotope
mixtures [BIOS 1487].
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Kurt Diebner. Listing of nuclear research commissions enclosed with a letter to the
president of the Reich Research Council. 18 April 1944. [English translation in Hentschel
and Hentschel 1996, pp. 322–324; German in Nagel 2016, pp. 512–513]

No. Topic Person Responsible Priority Level Secrecy Specification

[...]

11. Isotope separation Inst. for Phys. Chemistry at SS, for special Secret,
Hamburg Univ., Prof. Harteck purposes DE partly top secret

12. Isotope separation Inst. for Phys. Chemistry SS Secret,
and Electrochemistry, Kiel, partly top secret
Lec. Dr. Martin

13. ” KWI for Chemistry, SS, for special Secret
Berlin, Dr. Klemm purposes DE

[...]

15. Preparation of Danzig Polytechnic, SS Secret
gaseous uranium Prof. Albers
compounds for
isotope separation

16. ” Chem. Inst. at Bonn Univ., SS Secret
Prof. Schmitz-Dumont

17. Construction and II. Phys. Inst. at SS Open,
development of a Göttingen Univ., partly secret
mass spectrograph Prof. Kopfermann

18. Development of a Deutsche Reichspost, SS Open,
mass spectrograph Ministerial Councillor Gerwig partly secret

19. Manufacture of an Bamag-Meguin Co., Berlin DE Secret
isotope sluice

[...]
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G-139. Heinz Ewald. Eine neue Methode zur Magnetischen Isotopentrennung. [A New
Method of Magnetic Isotope Separation.] 3 March 1942.

Reviews use of mass spectrograph to separate isotopes. Limitations of methods used heretofore.
Principle of new separation method. Ions of homogeneous energy enter slit B

0 at angle E into
homogeneous magnetic field with limits bb, cc. Field strength is so regulated that the heavy masses
M2 just leave the magnetic whereas the light masses M1 cannot quite leave the magnetic field
and are bent back toward b. Various applications of this principle are illustrated and discussed:
(1) Annular magnetic field with ion source in the center. (2) Linear arrangement with rectangular
magnetic field. (3) Annular magnetic field with ion source on the outside and target for heavy
particles in the center. Calculations are included to demonstrate practicability of this method.

[See pp. 3188–3195. Ewald’s design is closely related to Manfred von Ardenne’s design below, and
both were apparently part of the same project.]

Manfred von Ardenne. Über eine neuen magnetischen Isotopentrenner für hohen
Massentransport. April 1942. [From Moscow archive, courtesy of Rainer Karlsch]

[See pp. 3196–3217. In this report, Manfred von Ardenne gave a detailed design for the electromag-
netic isotope separator concept that was described in Ewald’s report. In particular, he showed how
to use a large number of ion beams with only one set of magnets, thereby greatly increasing the
production rate of U-235. Von Ardenne’s report even included a photograph of a prototype that he
had built for experiments (p. 3215).]

Samuel A. Goudsmit. 16 June 1945. SUBJECT: Baron von Ardenne’s Isotope Separa-
tion. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 166, Folder 32.22-1 GERMANY—Research—
TA—(1943–June 1946)]

1. Among the Reichsforschungsrat papers, we have found the research report of the work which von
Ardenne did for the Reichspost. The report is dated April 1942 and describes a magnetic isotope
separator in detail. It was sent to the RFR by Esau.

2. Attached is also an interesting commentary by von Ardenne himself. In this, he states that isotope
separation is essential to decrease the amount of uranium necessary for the uranium machine. He
claims that indications regarding developments, especially in the U.S.A., which aim at a decrease
of the uranium quantity in the U-machine, have recently seeped through. Further down, he claims
that the method invented by him is new and that, by keeping the development work very secret,
an important advantage can be gained over the high level of experimental nuclear physics in the
U.S.A.

[For much more information on Manfred von Ardenne’s calutron-like electromagnetic isotope sep-
arators, see the following pages, as well as pp. 3574–3575.]
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Figure D.44: Heinz Ewald’s March 1942 design for an electromagnetic isotope separator [G-139].
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Figure D.45: Heinz Ewald’s March 1942 design for an electromagnetic isotope separator [G-139].
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Figure D.46: Heinz Ewald’s March 1942 design for an electromagnetic isotope separator [G-139].
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Figure D.47: Heinz Ewald’s March 1942 design for an electromagnetic isotope separator [G-139].
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Figure D.48: Heinz Ewald’s March 1942 design for an electromagnetic isotope separator [G-139].
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Figure D.49: Heinz Ewald’s March 1942 design for an electromagnetic isotope separator [G-139].
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Figure D.50: Heinz Ewald’s March 1942 design for an electromagnetic isotope separator [G-139].
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Figure D.51: Heinz Ewald’s March 1942 design for an electromagnetic isotope separator [G-139].
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Figure D.52: Manfred von Ardenne’s April 1942 design and prototype for an electromagnetic isotope
separator with numerous beams but only one set of magnets. [Courtesy of Rainer Karlsch.]
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Figure D.53: Manfred von Ardenne’s April 1942 design and prototype for an electromagnetic isotope
separator with numerous beams but only one set of magnets. [Courtesy of Rainer Karlsch.]
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Figure D.54: Manfred von Ardenne’s April 1942 design and prototype for an electromagnetic isotope
separator with numerous beams but only one set of magnets. [Courtesy of Rainer Karlsch.]
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Figure D.55: Manfred von Ardenne’s April 1942 design and prototype for an electromagnetic isotope
separator with numerous beams but only one set of magnets. [Courtesy of Rainer Karlsch.]
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Figure D.56: Manfred von Ardenne’s April 1942 design and prototype for an electromagnetic isotope
separator with numerous beams but only one set of magnets. [Courtesy of Rainer Karlsch.]
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Figure D.57: Manfred von Ardenne’s April 1942 design and prototype for an electromagnetic isotope
separator with numerous beams but only one set of magnets. [Courtesy of Rainer Karlsch.]
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Figure D.58: Manfred von Ardenne’s April 1942 design and prototype for an electromagnetic isotope
separator with numerous beams but only one set of magnets. [Courtesy of Rainer Karlsch.]
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Figure D.59: Manfred von Ardenne’s April 1942 design and prototype for an electromagnetic isotope
separator with numerous beams but only one set of magnets. [Courtesy of Rainer Karlsch.]
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Figure D.60: Manfred von Ardenne’s April 1942 design and prototype for an electromagnetic isotope
separator with numerous beams but only one set of magnets. [Courtesy of Rainer Karlsch.]
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Figure D.61: Manfred von Ardenne’s April 1942 design and prototype for an electromagnetic isotope
separator with numerous beams but only one set of magnets. [Courtesy of Rainer Karlsch.]
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Figure D.62: Manfred von Ardenne’s April 1942 design and prototype for an electromagnetic isotope
separator with numerous beams but only one set of magnets. [Courtesy of Rainer Karlsch.]
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Figure D.63: Manfred von Ardenne’s April 1942 design and prototype for an electromagnetic isotope
separator with numerous beams but only one set of magnets. [Courtesy of Rainer Karlsch.]
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Figure D.64: Manfred von Ardenne’s April 1942 design and prototype for an electromagnetic isotope
separator with numerous beams but only one set of magnets. [Courtesy of Rainer Karlsch.]
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Figure D.65: Manfred von Ardenne’s April 1942 design and prototype for an electromagnetic isotope
separator with numerous beams but only one set of magnets. [Courtesy of Rainer Karlsch.]
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Figure D.66: Manfred von Ardenne’s April 1942 design and prototype for an electromagnetic isotope
separator with numerous beams but only one set of magnets. [Courtesy of Rainer Karlsch.]
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Figure D.67: Manfred von Ardenne’s April 1942 design and prototype for an electromagnetic isotope
separator with numerous beams but only one set of magnets. [Courtesy of Rainer Karlsch.]
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Figure D.68: Manfred von Ardenne’s April 1942 design and prototype for an electromagnetic isotope
separator with numerous beams but only one set of magnets. [Courtesy of Rainer Karlsch.]
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Figure D.69: Manfred von Ardenne’s April 1942 design and prototype for an electromagnetic isotope
separator with numerous beams but only one set of magnets. [Courtesy of Rainer Karlsch.]
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Figure D.70: Manfred von Ardenne’s April 1942 design and prototype for an electromagnetic isotope
separator with numerous beams but only one set of magnets. [Courtesy of Rainer Karlsch.]
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Figure D.71: Manfred von Ardenne’s April 1942 design and prototype for an electromagnetic isotope
separator with numerous beams but only one set of magnets. [Courtesy of Rainer Karlsch.]
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Figure D.72: Manfred von Ardenne’s April 1942 design and prototype for an electromagnetic isotope
separator with numerous beams but only one set of magnets. [Courtesy of Rainer Karlsch.]
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Figure D.73: Manfred von Ardenne’s April 1942 design and prototype for an electromagnetic isotope
separator with numerous beams but only one set of magnets. [Courtesy of Rainer Karlsch.]
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Figure D.74: The former Manfred von Ardenne mansion. A large cyclotron was located under the
garage at the left, accessible by a tunnel from the house.
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Figure D.75: Description of Heinz Ewald’s wartime work on electromagnetic isotope separators
[FIAT Rev: Nuclear Physics and Cosmic Rays Vol. II, pp. 80–10].
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Figure D.76: Description of Heinz Ewald’s wartime work on electromagnetic isotope separators
[FIAT Rev: Nuclear Physics and Cosmic Rays Vol. II, pp. 80–10].
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Figure D.77: Description of Heinz Ewald’s wartime work on electromagnetic isotope separators
[FIAT Rev: Nuclear Physics and Cosmic Rays Vol. II, pp. 80–10].
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Figure D.78: Description of Heinz Ewald’s wartime work on electromagnetic isotope separators
[FIAT Rev: Nuclear Physics and Cosmic Rays Vol. II, pp. 80–10].
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Figure D.79: Description of Heinz Ewald’s wartime work on electromagnetic isotope separators
[FIAT Rev: Nuclear Physics and Cosmic Rays Vol. II, pp. 80–10].
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Figure D.80: Description of Heinz Ewald’s wartime work on electromagnetic isotope separators
[FIAT Rev: Nuclear Physics and Cosmic Rays Vol. II, pp. 80–10].
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Figure D.81: Description of Heinz Ewald’s wartime work on electromagnetic isotope separators
[FIAT Rev: Nuclear Physics and Cosmic Rays Vol. II, pp. 80–10].
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Figure D.82: Description of Heinz Ewald’s wartime work on electromagnetic isotope separators
[FIAT Rev: Nuclear Physics and Cosmic Rays Vol. II, pp. 80–10].
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Figure D.83: Description of Heinz Ewald’s wartime work on electromagnetic isotope separators
[FIAT Rev: Nuclear Physics and Cosmic Rays Vol. II, pp. 80–10].
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Figure D.84: Description of Heinz Ewald’s wartime work on electromagnetic isotope separators
[FIAT Rev: Nuclear Physics and Cosmic Rays Vol. II, pp. 80–10].
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Helmut J. Fischer. 1988. Hitlers Apparat: Namen, Ämter, Kompetenzen: Eine Struk-
turanalyse des 3. Reiches. Kiel: Arndt. pp. 133–134.

Die Reichspost hatte von jeher technische Auf-
gaben zu bewältigen und stützte sich daher auf
umfangreiche Forschungs- und Entwicklungsar-
beiten auf dem Gebiet der Fernmeldetechnik
und anderer für das Postwesen nützlichen Tech-
niken. Dafür gab es in Darmstadt ausgedehnte
Laboratorien neben dem Reichspostzentralamt
in Berlin-Tempelhof, dessen Präsident Prof.
Gladenbeck war.

Diesen vorgegebenen Rahmen sprengte der
ehrgeizige Reichspostminister Ohnesorge. Er
hatte einst bei Lenard Physik studiert und
interessierte sich allgemeiner für wehrwis-
senschaftliche Probleme und schaltete zu ihrer
Bearbeitung Mitarbeiter und Einrichtungen der
Reichspost ein. Reichspost-Forschungsanstalten
entstanden in der Nachbarschaft von Berlin in
Kleinmachnow und in Miersdorf. Sie betrieben
naturwissenschaftliche Grundlagenforschung,
und das Institut in Miersdorf unter Dr.
Banneitz befaßte sich sogar ernsthaft mit
Kernphysik, wobei die Herstellung einer Atom-
bombe angestrebt wurde. Überdies spannte
Ohnesorge, der über genügend Geldmittel
verfügen konnte und auf die Hilfe des Reichs-
forschungsrates nicht angewiesen war, auch
Hochschulinstitute (wie etwa in Heidelberg)
und zudem den tüchtigen Privatforscher
Manfred von Ardenne mit seinem eigenen
Laboratorium in Berlin-Lichterfelde für seine
Forschungsziele ein. Sowohl in Miersdorf als
auch im Institut Ardennes begann der Bau
je einer 60-Millionen-Volt-Zyklotron-Anlage
und von Hochspannungsgeräten, die mit einer
Million Volt arbeiten.

The Reichspost has always had to cope with
technical tasks and therefore relied on extensive
research and development work in the field
of telecommunications technology and other
technologies useful for the postal system. To
this end, Darmstadt had extensive laboratories
alongside the Reichspost central o�ce in
Berlin-Tempelhof, whose president was Prof.
Gladenbeck.

The ambitious Reichspost Minister Ohne-
sorge went beyond this rigid framework. He
had once studied physics with Lenard and was
more interested in military science problems
in general and called in employees and insti-
tutions of the Reichspost to deal with them.
Reichspost research institutes were established
in the vicinity of Berlin in Kleinmachnow and
in Miersdorf. They carried out basic scientific
research, and the institute in Miersdorf under
Dr. Banneitz was even seriously concerned with
nuclear physics, with the aim of producing
an atomic bomb. In addition, Ohnesorge,
who had su�cient funds at his disposal and
was not dependent on the help of the Reich
Research Council, also employed university
institutes (such as Heidelberg) and the capable
private researcher Manfred von Ardenne with
his own laboratory in Berlin-Lichterfelde for
his research goals. Both in Miersdorf and at
Ardenne’s Institute, construction began on 60
million volt cyclotron facilities and on high-
voltage equipment operating at one million
volts.
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Ohnesorge hatte den Ehrgeiz, die Ergeb-
nisse seiner “posteigenen Forschung” bei Hitler
selbst vorzutragen. Deshalb verbot der Minister
seinen Wissenschaftlern die Fühlungnahme mit
Fachkollegen außerhalb des Postbereichs. So
liefen die Bemühungen von Ohnesorge um eine
Atombombe streng getrennt von den Arbeiten
an einer “Uranbombe”, die unter der Obhut
des Reichsforschungsrates und der Heereswaf-
fenamtes in einer Reihe von Forschungsstätten
in Deutschland betrieben wurden.

Die Post-Forschung erreichte auf ihrem Weg zu
einer Atombombe ansehnliche Teilerfolge. So
konnte insbesondere v. Ardenne bis Kriegsende
eine Musteranlage errichten, in der eine der
Hauptschwierigkeiten bei der Kernenergie-
Gewinnung, die Trennung der Isotopen bei den
Uran-Atomen, zufriedenstellend gelöst war.

Als Ohnesorge erstmals bei Hitler über eine
Atombombe Vortrag hielt, hatte er das Pech,
daß Hitler bereits vom Heereswa↵enamt auf
die Idee einer Uranbombe aufmerksam gemacht
worden war und bezüglich einer Verwirklichung
der Idee die erste Enttäuschung hinter sich
hatte. Trotzdem ließ Hitler Ohnesorge am Bau
einer Uranbombe weiterarbeiten und wohl auch
gelegentlich darüber berichten, obwohl Hitler
nicht daran glaubte, eine Atombombe noch vor
Kriegsende nutzen oder gar zu Erringung des
Endsieges einsetzen zu können.

Ohnesorge had the ambition to present the
results of his “postal-only research” to Hitler
himself. For this reason, the minister banned
his scientists from contacting colleagues outside
the postal service. Thus the e↵orts of Ohnesorge
for an atomic bomb were strictly separated
from the work on a “uranium bomb,” which
was carried out under the care of the Reich
Research Council and the Army Ordnance
O�ce in a number of research facilities in
Germany.

On its way to an atomic bomb, the postal
research achieved considerable partial suc-
cesses. Thus von Ardenne in particular was
able to erect a model plant by the end of the
war in which one of the main di�culties in
obtaining nuclear energy, the separation of the
isotopes of uranium atoms, was satisfactorily
solved.

When Ohnesorge first spoke to Hitler about
an atomic bomb, he was unlucky that Hitler
had already been made aware of the idea
of a uranium bomb by the Army Ordnance
O�ce and that he had been disappointed
with the realization of the idea. Nevertheless,
Hitler had Ohnesorge continue to work on the
construction of a uranium bomb and probably
also reported on it occasionally, although Hitler
did not believe that he would be able to use an
atomic bomb before the end of the war or even
use it to achieve the final victory.
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Boris Chertok. 2005–2012. Rockets and People. 4 vols. Washington, DC: U.S. Govern-
ment Printing O�ce. [www.nasa.gov/connect/ebooks/rockets people vol1 detail.html]

[Vol. 1, pp. 217–218:] The Smersh military intelligence representative posed the following question
to us at a meeting: “The Germans have issued leaflets that say that we will not take Berlin, and
that we will receive such a blow that there won’t be any bones to gather. The Führer has a secret
weapon in store so that the Red Army will be completely annihilated on German soil. What could
that weapon be?”

Indeed, what could it be? If it were the V-2, then no matter how many of them Hitler had “in
store,” this weapon would not bother the Red Army. This much was clear to us. Chemical weapons?
using them in any form on German soil would now be more dangerous to the Germans than to us.

We decided that this was pure propaganda. And it turned out we were right. In the United States,
Germany, and the USSR, a new, top-secret weapon really was being developed—an atomic weapon.
But even we, who had access to top-secret materials, knew virtually nothing about it until 6 August
1945, when the atomic bomb was dropped on Hiroshima.

Back then, we did not know that just a stone’s throw away, a group of specialists from Kurcha-
tov’s team was already preparing to search for German atomic secrets.This team had the highest
authority, for at that time the main chief of our atomic operations was Lavrentiy Beriya himself,
and other related special committees were being directed by powerful organizers such as Vannikov
and Malyshev. We did not know that in addition to the allied armies heading toward our troops
from the west, there were also special missions being sent out to seize German rocket technology
and rocket specialists, search for nuclear physicists, and seize everything that had been done in
Germany on the new scientific frontiers—first and foremost in the fields of guided missiles, nuclear
fission, and radar.

[Vol. 1, pp. 231–233:] When asked who was considered the most prominent among the specialists in
the field of vacuum tubes, Wilki responded, “Germany is proud of Professor Manfred von Ardenne.
This is a man with big ideas. He was a great engineer and visionary.”

“Why do you say ‘was’?”

“The past two years he was working on some new idea—a new secret weapon.We don’t know
anything about it. I think it is at the Postal Ministry or the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute.

[Comments added by Chertok in the 1990s:] We were very familiar with the name Manfred von
Ardenne from prewar literature on vacuum tubes. Much later we found out that he had been in
Dahlem collaborating with German physicists who were working on the atomic bomb. The U.S.,
British, and Soviet intelligence services were hunting for a lot more information about Ardenne and
his activities. When the Americans took prisoner practically the entire German elite involved in
work on the atomic bomb, von Ardenne was not among them. He turned up in the Soviet Union
and worked very productively for many years at the Sukhumi Institute of the Ministry of Medium
Machine-Building. He was treated respectfully and high government awards were conferred on him.
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[Vol. 1, pp. 247–250:] If the Germans had managed to create an atomic bomb before the Americans
and then put two or three bombs into two or three of the many hundreds of A-4 rockets launched
at Britain, the world today might look completely di↵erent. [...]

In August 1945, when we were in Thuringia, we heard on the radio about the dropping of atomic
bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. We first of all tried to understand what they were talking
about.

There were no Soviet specialists among us at that time who had the slightest involvement in atomic
research. Nevertheless, our knowledge of physics helped us, in a group discussion, to assume that
the Americans had succeeded in creating a bomb by converting part of the mass of a substance
into energy, in accordance with Einstein’s famous formula: E = mc

2. There and then, we started
to question Helmut Gröttrup about what had been known in Peenemünde regarding German work
on the creation of an atomic bomb. To what extent were the German directors of the long-range
missile program—in particular Dornberger, von Braun, or their closest assistants—familiar with
the possibilities of creating an atomic bomb? Long conversations with Gröttrup enabled us to
understand that work on some sort of super-powerful explosive had been conducted in Germany.
Gröttrup was well acquainted with the names Heisenberg and von Ardenne, which I mentioned
as possible scientists who could have been working on an atomic bomb. Moreover, he said that in
the summer of 1943 the Peenemünde directors had, under great secrecy, talked about some new
powerful explosive. For the specialists at Peenemünde this was very important. They understood
that the ordinary TNT used in A-4 warheads—in quantities of 700–800 kilograms per warhead—
would produce an e↵ect no greater than a conventional 1,000 kilogram bomb dropped from an
airplane.

British and American aviation had already dropped countless such bombs on German cities. Nev-
ertheless, Germany had continued to fight and had even expanded its development of new weapons.
Gröttrup recalled that he had heard about the new explosive when von Braun had been sent to
Berlin to consult with the infantry command about the prospects of increasing the power of missile
warheads.

Upon his return, von Braun did not say with whom he had met in Berlin. Gröttrup, smiling,
recalled that it had been nice to hear from his boss that the theoretical physicists, despite the very
interesting problem they were working on, had absolutely no engineering experience—in contrast
to the missile specialists, they could not imagine how they needed to organize their work in order
to transition from naked theory to “living” objects.

[Vol. 1, pp. 305–306:] We did not manage to pick up Baron Wernher von Braun through Operation
Ost, and I think that this was good both for us and for him. Despite all of his capabilities, what he
achieved in the United States would have been impossible for him to achieve in the Soviet Union. It
is true, another prominent scientist, professor, doctor, and also baron, Manfred von Ardenne, who
had worked in the Soviet Union from 1945 to 1955 at the Electrophysics Institute in Sukhumi, was
awarded the title Hero of Socialist Labor for his participation in the creation of the Soviet atomic
bomb. It should be noted, however, that von Ardenne had not been a member of the Nazi Party,
and he had not created weapons of mass destruction under the Nazis.
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Philip Morrison to Robert Furman. The German Reichspost and Nuclear Research.
24 April 1944. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 170, Folder 32.60-1 GERMANY:
Summary Reports (1944)]

We now have three independent pieces of evidence that the Reichspost is interested in neutron
research or wishes us to think that:

1) Several years ago M. von Ardenne thanked the Reichspost minister, a man named
Ohnesorge, for supporting the entrance of von Ardenne’s laboratory into work in nuclear
physics.

2) In October 1943 (Naturwissenschaften, 31, p. 507) a man, otherwise unknown to
us, named D. Lyons, published a mathematical letter on the slowing down of neutrons
in homogeneous mixtures. The material of the letter is rather similar to much work
done in the early days of this project and also in the published sources. Lyons rather
ostentatiously signs his letter as coming from the O�ce for Special Physical Questions
of the Research Division of the German Reichspost (Amt für physikalische Sonderfragen
der Forschungsanstalt der Deutschen Reichspost) located in Berlin-Tempelhof.

3) The information from Swiss sources which you showed us this week mentioned that
S. Flügge has left Hahn to go to work for the Reichspost.

It will be clear to you that there is something rather odd in this a↵air of the Reichspost’s becoming
interested in a field so very far from the radio and telephone research they have carried out in
the past. It is equally strange that we learn about it in such a direct way as from Lyons’ note,
but confirm it in the rather indirect way of (1) and (3) above. I would suggest that you formulate
inquiries about the activity of the Reichspost in the Tempelhof laboratories to whoever will know
most about that outfit.

[Detlof Lyons was a real researcher in the Reichspost-funded nuclear research program.]

OSS London. 9 June 1944. Report No. SUN-90. Report from Switzerland. [NARA RG
77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-1 GERMANY: US Wartime Positive Int.
(July 42–June 44)]

[...] The Reichs Postal Administration under the direction of Pose have installed three new high
tension laboratories of which the location is not known. Professors Fluegge and von Ardenne are
in charge. [...]

FA 002/0362. Letter from Rudolf Fleischmann to Fritz Kirchner. 18 August 1943.
Archive of Deutsches Museum Munich.

The Strassburg high-tension generator is the only one in Germany or occupied countries of 1.5
million volts except the Reichspost’s in Zeuthen-Miersdorf.
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FA 002/0362. Letter from Major Calvert to Samuel Goudsmit. 8 December 1944.
Archive of Deutsches Museum Munich.

[...] A prisoner of war has been located that served as an apprentice with the “Reichspost” in the
field of telegraphy. While the prisoner of war is only seventeen years old, he has proven to be very
intelligent, fully cooperative, and his statements can be considered reliable. Moreover, he is the son
of a Berlin post o�ce employee. In his first interview he made the following statement:

Berlin-Teltow, Mawlower Chaussee (GSGS 4480/3,R6) on open field next to new houses on south
side of road, approximately opposite Moltkestrasse. PW states that the building was damaged
by air-raid in 43, and about June 43 most of the establishment was transferred to Zeuthen near
Berlin. PW went there once to install alarm wires around X-ray tubes (in his own words), which
were supposed to be used for experiments in splitting the atom. If the tubes got overheated, the
wire was supposed to melt and thus actuate the alarm.

Monthly Intelligence Summary. January 1945. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box
168, Folder 202.3-1 LONDON OFFICE: Combined Intell Rpts.]

Information was received from German P/W, who is a former employee of the Reichspost, that
there is a high tension apparatus located in the village of Zeuthen near Berlin. P/W stated that he
had heard that T A work was in progress at this location. Aerial photos of Zeuthen were obtained
and the P/W pinpointed the building to which he referred. The work going on at this building,
according to P/W is under the direction of the Reichspost. This information is corroborated to
some extent by information previously reported by Dr. S. A. Goudsmit as a result of his Eindhoven
investigation.

U.S. Army Air Forces General Henry H. Arnold. 1949. Global Mission. New York:
Harper. pp. 491, 534. [See also AFHRA 43811 electronic pp. 1080–1081.]

In May, 1943, we received information from Zurich that Professor Max Planck, at the Kaiser
Wilhelm Institute, in collaboration with Dr. Otto Hahn, was working on the splitting of the uranium
atom. Also that other German scientists were on the threshold of solving this great and dangerous
secret.

The Germans were supposed to have perfected an electric machine which would make it possible to
complete the development of the atomic bomb. I was then asked to have our bombers in England
make special missions against the various branches of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute in Berlin. Prior
to that, the British had destroyed a plant at Norway where the Germans had been experimenting
with other phases of this project. [...]

When it came to establishing the Target Folders that would give us the size, location, general
characteristics, special distinguishing marks, the type of construction, and other details necessary
for bombing operations against a target like the complexes of the I. G. Farben Company, or the
Krupp Works—such data did not exist in the United States. Accordingly, the Air Force had no
recourse but to go to other sources for its information.

[“An electric machine which would make it possible to complete the development of the atomic
bomb” sounds like an electromagnetic separator. Arnold said it was somewhere in the Berlin area
and was bombed. The Kaiser Wilhelm Institute is not known to have had such a machine, but the
Reichspost did—is that what Arnold meant?]
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D.4.3 Uranium-235 Enrichment via Gaseous Di↵usion

[Gustav Hertz (German, 1887–1975) developed gaseous di↵usion methods of separating isotopes,
starting sometime before 1923. See pp. 3236–3245. By 1932 he was achieving and publishing good
results demonstrating separation of isotopes other than uranium. Did Hertz or others seriously
pursue uranium enrichment via gaseous di↵usion in Germany during the Third Reich? He worked
at Siemens (one of the two largest German electrical equipment companies) throughout the Third
Reich; exactly what he did is unclear, but his work was so important to the government that
he was not harmed even though he was partially Jewish. At the end of the war, Stalin was so
impressed by whatever he knew of Hertz’s wartime work that he o↵ered Hertz his own lab in
the Soviet Union, where he then developed gaseous di↵usion uranium enrichment methods for the
postwar Soviet nuclear weapons program (pp. 3246–3248). Hertz’s gaseous di↵usion methods were
also implemented by scientists at Oak Ridge as one of the main uranium enrichment methods in
the United States during and after the war.

In 1927, Erika Cremer (German, 1900–1996) completed her Ph.D. research on (chemical) chain
reactions under Max Bodenstein (p. 534). Building upon the pioneering work by Hertz, she began
developing improved methods of gaseous di↵usion enrichment and gas chromatography in the late
1930s and continued throughout World War II (p. 3250). She worked directly with Otto Hahn and
Siegfried Flügge, among others. It seems likely that her work involved gaseous di↵usion methods
of separating uranium isotopes for the German nuclear program, though little documentation is
currently publicly available. Cremer continued to work on gas chromatography after the war, and
is best known for her postwar demonstrations and publications on gas chromatography, including
those with her student Fritz Prior (Austrian, 1921–1996) [Bobleter 1997].

Hubert Krüger (German, 18??–19??, p. 3245), Rudolf Fleischmann (German, 1903–2002, p. 3249),
and others also worked on gaseous di↵usion enrichment.

Beginning in 1940, Auergesellschaft [probably Nikolaus Riehl (German, 1901–1990)] patented an
industrial-scale uranium enrichment process that appears to have combined aspects of gaseous
thermal di↵usion and the PUREX process. See pp. 3251–3256. These patent documents prove that
Auergesellschaft was involved not only in refining uranium from ore, but also in separating uranium
isotopes. They also demonstrate that from the beginning of the war, Germany was interested in
developing industrial-scale uranium enrichment, not merely small-scale laboratory experiments.

During the war, Erich Bagge (German, 1912–1996) led a team that invented, built, and demon-
strated the “isotope sluice,” an alternative form of gaseous di↵usion enrichment. See pp. 3257–3268.

Based upon the successful laboratory demonstrations by Gustav Hertz, Erika Cremer, Hubert
Krüger, Rudolf Fleischmann, Auergesellschaft, Bagge, and others, did Germany indeed build and
operate large-scale gaseous di↵usion plants for enriching uranium during the war?]
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Figure D.85: One of Gustav Hertz’s first patents on gaseous di↵usion for enrichment, filed in 1923
[U.S. Patent 1,486,521. Method of Separating Gases from a Mixture Thereof].
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Figure D.86: One of Gustav Hertz’s first patents on gaseous di↵usion for enrichment, filed in 1923
[U.S. Patent 1,486,521. Method of Separating Gases from a Mixture Thereof].
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Figure D.87: One of Gustav Hertz’s first patents on gaseous di↵usion for enrichment, filed in 1923
[U.S. Patent 1,486,521. Method of Separating Gases from a Mixture Thereof].
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Figure D.88: Another of Gustav Hertz’s first patents on gaseous di↵usion for enrichment, filed in
1923 [U.S. Patent 1,498,097. Apparatus for Separating Gases from a Mixture Thereof].
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Figure D.89: Another of Gustav Hertz’s first patents on gaseous di↵usion for enrichment, filed in
1923 [U.S. Patent 1,498,097. Apparatus for Separating Gases from a Mixture Thereof].
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Figure D.90: One of Gustav Hertz’s patents showing that many gaseous di↵usion units could be
used in series to achieve high-quality enrichment [Austrian Patent AT 107,571. Verfahren zur un-
unterbrochenen Trennung eines Gasgemisches].
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Figure D.91: One of Gustav Hertz’s patents showing that many gaseous di↵usion units could be
used in series to achieve high-quality enrichment [Austrian Patent AT 107,571. Verfahren zur un-
unterbrochenen Trennung eines Gasgemisches].
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Figure D.92: One of Gustav Hertz’s patents showing that many gaseous di↵usion units could be
used in series to achieve high-quality enrichment [Austrian Patent AT 107,571. Verfahren zur un-
unterbrochenen Trennung eines Gasgemisches].
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Gustav Hertz. 1932. Ein Verfahren zur Trennung von gasförmigen Isotopengemischen
und seiner Anwendung auf die Isotopen des Neons. [Process for the separation of
gaseous mixtures of isotopes and its application to the isotopes of neon.] Zeitschrift
für Physik 79:108–131, 700.

Das Verfahren benutzt die Di↵usion durch eine
poröse Wand ins Vakuum. Es ermöglicht die gle-
ichzeitige Wirksamkeit einer großen Zahl von Dif-
fusionszellen und damit eine weitgehende Entmis-
chung eines Isotopengemisches in einem einzigen
Arbeitsgang. Die ausgeführte Apparatur, welche
24 Pumpen und 48 Tonrohre enthält, ergibt
bei einmaliger Anwendung auf die Isotopen des
Neons in wenigen Stunden eine Änderung des
Isotopenverhältnisses um nahezu den Faktor 8.
Durch wiederholte Anwendung ist eine weiterge-
hende Trennung möglich. Es werden Massen-
spektrogramme und optische Spektren von Neon-
Isotopengemischen verschiedener Zusammenset-
zung reproduziert.

The process uses di↵usion through a porous
wall into a vacuum. It allows the simultane-
ous e↵ectiveness of a large number of di↵u-
sion cells and thus extensive segregation of
a mixture of isotopes in a single operation.
The executed apparatus, which contains 24
pumps and 48 clay tubes, when applied once
to the isotopes of neon, results in a change
in the isotopic ratio by a factor of nearly 8
in a few hours. More extensive separation is
possible by repeated application. Mass spec-
trograms and optical spectra of neon iso-
tope mixtures of various compositions are
reproduced.

Gustav Hertz. 1932. Ein Verfahren zur Trennung von gasförmigen Isotopengemis-
chen. [A process for the separation of gaseous isotope mixtures.] Naturwissenschaften
20:493–494.

Gustav Hertz. 1933. Reindarstellung des schweren Wassersto�sotops durch Di↵usion.
[Manufacture of Pure Heavy Hydrogen Isotope by Di↵usion.] Naturwissenschaften
21:884–885.
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H. Harmsen, Gustav Hertz, and Werner Schütze. 1934. Weitere Versuche zur Iso-
topentrennung. [Further experiments on isotope separation.] Zeitschrift für Physik
90:703–711.

Die Leistungsfähigkeit der früher beschriebenen
Apparatur zur Trennung von gasförmigen Iso-
topengemischen ist durch Verdoppelung der Zahl
der Trennungsglieder sowie durch Benutzung
größerer Pumpen bei einem Teil der Trennungs-
glieder so weit erhöht worden, daß bereits durch
einmalige Anwendung des Verfahrens aus normalem
Neon das Isotop 22 praktisch rein hergestellt wer-
den kann. Auch das schwere Wassersto�sotop läßt
sich mit Hilfe der Apparatur in großer Rein-
heit darstellen. Ausgehend von einem Wassersto↵,
welcher etwa 1o/oo des schweren Isotops enthält,
ergibt sich in 8 Stunden 1 cm3 spektralreiner schw-
erer Wassersto↵ von Atmosphärendruck.

The e�ciency of the previously described
apparatus for the separation of gaseous iso-
topic mixtures has been increased by dou-
bling the number of separation elements
and by using larger pumps for some of the
separation elements to such an extent that
the isotope 22 can be produced practically
pure from normal neon just by using the
process once. The heavy hydrogen isotope
can also be produced in great purity with
the aid of the apparatus. Starting from a hy-
drogen containing about 1o/oo of the heavy
isotope, 1 cm3 of spectrally pure heavy hy-
drogen of atmospheric pressure is obtained
in 8 hours.

Gustav Hertz. 1934. Ein Verfahren zur Trennung von Isotopengemischen durch Di↵u-
sion in strömendem Quecksilberdampf. [Process for the separation of isotope mixtures
by di↵usion in flowing mercury vapour.] Zeitschrift für Physik 91:810–815.]

Das früher angegebene Verfahren zur Trennung
von Isotopengemischen wird dadurch verbessert,
daß an Stelle der Di↵usion durch eine poröse
Wand die Di↵usion in strömendem Quecksil-
berdampf zur Trennung verwandt wird. Hierzu
wird eine Di↵usionspumpe besonderer Bauart be-
nutzt, welche die Eigenschaft hat, aus einem Gas-
gemisch bevorzugt die schneller di↵undierenden Be-
standteile zu pumpen. Aus zwölf solchen Pumpen
wird eine Apparatur zusammengesetzt, welche für
die Neonisotopen eine Änderung des Isotopen-
verhältnisses um etwa den Faktor 10 ergibt.

The method described earlier for separat-
ing isotope mixtures is improved by using
di↵usion in flowing mercury vapor instead
of di↵usion through a porous wall. For this
purpose, a di↵usion pump of special design
is used, which has the property of prefer-
entially pumping the more rapidly di↵using
components out of a gas mixture. An appa-
ratus is assembled from twelve such pumps,
which results in a change of the isotope ra-
tio for the neon isotopes by a factor of about
10.

Hubert Krüger. 1939. Über die Anreicherung des N15-Isotops und einige spektroskopis-
che Untersuchungen am N15. [About the Enrichment of the N15 Isotope and Some
Spectroscopic Investigations of N15.] Zeitschrift für Physik 111:467–474.

Mit einer 42 gliedrigen Hertzschen Isotopentren-
nungsapparatur konnten Anreicherungen des
N15-Isotops von N14:N15=4:1 erreicht werden.

With a 42-stage Hertz isotope separation ap-
paratus, enrichments of the N15 isotope of
N14:N15=4:1 could be achieved.
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Pavel V. Oleynikov. 2000. German Scientists in the Soviet Atomic Project. Nonprolif-
eration Review 7:2:1–30.

Gustav Hertz was probably the most eminent scientist among all the Germans who went to work
in the Soviet Union. He received the Nobel Prize in physics in 1925 for his work with James Franck
demonstrating the quantized nature of atomic excitation potentials. In 1932, he conducted the first
experiments into separation of neon isotopes by the di↵usion method. At the time of his transfer
to the Soviet Union, he was the head of Siemens Research Laboratory. [...]

Hertz arrived at Sukhumi together with von Ardenne and was given a separate institute—Institute
“G” at Agudzery. [...] The topics assigned to Institute “G” were:114

• separation of isotopes by di↵usion in a flow of inert gas (leader—Gustav Hertz);

• development of a condensation pump (leader— Muellenpford); and

• development of a theory of stability and control of a di↵usion cascade (leader—Heinz Bar-
wich).

[...] German scientists substantially contributed to the Soviet’s e↵orts to design a membrane for
gaseous di↵usion technology. In early 1946, Laboratory No. 2 (now the Kurchatov Institute) issued
a classified request for a proposal to design a flat membrane.175 Fifteen organizations submitted
their designs. The Moscow Combine of Hard Alloys (MKTS) won the competition. In their design,
nickel powder was poured into a mold atop a vibrating table. After some vibration to compact the
powder and level its surface, the tray was baked in an oven until the powder was partially melted
and formed a ceramic-like porous plate. After the addition of some strengthening elements, the
plate was turned into a membrane ready for use. After tests, however, it was found that nearly 10
percent of all pores in such a membrane would let any molecule go through (i.e., were too big to
perform the separation function), and that the operating pressure of such membranes was 20 to
30 millimeters (mm) of mercury (Hg) column, a feature that would lead to large losses of electric
power, a waste of compressor power, and extremely high requirements on the air-tightness of the
machinery.

German groups in Institutes “A” and “G” joined the competition some time in 1947 and started to
work on designs for tubular membranes that were expected to be more e�cient. Peter Thiessen’s
group in Institute “A” focused on a lattice-type filter: a nickel lattice with 10,000 holes per square
centimeter was covered by fine-grain nickel carbonyl and baked in an oven. Afterwards, the mesh
was bent and welded into tubes. It was discovered that Soviet industry at the time was unable to
duct nickel wire finely enough to make the required lattice. For some time the necessary wire and
the lattice were ordered from Berlin.176 Although Peter Thiessen later received a Stalin Prize for
his work in the area of gaseous di↵usion, it is unlikely that he personally invented the membrane.
Rudenko and Kruglov mention that a Dr. [Werner] Schütze received a Stalin Prize in 1948 for
design of a di↵usion membrane.177

Both German and Russian sources state that Thiessen’s design had an unpredictable nature and
was more appropriate for a lab bench than mass production; Zavenyagin derided his process as
“artisanship.”178 Nickel carbonyl powder was manually sprayed on flat lattices and then these were
pressed by rolls. Given the huge surface area of di↵usion membranes, manual spraying was a real
drawback. The need to do it manually disappeared only in 1952 when a way to automate this
tedious process was found.179
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The German group in Institute “G” was headed by a former pharmacist, Reinhold Reichmann.
He was working on a mouthpiece type of membrane that could be extruded and would require
no welding. Reichmann first experimented with copper and silver, then with nickel. Reichmann’s
solution clearly had its roots in his previous occupation—he mixed nickel with dimethylgloxin
and then with a mild pain killer, clove pinks oil.180 The mixture was then extruded and baked.
Reichmann died soon after his discovery, and a Stalin Prize was awarded to him posthumously in
1948.181

Both types of tubular filters developed by the German teams, after tests in Laboratory No. 2,
were approved for use in second-generation di↵usion machines.182 It was decided to send Thiessen’s
group to Plant No. 12 in Elektrostal, and Reichmann’s group (headed then by V.N. Yeremin and
his wife) to the MKTS. Beginning in 1949, these two plants started to manufacture all filters for
di↵usion machines.

The new filters could be used at pressures up to 50 mm of Hg column. This meant that—without
any changes in the gaseous di↵usion plant’s design—its capacity could be increased by a factor of
2 or 2.5, provided its compressors could work at higher pressures. Tubular filters were first used in
the second-generation di↵usion machines that formed the basis of the second di↵usion plant, the
D-3 plant at Sverdlovsk-44.183 In 1953, Zavenyagin decided that the production of di↵usion filters
should be transferred to the Sverdlovsk-44 site in the Urals.184 [...]

At the NKVD’s instruction, in late 1945 Hertz and his colleagues in Institute “G” started devel-
opment of a control theory for di↵usion cascades. Cascades connect a large number of individual
di↵usion stages in which the isotope of interest is gradually separated from the initial feed gas.
Hertz and Barwich were calculating requirements for pumps in the di↵usion cascades, and also
acceptable losses of uranium hexafluoride due to corrosion in the cascades. Also, from theoretical
calculations they determined percolation (i.e., a statistical description of a particle’s path through
a filter) in a membrane and the diameter of pores in a filter. In 1946, Barwich worked out a theory
of natural stability of separation cascades that led to a reduction in the number of compressors in
the design of the enrichment plant and a reduction in the time the material stayed inside the plant.
[...]

In 1948, the first gaseous di↵usion plant in the USSR, D-1, was put into operation. It contained 6,200
di↵usion machines installed in 56 enrichment cascades.185 The D-1 plant had problems.186 Ball-
bearings in compressors were made too precisely, without proper tolerances for thermal expansion,
and quickly failed. Infusions of uranium hexafluoride into the plant were not leading to any product
at the output. The situation was catastrophic. Among the luminaries brought in to help solve
the problem in October 1948 were Gustav Hertz, Heinz Barwich, and Peter Thiessen.187 Because
they did not know the o�cial name of the secret facility, the trio christened it “Kefirstadt” (now
Sverdlovsk-44 or Novouralsk) after the “kefir” milk drink that they were given there every day for
more than a month.188

The D-1 plant’s greatest problem was corrosion. In the presence of water, uranium hexafluoride
turned into tetrafluoride and stuck to the surfaces of the cascades as a powder. To fix this, all
workshops were put under air hoods where they were supplied with dehumidified air. Also, nearly
5,000 leaky compressors were replaced in the plant. Peter Thiessen, with his co-worker from Sukhumi
Prof. Karzhavin, proposed using a heated fluorine-air mixture to passivate (i.e., give a protective
coating to) all internal surfaces of the cascades to reduce future corrosion by tetrafluoride.189 [...]
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The first awards for uranium enrichment technologies were presented in 1951 after the successful
tests of a nuclear bomb containing uranium (the earlier Soviet test in 1949 involved a plutonium
bomb).191 Thiessen was awarded a first class Stalin Prize, while Hertz, Barwich, and their Russian
colleague Krutkow received a second class award.192

114 Kruglov, Kak sozdavalas atomnaja promyshlennost v SSSR, pp. 165–166. [...]

175 N.M. Sinjov, Obogaschjonny uran dlja atomnogo oruzhija i energetiki (Enriched Uranium for
Atomic Weapons and Energy Production) (Moscow: TsNIIAtominform, 1991), pp. 39–40.

176 Russian respect for Germany and its industry was well-founded. Even in times of war Germany
was able to produce products much superior to anything in the Soviet Union. See, for example,
B. Chertok, Rakety I Ljudi, where he mentions that the Germans had used nearly 80 metals and
alloys in their V-2 rocket, while Soviet industry was capable of producing less than 40.

177 Rudenko, “Yaderny Plagiat,” p.10; Kruglov, Kak sozdavalas atomnaja promyshlennost v SSSR,
p.167.

178 Barwich, Das rote Atom, p. 147.

179 Mikhailov and Petrosjants, Sozdanije pervoi sovetskoi atomnoi bomby, p. 331.

180 Clove pinks oil was used as a mild pain killer by dentists. It relieves pain when it evaporates.

181 Albrecht, Heinemann-Grueder, and Wellmann, Die Spezialisten, p. 67.

182 Amazingly, there was strong opposition to this decision. The Gorkiy machine plant that won
the contract to manufacture the first-generation machines with flat filters was against the idea,
while the design bureau from the Elektrosila plant in Leningrad, which was still trying to promote
its designs, wanted to adopt the new technology. In his book, Sinjov openly speaks of “revenge by
Gorkiy people.” Even huge projects do not kill envy in people! See Sinjov, Obogaschjonny uran dlja
atomnogo oruzhija i energetiki, p. 42.

183 Sverdlovsk-44 is now also known as Novouralsk. Ibid., pp. 43–44.

184 Kruglov, Kak sozdavalas atomnaja promyshlennost v SSSR, p. 175.

185 Ibid., p. 185.

186 Ibid.

187 Barwich, Das rote Atom, p. 103

188 Klaus Thiessen, telephone conversation with author, July 9, 1999.

189 Kruglov, Kak sozdavalas atomnaja promyshlennost v SSSR, p. 186. [...]

191 V. Zhuchikhin, Vtoraja atomnaja (The Second Atomic Bomb) (Snezhinsk, Russia: RFNC-
VNIIEF, 1995), p. 110.

192 Albrecht, Heinemann-Grueder, and Wellmann, Die Spezialisten, pp. 74–75.
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Figure D.93: Rudolf Fleischmann. 1940–1941. Notebook containing detailed notes on gaseous dif-
fusion experiments, gaseous di↵usion enrichment data, and results of meetings on nuclear physics
[G-346].
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Figure D.94: Erika Cremer did her Ph.D. research on (chemical) chain reactions, collaborated with
Otto Hahn and Siegfried Flügge, pioneered gas chromatography, and worked on isotope separation
during World War II. Were her methods implemented on a larger scale for the enrichment of
uranium via gaseous di↵usion?
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Figure D.95: Beginning in 1940, Auergesellschaft (probably Nikolaus Riehl) filed patents on an
industrial-scale uranium enrichment process that combined aspects of gaseous thermal di↵usion
and what later became known as the PUREX process.
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Figure D.96: Beginning in 1940, Auergesellschaft (probably Nikolaus Riehl) filed patents on an
industrial-scale uranium enrichment process that combined aspects of gaseous thermal di↵usion
and what later became known as the PUREX process.
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Figure D.97: Beginning in 1940, Auergesellschaft (probably Nikolaus Riehl) filed patents on an
industrial-scale uranium enrichment process that combined aspects of gaseous thermal di↵usion
and what later became known as the PUREX process.
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Figure D.98: Beginning in 1940, Auergesellschaft (probably Nikolaus Riehl) filed patents on an
industrial-scale uranium enrichment process that combined aspects of gaseous thermal di↵usion
and what later became known as the PUREX process.
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Figure D.99: Beginning in 1940, Auergesellschaft (probably Nikolaus Riehl) filed patents on an
industrial-scale uranium enrichment process that combined aspects of gaseous thermal di↵usion
and what later became known as the PUREX process.
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Figure D.100: Beginning in 1940, Auergesellschaft (probably Nikolaus Riehl) filed patents on an
industrial-scale uranium enrichment process that combined aspects of gaseous thermal di↵usion
and what later became known as the PUREX process.
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[The isotope sluice was an alternative form of gaseous di↵usion invented by Erich Bagge. The
principle was that in a beam of energetic uranium atoms/ions/molecules, lighter U-235 would
travel slightly faster than heavier U-238. If that beam had to traverse a series of portals that
quickly opened and closed with the right timing, the faster U-235 would be more likely to make it
through than the slower U-238. The portals were generally holes in rapidly spinning disks. Because
the isotope sluice involved energetic uranium beams and high-speed rotating machinery, it also
had some characteristics of electromagnetic separators and centrifuges. Bagge led a team that
successfully demonstrated isotope sluice prototypes during the war, and he tried unsuccessfully to
attract enough support for the approach in the European nuclear industry after the war.

See pp. 3259–3268.]

Background investigation of Erich Bagge. 7 April 1952 [NARA RG 330, Entry A1-1B,
Box 6, Folder Bagge, Erich]

On 28 March 1952, Frau Charlotte PRAGER nee BRINKMANN, a German national... now resid-
ing in BERLIN-Dahlem, Boltzmannstr. 19, was interviewed, and stated substantially as follows:
BAGGE had lived in the neighborhood in 1941 with his wife and two (2) children. BAGGE worked
in the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Physics; however, SOURCE was not sure what type of work
BAGGE performed. In 1944, BAGGE and his family presumably departed for VIENNA (O49/X49),
Austria. Since this time SOURCE has never seen or heard about BAGGE. [...]

[Did Bagge help transition his uranium-235 enrichment system to industrial-scale production some-
place in Austria, such as at Gusen?]
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Erich Bagge and Karl-Friedrich Leisinger. Patent DE1058024. Vorrichtung zur Tren-
nung von Isotopen mit der Isotopenschleuse in der Gasphase. [Device for the Separa-
tion of Isotopes with the Isotope Sluice in the Gas Phase.] Filed 6 May 1955.

Es ist möglich, Isotope mit Hilfe der Isotopen-
schleuse nach einem von E. Bagge entwickelten
Verfahren zu trennen. Die Methode besteht
darin, daß man sich für das zu trennende Iso-
topengemisch einen Atom- oder Molekularstrahl
herstellt, welcher ein System von intermittieren-
den Blenden durchsetzen muß. Die Blenden sind
so eingerichtet, daß durch periodisches Ö↵nen
und Schließen der Atom- oder Molekularstrahl in
kleine Wölkchen zerhackt wird.

Die Wölkchen müssen dann über eine kurze
Wegstrecke durch den Raum fliegen, wobei
sich eine teilweise Trennung der Isotope vol-
lzieht, indem sich die leichteren und dadurch
schnelleren Teilchen an den Kopf des Wölkchens
setzen, während die schwereren zurückbleiben.
Das zweite Blendsystem sorgt dafür, daß die
Wölkchen abermals zerteilt werden, indem
die Spitze durchgelassen wird, während der
Rest des Wölkchens zwischen den Blenden
zurückbleibt. Auf diese Weise ist es möglich,
aus dem ursprünglichen Atomstrahl einen neuen
intermittierenden Strahl zu gewinnen, in dem
die leichteren Isotope angereichert sind. Zur
Ausbildung des primären Atomstrahls wird vor
die erste intermittierende Blende eine raumfeste
oder ein ganzes System räumlich feststehender
Blenden gebracht. Das Verfahren, das sich in
dieser Form auf Atomstrahlen leicht kondensier-
barer Metalldämpfe mit Erfolg anwenden läßt,
kann auch auf Gase übertragen werden.

It is possible to separate isotopes by means
of the isotope sluice according to a method
developed by E. Bagge. The method consists
in producing an atomic or molecular beam
for the isotope mixture to be separated,
which must enforce a system of intermittent
diaphragms. The apertures are arranged
so that the atomic or molecular beam is
chopped into small clouds by periodically
opening and closing.

The small clouds then have to fly over
a short distance through space, with a partial
separation of the isotopes takes place by the
lighter and thus faster particles sit on the
head of the cloud, while the heavier remain
behind. The second blend system causes the
clouds to be split again by letting the tip
through while leaving the rest of the cloud
between the ba✏es. In this way, it is possible
to obtain from the original atomic beam a
new intermittent beam in which the lighter
isotopes are enriched. To form the primary
atom beam, a space-fixed or an entire system
of spatially fixed diaphragms is brought
before the first intermittent diaphragm. The
method, which can be successfully applied
in this form to atomic beams of easily con-
densable metal vapors, can also be applied to
gases.
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Figure D.101: During the war, Erich Bagge led a team that invented, built, and demonstrated the
“isotope sluice,” an alternative form of gaseous di↵usion enrichment [G-124].
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Figure D.102: During the war, Erich Bagge led a team that invented, built, and demonstrated the
“isotope sluice,” an alternative form of gaseous di↵usion enrichment [G-124; G-202].
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Figure D.103: During the war, Erich Bagge led a team that invented, built, and demonstrated the
“isotope sluice,” an alternative form of gaseous di↵usion enrichment.
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Figure D.104: During the war, Erich Bagge led a team that invented, built, and demonstrated the
“isotope sluice,” an alternative form of gaseous di↵usion enrichment.
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Figure D.105: During the war, Erich Bagge led a team that invented, built, and demonstrated the
“isotope sluice,” an alternative form of gaseous di↵usion enrichment.
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Figure D.106: During the war, Erich Bagge led a team that invented, built, and demonstrated the
“isotope sluice,” an alternative form of gaseous di↵usion enrichment.
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Figure D.107: During the war, Erich Bagge led a team that invented, built, and demonstrated the
“isotope sluice,” an alternative form of gaseous di↵usion enrichment [FIAT Rev: Nuclear Physics
and Cosmic Rays Vol. II, pp. 100–103].
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Figure D.108: During the war, Erich Bagge led a team that invented, built, and demonstrated the
“isotope sluice,” an alternative form of gaseous di↵usion enrichment [FIAT Rev: Nuclear Physics
and Cosmic Rays Vol. II, pp. 100–103].
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Figure D.109: During the war, Erich Bagge led a team that invented, built, and demonstrated the
“isotope sluice,” an alternative form of gaseous di↵usion enrichment [German patent DE1058024].
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Figure D.110: During the war, Erich Bagge led a team that invented, built, and demonstrated the
“isotope sluice,” an alternative form of gaseous di↵usion enrichment [German patent DE1058024].


